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A number of major articles related to DOD and Army acquisition reform
efforts are highlighted in this issue, including the Section 800 Report, Lean
Production, the Industrial Base, Agile Manufacturing, Concurrent Engineering, and the Defense Science Board Report.

Acquisition Reform . ..

AN ARMY
PERSPECTIVE
By Bruce H. Waldschmidt

and COL Dan ny L. Abbott
Introduction
Why reform? Declining procurement dol1=, tbe dWindling of the Army's industrial base, and the accelerating pace in the
development of commercial technology
have led to fewer suppliers willing and able
to do business the government way. Furthermore, our Army continues to serve in
difficult situations wbere world-class equipment is a necessity.
The new DOD senior civilian leadership
has signaled their commitment to change
by establishing the Deputy Under Secretary
of Defense for Acquisition Reform
CD SD(AR». Fortunately, the Army has
been moving forward rapidly during the last
three years and finds itself able to demonstrate success in many of the initiatives propo ed by the new DUSD(AR).
Our goal is to eliminate non-productive
co t thereby dramatically improving the
development, testing, acquisition, and
fielcting of weapons and information systems. This article discusses a number of
broad acquisition reform initiatives that will
substantially help the Army reduce costs.

Regulatory Reduction
In April of 1993 the Army published AR
70-1, Army Acqui ition Policy, which significantly changes the authority of program
managers (PM). In the past, the "burden of
proof' for not incorporating functional requirements (e.g., specifications and standards) into acquisition programs rested with
the PMs. That policy changed with the latest
rewrite of AR 70-1. Now the functional
January-February 1994

proponent must justify why it is in the best
interests of the PM and the Army to include
a functional requirement. The "burden of
proof" lies with the functional proponent,
not with tbe PM.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary of
the Army (Researcb, Development and Acquisition (OASA(RDA» has embarked on a
significant effort to eliminate unneeded
Army regulations. During the past year we
identified 41 acquisition regulations for
potential elimination. After a vigorous
review, we eliminated 17 of those regulations and transferred twO adctitional regulations to tbe Army staff for their consolidation. The remaining 22 regulations are
still under review for possible elimination.
Streamlining acquisition policy enables

Our goal is to eliminate
non-productive costs
thereby dramatically
improving the
development, testing,
acquisition and fielding of weapons and
information systems.

PMs to develop, acquire, and field weapons
systems more efficiently and effectively. For
example, we eliminated AR 705-19, Electrical Systems and Motor Vehicles. This regulation reqUired the use of 24 volt elecuical
systems in motor vehides even though the
commercial market had moved to 12 volt
systems decades ago. Other examples of
regulations that we consolidated or eliminated include Configuration Management,
Post Production Testing of Army Materiel,
and the Army Conversion 1b Metric Systems
of Measurement.

Roadshows
The acquisition reform effon also encompasses the education of thousands of
government and indusuy professionals
regarding tbe new way of doing business.
This is wbere Army Materiel Command's
Road hows come in. The Roadshows use
the case study method and bring in experts
from the Army Materiel Command and the
Department of the Army to educate participants on how we can streamline the acquisition process. The Army Materiel Command has conducted three series of Roadshows to date.
Many studies estimate that the Army pay
a 30 percent premium over tbe commercial
cost for building similar products. Part of
that 30 percent cost ctifferential is due to the
tight regulatory controls the Army bas instituted in decades past. Reguiatory controls
may reduce risk for the Army, but the controls also drive up the cost of doing business for everyone.
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The Roadshows focu on eliminating the
30 percent premium we pay for goods and
services. The Roadshows emphasize con·
current engineering t improvement in
research and development of products and
proce es, the early integration of test and
evaluation, obtaining the be t value for the
full Ufe cyde, looking at the commercial and
world market for better products, electronic
data tran fer, and, of course, reducing functional requirements and miBtary pecifica·
tions and tandards.

Industry Roundtables
Private industry has played a significant
role in acquisition reform through their par·
ticipation in Roundtable I, May 1991, and
Roundtahle II, July 1992.
More rhan 100 government and indus·
try e."ecuti ves met for three days and
developed 99 recommendations for improvement of the acqui ition process. Today more than 80 recommendations have
been implemented.
An cxarnple of where we implemented an
industry streamlining recommendation is
the automation of the business proce s duro
ing solicitation, propo at, evaluation,
negotiation, award, and adm.inistration. In·
dustry recommended expanded use ofelectronic data interchange and tandarclized
oCtware government wide. The Army
agreed and is aggres ivety pursuing the
recommendation. Currently, there are
major thrusts in DOD for Electrortic Data
InterChange (EoI) and the Army is developing a trategic plan to accomplish thi cost
aving measure.

Non-Deve1opmentalltems
The Army has always been the DOD lead·
er in on· Developmental hems (NoI). The
Army continue 10 pursue a number of initiativ s to in rease the use of commercial
products. We have a network of associale
advocate for NO! at 13 clifferent Army aCquisition sites. The'e advocate haHenge
local barriers and increase ti,e dialogue with
the using community to enable greater
pOlential of 01.

Advanced Planning Briefmgs
The Army has de"eloped the advanced
planning briefing for industry as an effore
10 proVide procurement information to private indu try. This program encourages
early dialogue with industry during all
pha e' of acquisirion. The program u es
three level of briefing for industry. Level
I addre,se the command projected requirements in all business area three to five
rears before oBcitation. The second level
reviews projected requirements 12 to 24
month into the future. The third Ie>'ellooks
one to Lx months prior to the solicitation.
Industrr response is enthusiastic and attendance is high at the briefings.

Acquisition Policy
There have been numerous acquisition

The Army has
developed the
advanced planning
briefing for industry as
an effort to provide
procurement
information to private
industry. This program
encourages early
dialogue with industry
during all phases of
acquisition.
poUcies pubUshed emphasizing acquisition
reform by the Army. Two of note, however,
deal with reducing functional requirements
and developing a team concept for PMs.
The fLrst memorandum, Reducing Functional Requirement, was authored in Augu t 1992. This memorandum tells the acquisition community to eliminate those
functional requirements that add lillle or no
value or are not cost effective. The head of
the contracting activity. in coordination
with the PM, must ensure that the functional requiremenrs induded in soUcitations are
justified as e ential and cost effective measures. The policy al a required PMs to
review all non-contractual functional requirements and cballenge tho e that appear
exce sive or do not add value to the Army.
The second memorandum, Team Concept for Program Management. was
authored a few months later. Thi memorandum emphasizes cooperation hetween
government and indu try. We need a "free
and open exchange of information" among
all parties in order to ensure program ucce s. Tbe memorandum encourages top
management to be involved earlier 0 that
project managers will know the critical
processes and managemem actions required
at program onset.

-

Conclusion
The Army has pursued acquisition reform
across a broad spectrum through the use of
written policy and increased dialogue with
our indu try partners. We have used every
possible means to spread the acquisition refonn me age. Our focu remains steady. We
look to develop good bu ines relationships. We look at beSt value, not cost. And
finalll'. we empower our personnel to do the
best job they can.

BRUCE H. WALDSCHMIDT is chieJ
oj the Acquisitio'l Policy DiVision,
OSARDA. He balds a B.A. degree in economics Jrom Cornet! College and an
M.S. degree in contract acquisition
managementJrom the Florida Institute
oj Technology. He bas also completed
tbe Industrial College oj the Armed
Forces.
COL DANNY L. ABBOTT is director
oJthe U.S. Army Acquisition Policy ReJorm Working Group, OSARDA. He
holds a B.S. degree in aeronautical
cience Jrom Embry-Riddle, and an
M.A. degree in business management
and ecollomicsJrom Central Michigan.
He has also completed tbe PM course
at tbe DeJense Systems Management
College and the Army War College.

Success Stories
We have had numerous success stories
over ti,e la t few years that are a direct re ult
of acquisition reform efforts. Our first story relate to Battlefield Combat ldentification Systems. It involved the PM pulling
govemment and industry official together
to olve the fratricide problem. The Army
used process action tearns and a senior
management committee for problem resolution. A a re ult, the PM successfully
pas cd 1.ilestone IIlI only II months after
Milestone O.
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Our second success story i the new training helicopter. We treamlined the request
for proposal and used no military specifications. For provisioning, the Army requested commercial off-the-shelf products. Furthermore, tbe Army specified commercial
publicatiOns. TheAnny even waived many
Milestone l&ll documentation requirements thereby reducing the PM "paper
burden" by 44 percent. All of these actions
resulted in the new helicopter being fielded sooner with minimum investment by private industry. The Army is now reaping approximately $50 million/rear in operations
and support cost savings.

-.

,
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DEFENSE SCIENCE BOARD
TASK FORCE ON
ACQUISITION REFORM
Introduction

.

Acquisition reform was idemified as an
early part of the new administration's thrust
for the Department of Defense. Dr. William
J. Perry, deputy secretary of defense, signaled his convictions as the architect of a
letter to the tben president-elect by the Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology,
and Government. Soon after raking office
the new administration formed tbe Office
of Depury Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition Reform with Colleen Preston as
its leader. In April,)ohn Deutch, the under
secretary of defense for acquisition
(USD(A)), launched a task force of the
Defense Scie.nce Board with the following
objectives:
1. Review the Section SOO study results for both immediately actionable items
and contributions to a comprehensive
program;
2. Review tbe data collected in the 1990
USD(A) initiative on "Streamlining the
Defe.nse Acquisition Process," and other
relevant studies to assure the best possible
numerical estimate of the absolute and relative costs of the current process;
3. Collect a comprehensi ve list of historIcal examples which can be used to convey
the nature of the issues involved to the administration, the Congress. and the general public;
4. Recommend a method for proceeding
with a radical change to the current process;
and
5. Perform a preliminary review of the
impact of the current military requirements
process on the acquisition system and
recommend an approach for change which
will be consistent with number 4 above.
Thsk force members were: Robert ).
Hermann (chairman), senior vice president,
science and technology, United Technologies Corporation; Anthony F. Bromo, COL
USAF(Ret.); Robert L. Canoi, senior vice
president, researcb, engineering and
manufacturing processes, Rockwell International Corporation; George Donovan,
vice president, government relations,
Smiths Industries; Leon A. Edney, Admiral
January-February 1994

By Dr. Robert J. Hermann
S (Ret.); Robert R. Everett, trustee, The
MITRE Corporation; Robert A. Fuhrman,
president (ReL), Lockheed Corporation;
Jacques S. Gansler, senior vice president,
The Analytic Sciences Corporation;Joan E.
Habermann, vice president, LogiStics Management Institute; George H. Hellmeier,
vice president and chief executive officer,
Bellcore; Wendy T. Kirby, Esq., partner,
Hogan & Hartson; Edward C. Meyer,
General, USA(Ret.); Ralph C. Nash Jr.,
professor (Ret.), George Wa hington
University; Philip A. Odeen, president and
chief executive officer, BDM International,
Inc.; and Bernard P. Randolph, General,
USAF(ReL), vice preSident, product integrity and tOtal quality management, TRW, Inc.
The results of this study were reported
to Dr. Perry onJun. 30, 1993. This article
presents information included in the executive summary of the task force report.

Imperative for Reform
The most important and urgent imperati ve for defense acquisition reform is the
need to integrate major parts of the defense
industrial base with the commercial industrial base. This is reqUired to meet several
objectives. Integration ofmajor parts of the
defense and commercial industrial bases
will give DOD access to those technologies,
produCts, and processes which are dominated by the commercial market place. Electronics, software, computer systems,
telecommunications, and flexible manufacturing are examples where commercial
technology is far more advanced than military technology.
Secondly, this initiative will broaden the
industrial base upon which the department
depends. The current base, which is essentially dedicated and thus isolated, is eroding, is not attracting capital, is losing technology leadership, is not using the most

advanced industrial practices, and is not
capable of the reqUired surge capabiliry for
crisis response.
Another objective of the integration of
commercial and defense industrial bases i
to become more efficient and save money.
Inefficiencies exist in all three segments of
the acquisition process- program definition, program execution, and the defense
industrial ba e. Acquisition emphasiZing
commercial practices will enable DOD to
stretch its available resources significantly.
The amount of the potential savings is not
subject to precise calculation. The task force
has examined many case studies and has
reached the judgement that e.fficlencie in
the order of tens of billions per year could
be achieved after four or five years of determined reform.
Finally, greater integration of the industrial base will make the la.rge R&D and
production resources of the DOD more
readily available to the U.S. economy
overall-to foster economic growth and industrial competitiveness.

Elements of a Solution

• Adopting Commercial Practices.
This initiative requires profound changes
and difficult choices. It means DOD must
move away from the current cost-based
acquisition system and increase the use
of practices which will encourage commercial entities to serve the defense
market. Areas impacted involve unique
government procurement, accounting
and auditing practices.
Adopting commercial practices also means
that commercial functional specifications
must be applied. 000 unique product and
process specifications must not be imposed
which inhibit the delivery of defen e
products and services by commercial
sources.
In addition, data and intellectual property
rights must be treated in a manner consistent with commercial practice.
• Maintaining the Public Trust.
Monitoring costs as the way to determine a fair price is deeply imbedded in the
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current acquisition process and viewed by
many as a major element in protecting the
public interest. Moving away from costba ed acquisition raises questiOns about
bow to maintain the pUblic trust while using commercial practices.
We believe the public protection offered
by the current system is not a very high scandard. It encourages the supplier to increase
the cost of goods because that is one of tbe
few ways available to increase profit over
the long run. It discourages a supplier from
investing in more efficient production
processes. It creates an immense regime of
contention between the government and its
suppliers around which large numbers of
government auditors, accountants, and
other overseers scrimmage witb an equally large number of supplier personnel. The
result is a constant flow of charges and
counter charges about false claims, unallowable costs, pricing deficiencies, and a bost
of other opportunities for differences
which we believe can safely be avoided. It
is very clear that the effect of this is not public trust.
There are a number of tools available to
000 in the commercial market place that
can better protect the public trust. Emphasizing a broad u e ofcompetition is one
such tool. AnOtber is using formal, coUeclive, and accountable judgement of fair
price using market surveys. Greater involvement of users in the program definition
process would provide a better understanding of value. Keeping a track record ofpast
performance of contractors would also help
in this area. In addition, the public trust
could be bener maintained through the use
of the general regulatory environment
governing the conduct of commercial business, including commercial accounting and
auditing.
• The "Requiremeots H

.

Process-

Flexibility Needed. One of the most imporcant elements of tbis new approach is
fJexibiliry in the process that determines
what DOD needs to acquire. The commercial market place depends heavily on competition not only between competitors for
identical items, but among functionally
simHa.r items and alternative courses of action. This requires that the program definition proces be more closely linked to an
understanding of tbe objectives and plans
of the military user and thus a better sense
of the value of the alternative and their
affordability.
This means giVing the unified commanders (the users) and the CjCS/joint staff
a more powerful role in the acquisition
process-and more access to rechnical
resources to fulfill that role. The activities
of the qCS/joint staff must be integrated
with tbose of tbe USO(A) and the acquisition community. A direcr relationship must
be e cablished between the acquiring erVice/agency and the user CINC to permit a
more effective dialogue over how the functional needs are to be met and at what cost.

Integration ofmajor parts
of the defense and
commercial industrial
bases will give DOD
access to those
technologies, products,
and processes which
are dominated by the
commercial market
place.
These needs must be linked to the long-term
budget proces to assure affordability.
• Recommendations-How to Begin.
Accord.ing to the Task Force, DOD should
begin by taking several steps which already
have been def'med by prior policy decision
and studies.
DOD should broaden the procurement of
commercial ptOducts. This means that 000
should implement and enforce DFARS 211
which would relax the requirement for cost
or pricing data and technical data rights.
DOD should implement, by regulation
wherever po sible, the Section 800 panel
recommendations and should support the
related legislative proposals of rhe ection
800 panel. In addition, 000 bould substitute commercial item descriprions for
milspecs in every procurement of a commercial item. The use of a DOD specification or proces srandard should be prohibired unle s it is the only practical alternative.
Increased use of simplified procuremem
procedures by supporting the legislative
proposal of the Section 800 panel LO raise
the threshold to 8100,000 is another recommendation made by the task force.
Also, the task force recommended reducing reliance on cost or pricing data.
This mean eliminating cost or pricing
data when there is adequate price competition or where fair and reasonable price
can be established through' 'other means;'
such a independent price analysis via
market re earch. Also, this means supporting the Section 800 panel's recommendation that the definition of adequate
price competition be expanded and be
adopted in the DFARS. This can be done
wirhoUllegislation. The last recommendation among those already defined by prior
policy decisions and studies was to support the Section 800 panel' recommendations to make permanent the current
8500,000 threshold for suhmission of cost
or pricing data.
In parallel, the task force recommended
the introduction of commercial practice in
key industrial sectors.
Begirming with the selection of some
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industrial sectors which are dominated by
the commercial market, but are also important to defense, DOD should acquire systems and services in those elected sectors
with commercial practices. For this selection, the task force recommended three
broad candidate areas-information systems, electronics, and jet engines. Within
these sectOrs limited egmelllS of these industrial sectors should be carved out as pilor initiarives that involve entire plants. The
electronics and jet engine industries were
recommended as candidates for pilar segments. DOD should begin immediately to
bring together the private and public participanrs in the industrie to evolve the correct practices for each.
The task force recommended the selection of two major unified commands
(LANTCOM should be considered as one.)
and that these commands' military systems
capabilities for technology insertion and requirements definition be increased.
Also, the first of a series of annual plans
for "commercialization" should be prepared in January 1994, and should lay OUl,
in detail, goals, action Steps, time schedules,
and responSible parties.
The task force recommended that DOD
establisb a tanding outside review group
and also establish a comprehensive education, training, communications, and outreach program for government, industry,
and the public.

Conclusion
Or. John Deutch, USD{A), has approved
a second phase of activiry by the Defense
Science Board which includes the following objectiVes:
• Further define the elements of pilot indu try initiatives for jet engines and a egment of electronics;
• Further define (he elements of pilot initiarjves for

twO

unified commands;

• Assess the comments on the Phase I
report and recommend changes in approach, if appropriate; and
• Provide a scatus report on our activities
in December 1993 and May 1994.
These activities by the Defense Science
Board are advisory in narure and intended
to assisr operating officials in the Department of Defense who have the responsibilities for acquisition functions.

DR. ROBERTI HERMANN is senior
vice preSident, science and technotogy
at United Technologies Corporation in
Hartford, CT. He serves on the Defense
Science Board as chairman of the
Defense Science Board/Defense Acquisition Reform. Hermann holds 8.5.,
M.S., and Ph.D degrees in electrical engineeringfrom Iowa State University.
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Architect's Associate . ..

APPLYING
CONCURRENT ENGINEERING
TO FACILITY DESIGN
Introduction
The Department of Defense (DOD)
spends 8.8 billion per year to build facilities and another 589.1 bilJion ro operate,
maintain, and repair them. At these funding levels, substantial saving could be realized by limiting the number of errors and
improving trade-offs berween competing
design goals in facility design. Many design
errors go undetected until the facility is under can truction or in operation. At this
point, correaing the errors cost can iderably mare than if they had been found and
rectified during design.
FaciLit)' design is a fragmented, serial
proce s with specialized di cipline working independently. Because of organizational barriers, designers tend to develop
. solutions based on their span of comrol,
limiting the need for interaction and coordination with others. The result is a suboptimized faCility.
An approach called "concurrent engineering" could reduce design time and
cost by 35 percent, construction costs by
nine percent. and life-cycle COStS by 25-45
percent, depending on the facility type.
This approach empha izes collaboration,
robust model representation, and f"cility
optimization. llilther th"n being another attempt to automate pieces of the de ign
work, concurrent engineering seeks to reinvent the design process (Figure 1).

By L. Michael Golish
zation and the need to handle all cases
within a single process. In manufacturing,
this i' called the "over-the-wall" problem;
that is, each \ orker contributes his or her
e.xpertise '0 the sequential process and passes the information on to the ne,,'! specialist.
As these sequential processes become more
complex with more specialists involved, the
opponunities for error increase with every
handoffand "dead time" between transaction lows the process to a crawl.
The construction business has a very decentralized structure. Until recently, advances ;n automation have focused on
prOViding tools for the individual plarers
in de ign and construction, Without addressing the process as a whole (Figure 2).

The tools must evolve ro suppon collaboration at the work group, organizarional,
and eventually, the entire enterprise levels.
There is significant evidence that many
processes in the construction industry are
broken. In 1991. the University of Maryland
tudied performance failures (requiring litigation) in 5,000 buildings and found that
43 percent of these failures were attribUlable ro failures in the design process (Figure
3). Studies by the U.S. Army Can truction
Engineering Re earch Laboratories
(USACERL) of corps design reviews supports
that cOl1lention and idemiftes in detail
where many of the failures occur (Figure 4).
In addition, one large architecture/engineering (A E) firm in the Midwe t reported
documenting that over 35 percent of its
work in developing facility designs wa unnecessary, primarily due to reiterative work
resulting from the serial process.
For many proce ses. whether in manufacturing or construction, continuous

Total Facility Costs
• Typical Army Facililies - 50 ycal' life

Broken Processes
Adam Smith, the 18th cemury economist,
redefined the manufacturing proce sand
created an indu trial revolution that has lasted 200 years. By Simplifying complex work
into smaUer tasks, a relatively umrained
worker could become extremely productive and provide a product of superior quality at a very low cost.
Adam mith's concept had its drawbacks.
It creared large hierachical organizations,
multiple managemem levels, extensive
checking and reconcilation, and in general, bureaucratic proce cs. Many relatively
simple proce es ha,'c evolved into bulky,
awkward, processes due 10 task speciali-
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Potential for reduced life-cycle cost.
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Facilities vs. Manufactured
Goods
Many lessons learned in the manufacturing industry can be applied to the construction industry. Indeed, many technologies
implemented in the past 20 yem; have been
borrowed from the manufacturing sector.
Concepts such as "manufactured buildings" in the 19705 directly applied the assembly line approadl to what had previously been the construction equivalent of
manufacturing before Henty Ford's time.
Management tooJs such as PERT diagrams
are now common in construction offices,

1

.

where they help in managing and coordinating project schedules.
Despite the similarities, major differences
bel ween the construction and manufacturing industries make it impos ible to apply
manufacturing technologies to con truction acro s the board. In traditional contruction practice, AE design firm are independent agents for building owners. The
firms are generally small, often haVing less
than eight employees. Architects, usually
the lead designers, subcontract for other engineering and consulting services because
very few firm have all of the necessary
skills in-house. Constructors competitively bid a project against a well defined set of
contract documents developed by the
designers. This type of facility delivery
stralegy creates and reinforces organizational boundaries, many of which are adversarial due to the traditional roles of designer
and constructors.
With a few e.xceptions in the fast food and
hou ing industries, most facilities are built
indiVidually from custom de igns. The AE
6
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imprO\'ement will not help. As Michael
Hammer' Reenglneering the Corporation
(1993) charged, making significant improvements means starting over. variably termed
"reengineering" or "reinvention," it begins
with evaluating the basic assumptions of
why this process exists.
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Figure 2.
Evolution of design tools.

.,

Reasons fur Perfurmance rneidenls

Figure 3.
Reasons for facility performance failures.

generally does not repeat a panicular design due to owners' varying needs for the
facility, iting issues, or weather conditions
at different locales. Although the Army has
over 20 standard designs, they are u uaUy
conceptual in nature and require detailed
engineering, material selection, and ite
adaption prior to construction. Thus, even
these "standard" structures are cu tomized
to some extent. This custom design process
prevents the designer from getting useful
feedback as to the relative success of the design and makes it much harder to measure
quality using Statistical methods common
to manufacturing.

Enter Concurrent
Engineering
A research prograol at USACERL called
"Architect's Associate" (AA) represents an
effon to make concurrent engineering a
reality for the faciUt)' delivery proces .
USACERl is pannering with several other
organizalions to redefine tbe design process
and develop enabling technologies to support the new process(es).
The definition of concurrent engineering varies omewhat, but for the AA work,
tbe emphasis is on four principles: a
technology-based approach to support
redefinition of existing serial pro esses to
make them more concurrent; optimization
of facilities at the highest level through support for team collaboration and negotiation;
downstream requirements such a maintenance, operations, environment, and
other life-cycle issues brought to the front
of the design process; and robust, integrated model repre entations that can
evolve and be used lhroughout the facilit)'
life-cycle.
In this age, reengineering any process
mUSl consider automation because computers support almost every facel of business and industry. Opportunitie for reengineering can be lost without sufficiently
powerful software tools to support the new
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proce s. However, automation alone will
nOt make significant improvements. As an
example, automating the existing design
processes through technologie such as
computer-aided design (CAD) has had only
marginal benefit in aving time and improving quality.
In the late 1980 , the DOD Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) funded a
large basic research program in technologies to suppon concurrent engineering.
These technologies focused on collaboratiOn and robust model representation. The
AA re earch borrows heavil y from these
technologie where appropriate, creates
orne new technologies to support a decentralized approach to collaboration, and addresses domain-specific research requirements needed to implement tms approach
in the construction industry.
USACERl's research focuses on two main
technical areas: agent-based design tools
and cplIaboration between agents in heterogeneous systems.

Agent-Based Design Tools
Agents are expert systems that are tigbtIy integrated with both traditional CAD
tools and engineering application . They
are, in effect, the glue that can integrate various applications together in a coordinated design environment and provide a
repo itory for the symboli model of the facility. Agent-based systems have several
unique characteristics. They consist of rules
that capture design knowledge. They bave
constraints to al.low logical connections between related design objects and suppOrt
second-order reJationshipsthat often occur.
Tbey comain design rationale for decision
made by either the designer or the software
agent. They are oPPOrtunistic-if any information changes or information is added or
deleted, they determine how this impacts
the agent's "viewpoiOl" and respond
appropriatel y.
Agents provide several benefits. For
January-February 1994

example, they can become a can ultant to
the designer by preserving knowledge of experts. This capabllty is particularly important in the very early tages of tbe design
wben design consultants or other facilit)'
members uch as maintenance personnel
are not available to advise the lead designer.
In addition, agents can orchestrate the use
of one or more analy i tools. For example,
an energy agent controls a very powerful
energy analysis tool called BLAST The agent
determines appropriate information to
feed the analysis and then reviews the
results. The agent makes an intelligent
determlnalion as to which parameters
should be clunged, to what extent, and in
wbat sequence. The agent represents tbe
knowledge of a very experienced BLAST
user and belps u ers with only limited experience. This process optimizes the design
quickly witb minimum iteration, saving the
designer significant time in developing an
energy-efficient facility.

Collaborative Systems
When more than one agent is involved,
there i an opportunity for conflicting
points of view. Indeed, even the simplesl
building is a compromise of competing
goals. The second focus ofUSACERI:s work
i to develop a softwaYl! facilitator to
manage conflict between the agent5. Since
each agent represents panicular pOints of
view and goals, conflicl is inevitable. [n
traditional design processes, these conflict
are often nor identified and resolved during the design process. Decisions made by
one designer often impact other designers
without thei.r knowledge. Existingsoftware
tools often do not identify the sources of
conflict. As a result, changes must often be
made during construction, causing unnecessa.ry co ts and delays.
A critical i ue in fielding collaborative
systems is to develop a sy tern strategy that
will work in the highly decentralized do·
main of the cOnstruction indu try. everal
re earch sy terns under development are
called "closely coupled." This means that
they share a single "object-oriented" data
base, usually operating on a single computer. This centralized approach is ap·
propriate for large organizations and has the
benefit of making it qUick and easy to iden·
tify conflicts, both in !he design model and
between agents. However, because the average architecture design frrm has only a few
employees and rarely has all the needed en·
gineering disciplines in·house, a more decentralized solution i necessary. Based on
past experience witb the CAD industry, il
is highly unlikely that all AE di ciplines
would be willing to u e a single system Or
to share proprietary data, panicularly as
agents evolve and better represent the engineering fmns, skill and expertise. SuPPOrt
for a truly distributed data ba e will be
needed.
During FY94, USACERL i.s collaboraling with Carnegie-Mellon University, the
January-February 1994
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Reasons for changes during design review (USACERL study).
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the
University of minois and Stanford Uni·
versity. Each of these institutions has ex·
perience in developing agent systems for
both the manufacturing and construction
seclOrs. The goal is to jointly develop
an "Agent Collaboration language" (ACl)
which is needed to allow interaction (I.e.,
conflicl identification, brokering, and
negoliation) between agent-based design
tools in a distributed environment. This
language would support distributed collaborative design on !he informal ion
superhighway.
The ACL would allow design and construction teams in different org:mizations to
work at remote locations either asynchronou Iy or in real lime, saving meeting/travel COStS and making best u e of their
organization 'resources. Designers would
nOI have to use a particuLar agent system to
participate collaboratively. While not as
dosely coupled as some syslems, this capability will be sufficient for lhe construclion
industry as well as many other domains.

prioritized agent development where !here
is maximum opportunity for interaction between AE discipunes or wbere information
is critical 10 early decision-making by the
lead designer. The firsl products include an
architecturaL spatial layout agent; an ener·
gy agent; a structural-seismic agent; a
product/system selector agent; and a construction planning agent. Each agent is being developed by teams with e.xpertise in
that panicular domain. Field lesting of
designer sofrware in a mulliuser di tribul·
ed enviroment is planned for late FY94.
The initiative to joimly develop an ACL
will occur in two phases. In FY94, the language will be deli ned and each university
will develop its respective interfaces. In
FY95, the language will be tested for performance in collaborating on a design of a
typical Corps of Engineers project of
moderate scope. This language will be proposed as a standard 10 the National Institute
of Science and Technology.

Status

L. M/CHAEL GOLISH is fbe leader of
tbe Concun-ent Engineering Team at
the u.s. Army COIIStructioll Engineering Research Laboratories. He is a
registered arclJitect and a certified construction speCifier. He has a bache/or
of architecture in desigll from the
University of Illinois and is currently
studying architectural management at
the University of Illinois.

An agent·based development environment called Designer SojrwaYl!, deYeloped
by USACERL, is sufficiently mature to suppon the creation of agents for te ting in the
field. The syslem operates in an MS Windows environment in conjunction Wilh
either AutoCAD for Windows or Intergraph
MicroSlation, with a Windows NT version
expected this year. Designer Software includes several modules including the basic
development tool for creating agents with
special modules to interface lhe software
with other tools. These module include
Prolink, a general purpose interface 1001 for
attaching to analytical and other tradition·
al programs; Cadtalk, the interface 10 CAD;
and SpecView, a program for generaling automated construction specifications.
everal agents are compleled and others
are under development. The AA research
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The Section 800 Report. ..

STREAMLINING
DEFENSE
ACQUISITION LAW
By Bruce E. Sullivan

·

Introduction
In January, 1993, an 1,800-page report
recommending signifiCant changes to the
Current defense procurement system was

The Section
800 Report
identified
that a
simplified
acquisition threshold
would streamline
over 50 percent
of the contract
actions over $25,000
while only
affecting
five percent
of all contract
dollars.
8

delivered 10 Congress. Recently made
part of Vice President Gore's National
Performance Review, the recommendations
could pave the way to a streamlined
procurement system within the Defense
Department.

Background
ection 800 of the Fiscal Year 199\ ational Defense Authorization Act (public law
101-510) mandated the establishment of an
advisory panel to codify and simplify acquisition law. In re ponse to that mandate,
the nder Secretary of Defense for Acquisition appointed a panel of recognized public and private seclOr e.xperts in acquisition
law and procurement policy to review the
various laws governing defense acquisition.
After seJetting and reviewing 600 statute, the Acquisition Law Advisory Panel issued their report, Streamlining Defense Acquisition Law, onJan. 12, 1993. The" ection 800 Report" recommends amending,
deleting, consolidating or rescinding over
300 of tho e statutes. These recommendations, if approved by Congre s, will streamline statutes, .improve access to commercial
technologies, and simplify the acquisition
process. Significant aving in lead time and
acquisition COSts are expected upon
implementation.

Developing The Report
In approaching a seemingly insurmoumable task, the panel developed goals to guide
their journey through the maze of over 900
procurement law. After narrowing their
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review 10 600 law , they identified their
primary objectives to streamline the acquisition process and prepare a code of relevant acquisition Jaws. Laws not necessary
for the establishment of normal buyer/seller
relation hips were recommended for repeaI
while laws neces ary to maintain the continuing financial and ethical integriry of
defense procurement programs, and to protect the best interests of the Department of
Defense were recommended for retention.
The report makes for interesting as well
as educational reading. Broken into eight
eparate chapters, the report covers the following general area : Contract Formation;
Contract Administration; Service Specific
and Major }"ltems Statutes; ocioeconomic Laws, Small Business, and Simplified Acquisition Thn: hold; Imellectual Properry;
Standards of Conduct; Defense Trade and
Cooperation; and Commercial Items.
These chapters are then further broken
down into a format which more specifically includes a summary of each applicable
law, the background or legislative history
of the law, the law in practice with a description of implementing regulations, and finally a recommendation and justification for
the laws' repeal, amendment, deletion, revision, consolidation or retention.

Significant Changes
Although the complete n:pOrt offers
something of interest for everyone involved
in federal procurement, the recommendations which offer the largest benefit for the
Defense Department are in the chapters
January-February 1994
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covering simplified acquisition threshold
and commercial products.
The panel's recommendations to develop
simplified acquisition procedures and an
expanded use of commercial items emerge
from the panel's objectives to "strike a
balance between creating an efficient
procurement process and implementing socioeconomk policies; and facilitating access to commercial technologies and the
purchase of commercial or modified commercial products and ervices at or based
on commercial market prices."

Simplified Acquisition
Threshold
The principal recommendation in this
chapter was to establish a simplified acquisition threshold. Tbe recommendation
would further simplify procedures used in
current mall purchases by exempting most
socioeconomic requirements and corre ponding contract clauses and raising the
thresbold from 525,000 to SIOO,OOO. The
re ullant reductiOns in acquisition leadtimes, paperwork and overhead costs
would benefit both the government and its
suppliers.
Tbe Section 800 Report identified that a
simplified acquisition threshold would
streamline over 50 percent of the contract
actions over 525,000 while only affecting 5 percent of all contract dollars. Many
of the pre ent contract requiremems such
as the Davis-Bacon and the Buy American
Act would be removed from these
procurements.
Although the panel recommended the
removal of statutory synopsizing requirements for simplified acquisitions, the
Defense Department supports this recommendation only for those simplified acquisitions which were processed through
Electronic Data InterChange (EDI) or Electronic Commerce (EC) systems.
The report clearly establishes a need for
implified procedures due 10 the "downward spiraling (scarce) manpower and
budget resources and an ever increasingly
complex procuremem process." A simplified threshold will enable uS to concentrate our limited resources on those
comracts presenting the highest risk. In
addition to more effective managemem of
resources, simplified acquisition procedures will further enhance small business
participation.

Commercial Procurement

•

In an attempt to lower acquisition COStS,
the Defense Department must find ways to
benefit from savings which can accrue
through the u e of commercial practices.
The panel recommendations c1earl)' establish a priority for the use of commercial or other nondevelopmental items
by exempting their procurements from
statutes which have acted as barriers to
military-commercial market imegration.
By removing the requirements for gov-
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ernment-unique accounting standards,
product specifications and processes,
DOD's purcha ing system would become
more compatible with that of the commercial marketplace. In addition, preference for
the use of commercial standards and
processes will be established, technical data
rights for commercial items would be protected, and a broadened exemption from
cost data would be provided.
In the report's chapter on Contract FormatiOn, the panel stated that the minimum
statutory time periods that offerors have
to prepare bids or proposal after notice
is published in the Commerce Business
Daily may be exces ive if a commercial
item is being sought. The panel therefore
recommended that commercial items be exempted from these minimum time periods and that an appropriate period be
developed by the administralOr for federal
procurement policy.

Acquisition ReformA Dream or Reality?
Given the lack of success from previous
efforts to reform defen e acquisition, one
may question why the Section 800 study
is any more likely to succeed. The July

1993 Report oftbe Defense Science Board
Task Force on Defense Acquisirion Reform addresses this issue by recognizing
the context in which previous reports and
lUdies on acquisition reform were
reviewed.
With a slable and growing defense market, the need for reform was not so apparent and thus, not widely accepted.
However. today's landscape is significantly different from the past. Faced with
declining defense dollars and manpower
resources; changing force structure and requirements; and a shrinking defense industrial base, business as usual is not a viable
alternative.
While the context within which reform
is being reviewed has changed, it is clear
that reform wiJl only succeed when the
leadership of the executive and legislative
branches, their supporting bureaucracies,
industry leaders and the public as well embrace the effon.

Conclusion
The deput)' secretary of defense ha stated publicly that acquisition reform is one
of his top three priorities. Generally supporting the majority of the panel's recommendations, the Department of Defense is
currently working with the Office of
Management and Budget to formulate the
administration's position on the panel's
recommendations. Once the administration's position is developed, the Defense
Department will work closely with Congress in an attempt to pass a comprehensive
acquisition reform bill. While Congress intends to take action on Section 800 Report
recommendations thi year, the extent of
that action is unclear at this time.

:

In an attempt
to lower
acquisition costs,
the Defense
Department must
find ways
to benefit
from savings
which can accrue
through the use
of commercial
practices.
While the individual services and OSD
elements may not be in fuJi agreement with
every report recommendation, everyone
within the acquisition community recognizes the need for, and fully supports acquisition reform. Streamlining the acqui ition
process will allow the Department of
Defense the necessary flexibility to manage
our dwindling resources more efficiently
and effectively.
Finally, the added emphasis and publicity placed on procurement reform by Vice
President Gore'
ational Performance
Review may be the decisive factor, The
White House, the Congre , the services a.nd
the public all agree that change is necessary.
Perhaps this time procurement reform will
become a reality.

BRUCE E. SULLIVAN is a procure/'Ilent analyst with the US. Army ContI'acting Support Agency, Office of Assistant SeC1'etary ofthe Army (Research,
Development and Acquisition) and is
a member of the Army Acquisition
COIpS. He holds a BachelorofBusiness
Sciences degreefrom New Hampshire
College and is a graduate ofthe Indusfdal College of the Armed Forces.
Sullivan has been working with the
Office of the Assistant ecretary of the
Army (Research, DevelopmentandAcquisWon) since 1985 and is a recipient
of the Department of the Army Pace
Award.
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PRUDENT DEFENSE BASE BLUEPRINT
CRITICAL TO U.S. SECURITY
IN THE 90s
Slimmed Down Military Force Structure
Demands World Class Weapons Systems
The U.S. defense industrial base i at a critical juncture. Defense spending will drop
by more than 50 percent between 1987 and
1997. In the wake of this drastic budgetary
contraction, uniformed military service
end-strengths wiU decrea e by several
hundred thousand service personnel.
Army regular duty divi ions will decline
from 18 in 198710 10 in 1997. Corresponding sharp cuts will hit mo t of the other
services with the Marine Corps, with a
projected 12 percent cut, probably fairing
better than the Army, Navy and Air Force.
The ripple effect of this continuing tidal
wave of reductions wiJI be felt throughout
U.S. society and the economy that under·
pins it.
For example, in the supporting defense
industry component, an estimated 2.4 million workers will lose their jobs. Deputl'
Defense Secretary William]. Perry recently told a group of defen e contractors that
"four years from now, two·thirds of you
won't be here, or you'll be two-thirds
smaller."

Unprecedented Era
Thus, tbis nation is entering an unprecedented era in our defense bistory. The
current situation is unlike the period after
World War I when our place in tbe world
was not yet established. It is unlike the period after World war II when the world was
recovering from nor only devastating and
all encompassing conflict but also from the
depression of the 1930s, and it is decidedly unlike the phase downs in Korea and Vietnam when the communist tbreat continued
to focus our attention and shape defense
policy.
Now, in tbe dosing years of the 20th Century, as former Soviet Premier Mikhail
Gorbacbev threatened, our enemy has quit
the field. And with that enc!lny went the im-

By LTG Lawrence F. Skibbie,
USA (Ret.)

mediate and apparent motivation to support
an unassailable U.S.
But, did the enemy really di appear? Or
did it, as ome new virus, mutate into
smaUer yet still lethal strains that are personified by a clan leader in Africa, diverse
factions saddled by historical bat reds in tbe
Balkans, a central American strongmannot to memion thousands of nuclear-tipped
missiles still targeted at the United States
from a multitude of points in the former
Soviet Union.
Most would agree that the world remains
a dangerous place with new and previously urunet cha.I1enges for the world's lone remaining superpower. While the United
States may be able to significantly downsize
its military, that (orce must be able to
respond quick.ly, forcefully and, above all,
succe fully with few casualties. Tbe United States mu t also be able to reconstitute
a larger military force should elements of
the (ormer Soviet Union be revitalized as
was threatened in Ru sia's October 1993
revolution.

'Fifth Service'
Es entialto both responding qUickly and
to reconstituting a larger force is the U.S. industrial base that underpins both the actual and potential military strUCture. Some
officials describe the defense industrial base
a being equivalent 10 a fifth military
service-a service of support withoul
which the other four services would be
impotent.
The .S. defense industrial base has
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dramatically changed from its World Wa.r
II heritage. While tbe "arsenal of Democracy" supplied equipment for many allied armies in that major conflict, it was
quantities of materiel rather than worldclass weapons sy terns that were upplied.
One has only to read tbe histories of that
war to be aware of the excellence of the German 88' ,the]apanese Zero fighter aircraft,
the Messerschmills, Heinkels, and other
state-of-the-art weapons of that period.
The United States, however, now finds itelf in a new era of warfare-a high technology, remote conuoltime of lasers, preci ion missiles, stealth systems, infrared
devices, sophi ticated communications and
sen Or satellites and Dlher systems that are
unparalleled. With these awesome arms has
necessahly come a specialized, high technology defense industry that is dramaticalIl' different from the converted automobile
and refrigerator factories that churned our
quantities of weapons in World War 11 and
the Korean conflicr.

Superlative Systems
Concomitant with this superlative equipment is the evolution of American society's
e.xpectations oftbe wars in which the Uniled States finds itself. A central parr of that
vision is the necessity for minimal casualties among U. . forces. This came into harp
focus in Desert Storm, and was negatively
affirmed with the tragic loss of 18 Army
Rangers in Somalia.
The significance o( these changes for the
industrial base is that it has become ever
more critical to tetain the capability for
designing, ystem integrating and producing weapons tbat provide that decisive advantage for U. . forces. orice the use of the
word capability, rather than capaciry. Capabiliry connotes retaining the skills and
know-how to produce, whereas capacity
January-February 1994

sugge tS the ability 10 produce quantitie of
weapon.
There probably are few people who
would deny the United Scates currently has
exces capacity in tbe defense industrial
base. However, there are critical capabilities
which must be retained so tbat tbe United
State can design systems, integrate r.bem
and produce critical weaponry on an intermittent, low or surge level as the situation
demands.
The obvious quesr.ions at this point are:
Has not the indu trial ba e always been
there? Has it not always responded' Didn't
Deserr. Sr.orm pCO\'e that U.S. equipment out
performs Eastern Bloc weapons? Assuming
that this is so, why then in a public policy
sense shoold we be concerned' Hasn't industry always responded when contracts
are offered and profits are to be made?

Economic Considerations
Let's examine these issues.
The bedrock upon which our economic
system is founded is the profit motive.
While the profit motive doesn't operate
within the armed services, it does adhere
in defense industry. That is one of the elements that has driven our defense industry
to be as inno"ative as it resoundingly
demonstrated in the 1991 Golf War. While
other nation's may have had one or rwo
world class weapons systems, only the United States produced first -rate ystems in practicalJy every category that determi nes
victory.
Propelling thi innovation in indu try are
the owners of defense companies, individual stockholders, as well as institutions such
as retirement and mutual funds. Each of
those stOckholders expects his investment
to make the best possible return, whether
the company's producrs are Barbie Dolls or
M-16 rifle, food processors or global positioning sy tern receivers, pickup trucks or
Abrams main battle tank, Whenever there
is a better return from some other source,
stockholders, not unreasonably, quickly
move their monev and. thu , lower the
value of the company whose equities have
been sold.
As defense budgets decline, however,
there is less potential business for defenserelated companies and they are reacting
in accordance with the time-honored dynamics of the free market system. That is.
the e firms are withdrawing from the business of defense-either by seJling entire
companies or their divisions, or by converting products-or. in some cases, by simpl)'
closing the factory doors. The critical point,
here, is that the e companies are acting rationally within the tug and poll of the free
market system that the U.S. military has
sworn to defend.

Motive Force
While some people in tbe military may
believe it is disloyal to make a profit on
defense work, or that companies should reJanuary-February 1994

tain their defen e capacity in a standby
mode for strictly patriotic reasons, both of
tho e notions cannot stand up to free market forces.
The dilemma, therefore, is nOt that the industrial base i hrinking, but, rather that
military indispensable capabilities need to
be retained. However, this critical competency is not all capabiHry nor all capacity. There are obViously some capabiJities in
the commercial sectors-computers, for
e..xample-whicb already lead the way for
defense. Accordingly, military planners
need not concern themselves with retaining computer capabilities in the defense industrial base.
But whar of a variety of munitions that
have no commercial use or source? High
performance aircraft, combat "ehicles. artillery, nuclear powered submarines and
carriers fall imo this same category. To
presen'e the U.S. national security shield,
then, the Defense Department. the Clinton
administration, Congress and indu 'try must
find a way to sustain the capability to design, system integrate, and produce these
critical categories of weapons.
Some people may contend that the United States should not be concemed with sustaining industry in any critical defense sector. Their rationale is that not only would
thi be considered industrial policyanathema to free markets-but that in the
event of an emergency, when the money
starts flowing, contractors will be there with
their hands oUI. Unfortunately, this will not
be so at the conclusion of the current massive downturn.

Greener Pastures
A recent survey of defense contractors
disclosed that if they successfully converted to non-defense products that they
would not recon"ert to defense systems
at a later date, even if given a chance.
The reasons for this recalcitrance are many.
The complex and arcane military acquisition system was often cited as a deterrent;
likewise, the better returns on investment
available in tbe commercial arena were a frequent reason as well as contractors tiring of
the feast or famine existence that depends
on the whims of Congress and the
Pentagon.
An equally significant rea on for contractors not being able to respond in the
future is that if defense-unique facilities are
closed, the skilled work forces cannot easily be reassembled once programs are terminated. Contractors without contracts
cannot afford to employ idle workers;
neither can those workers afford to be unemployed for long. Hence, when an industrial faciliry phases down, the skilled workers and technicians are permanently losl.
And with their departure goe the technological know-how and institutional
memory thar has given the United State the
unprecedented world class weaponry mentioned earlier.

Viable Methodologies
There is a way oUI of this enigma. The
Defense Depanment needs to identify the
critical industrial sectors needed fnr high
technology weaponry and which would
fade away for lack of commercial demand.
Then, the Pentagon must find a way to susta.in those defense-unique components
of the industrial base that will not be sustained by reduced budgets or by commercial requirements. Defense secretary Les
Aspin in his previous role as chairman of th
House Armed Services Conuninee enumerated several important techniques to accomplish this most importanr objective of
sustainment.
Aspin suggested that there are five techniques that could be used to sustain critical
industrial sectors. These are low rate
production, modernization and upgrades,
technology insertion, repetitive protoryping, and "silver bullet" production. He also
suggested that, in extremis, production
without a requirement might be necessary.
The e are o-called tools which our indu trial strategists can use to u rain capability
in the critical seceors.
Ofimportance in the application ofthese
lOols is their integrated use. We must not let
the "appropriation color" of the money
preclude u from integrating all tools which
a service may have to apply to a critical sector. For e..xample, sustaining the combat vehicle sector mal' consist of new production
for foreign military sales, some upgrade
work, and some spare part production.
The money involved would include foreign
military ales, operations and maintenance,
and procurement appropriations fund . The
challenge for all the services is to integrate
both the planning and the funding for industrial base sustainment when their
management structure is more aJigned 10
the different congres ional appropriations.
As the lone remaining superpower, the
United States mu t retain its first class
defense industrial base, albeit-all agree-in
a scaled-down version. This requires positive and supportive guidance from the
Defense Department and each of the military services. This effort also requires constructive a sistance from the House and
Senate and it certainly begs an awareness
from indu try that contraction of the ba e
is inevilable..

When all parties to this challenge make
their several contributions, only then will
the United !<ltes be able 10 maintain the vital assets upon which our national security
hinges.

LTC LAWRENCE F SKIRR/E, USA

(Ret.), is the president oj the American
DeJense Pmparedness Association.
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NATIONAL
AUTOMOTIVE
CENTER
FOCUSES
ON
AGILE
MANUFACTURING
By Jamie Florence

jack be nimble, jack be quick ... or else
jack won't survive rhe global competitive
environment of the 21st century. That is
pretty much the consensus around the nation these days, IndUStry, academia, and
even the government are all unanimously
concerned about the ability of this nation,
a great manufacturing power, to compete
and win in the future.
We have aU read the headlines, and seen
the statistics pointing to the erosion of this
country as the manufacturing giant it once
was. jobs, technology, know-how, and
major industry sectors have been lost to foreign nations. There are orne who believe
that these are merely the rumblings of nagging "doomsayers." Most others however,
believe the message, and unfortunately,
many have fell the heavy, swift ax of international economic competition.
Is there a hopeful elixir? The answet i
agile manufacturing, the latest in a series of
evolutionary philo ophie or approadles to
manufacturing. To use the vernacular, it
is a new paradigm repladng mass production, lean, just-in-time, and flexible manufaCturing eras. Th is new paradigm is rapidly gaining a broad base of support as itS
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"definition" evolve and as elements of it
are implemented. Most importantly,
perhaps for the first time in contemporary
politics, it is expected to be endorsed,
promoted, and proactively supported from
the highe t levels of government as an indu trial policy. In essence, it wiJI be a
blueprint for the nation.
There is an inc rea ing number of eloquent writing describing "agility." Simply
put. it is the ability to respond rapidly, 10
rapidly changing, and perhaps unforeseen
con umer needs and/or marketplace opportunities. Speed is of the essence and
complete customer satisfaction is the focus.
Without question, advanced manufacturing
technology is :In important enabler. but
clearl y insufficient by itself.
"Agility" gets itS strength from the syn·
ergistic interactions of three elernems: the
tremendous mental kills and decision making ability ofa well-trained work force. the
implementation of innovative business
practice. and lastly, rhe application of fle:,,·
ible computer·i11legrated manufaclUring
technology.
Although industry is expected to take
charge and lead the transition into the "new
paradigm," government has a strong role to
play. Tho e of u who work for the Army,
and the Department of Defense, for that
matter, recognize the paradox presented by
military specificatiOns, standard, and fed·
eral acquisition regulations in the agile

manufacturing erd. The issues arc pretty
well known. Actions are underway at many
levels 10 develop solutions to these
problems, which will hopefuUy enable the
DOD 10 be an "agile customer."

Pilots Point the Way
Originators of "agility" point out that
many of the elements, characteri tics, or
practices of agility already exist and simply
need to be integrated into a state of practice.
So, "Just Do II!" The U.S. Army's TankAutomotive Command (TACOM), Tank·
Automotive Re ea.rch, Development and Engineering Center (TARDEC), and ational
Automotive Center (NAC) , all located in
Warren, MI, are taking actions to implement
aspects of agility now. In those instances
where the business case or technical
scenario is uncleat, or is a significant stretch,
the preferred approach is to conduct pilot
programs: "ITY before you buy." The prin·
cipal focus of the e pilots is at the sub·
l' tem, or spare/repair 1e,·eJ. One of the best
application of agility is to solve the
difficult, unusual supply issues, including
sole·source/single·source items, low·
density items which we would prefer not
to h:lve provision for,line stoppers, and outof·stock condition items. to name a few.

No Free Lunch
Transition into a new stale of practice is
difficult. It istime consuming and requires

many resources. The Army has a running
start :It agility. II has been funding
deployment·type programs under its Flexible Computer·lntegrated ManufaclUring
Program (FCIM). This program is managed
out of the Industrial Engineering Activity
located at Rock Island Arsenal, IL, by teve
McGlone. The initial focus of the Army
FCIM programs has been on "organic" fa·
cilitie and operations, namely the arsenals
and depots. With many successe under its
belt, and the ground swell for agility grow·
ing, the Army FCIM Program Office indio
cates it is increasingly interested in upporting initiative in the private sector as well.

NAC Spearheads Technology
The National Automotive Center was es·
tablished at the Detroit Arsenal to foster
closer collaboration between TARDEC,
TACOM, the Army, DOD and the automo·
tive industry. Collaboration on agile
manufacturing initiatives is an exception·
ally timely opponunity. The NAC, under its
1993 Broad Agency Announcement, award·
ed three efforts in advanced manufacturing
development: one in electronic dala inter·
change/electronic commerce (EDI/EC),
another in rapid·pannering for virtual com·
pany formal ion, and lastly. one in robotics
for nexible as embly.
EDI/EC. Electronic enterprise integra.
lion is probably one of the most fundamen·
lal characteristics of an agile enterpri e. In
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pursuil of Ihat goal, TACOM is moving forward with EDI/EC. The approach 10 adoption of EDl within the DOD communit)·
will not Ilkely differ significantly from that
experienced in the commercial/private sector. Arecent editorial in ED/II'b,·/,/ indicaled that adoption occurs in phases. (See
Figure 1.) UCOM is in the earl)' phase of
activity.
Both prime contractor for the Abrams
Tank and the Bradle)' Fighting Vehicle ystems have ucce sfully accomplished drawings and technical data interchanges between the PEO and TACOM tech data
managers. The "U\COM Acquisition Center's
Automation Division has established an
electronic bulletin board for procurement
announcement and is working toward a
fully electronic technical data package and
request for proposal, on demand. Working
in conjunction with spare/repair parts item
managers, the Acquisition Center has al 0
begun a pilot program in direct vendor
delivery to the field for Ihe HMMWV tire.
All of the e initiative focus on the prime
or first tier supplier.
Following the autOmolive industry's lead,
the NAC has taken a further "tep in studying an EDIIEC pilOt development for a full
supplier chain of a spare/repair pan. The
Industrial Technology lnstilule in Ann Arbor, MI, is very active with the automotive
and furniture industries in Mjchigan and
was selected 10 a i t TARDEC and the NAC
in developing this pilol. It wilJ focus on
mechanical assemblies, which have at leasl
a three· Or four-tier supplier c1l:,in, :md will
be a "build-to-print" rypeofmechanical assembly requiring compurer numerically
controlled (CNC) machining or rurning.
The initial intent is to gain "-,,perience with
our "traditional" vendor base. The longer
range goal is to be electronically compatible with the commercial industrial base. Doing '0 will facilitate meeting future fieldsupport requirements, on-demand, from a
broad industrial base.
Virtual Companies, One of the visions
of agility is that small- and medium-sized
manufacturers will have to rapidly 01·
laborate among multiple sources to meet a
market place demand. Virtual companies
with very specific, high skills will be formed
rapidly, and just as rapidly dissolved after
meeting the specific need. The AC is
working with the niversity of Maryland's
Institute for Systems Re carch for the con·
tinued development of a computer-aided
design/computer-based decision support
system for enabling t'dpid, objective selection of manufacturing partners. (See Figure
2.) The system is based on tIle emerging
produCl data exchange standard ('alJed STEP.
It will integrate group-technology data bases
of manufacturing partners around the country, with manufacturing feasibility asse ment modules, and partner-selectiOn software modules. Based on lead-time, co t.
and quality metrics, it will produce a recommended list of candidate partners.

Virtual companies with
very specific, high
skills will be formed
rapidly, and just as
rapidly dissolved after
meeting the
specific need.
This decision support sy tern has been
under development and focu ed on microwave systems. The AC program will adapt
and complete the system's development.
TARDEC plans to seek Cooperative
Re earch and Development Agreement partners from the automotive industry Cas weU
as others) to expand its capability to the fuU
range of assemblie in tank-automotive
ystems.

Flexible Assembly IDual-Use
Nearly everyone today recognize the political benefits of "dual-use" technologies.
The extent to which the theme can be
brought to fruition in an)' one of its many
variations of interpretation remains to be
Seen. However, Ihe extent to which current
production/manufacturing systems for
ground combat vehicles is single purpo e,
and "sole" usc is cause for rallying the
creativity and innovative genius in us all.
For emirely different reasons and motivations, the automotive industry is keenly interested in fleXibility of production
facili lies.
Despite our differences, the routes to flexibility via advanced automation technology arc similar. Vehicular body sheet metal,
and hard tooling for a sembly arc the
"longer pole in the tent" for the Big Three.
Programmable robots and positioning l'sterns offer the potential to provide the
degree of f1exibiliry for rapid changeover
sought by the auto industtj'_ In fact, Nissan
Motors employs its Intelligent Body As embly ystem (IBAS) in production today for
flexible body assembly. "ControUer" technology for these systems is a critical techrucal hurdle. Literally "ba.nks" of COIltrollers are required to operare a complex
sy tern with as many as 70 to 150 axis or
degrees of freedom, with a high degree of
coordinated or group axis cOntrol. Day-today dependability and reliability is critical.
Fault diagllosi and isolation is difficult, but
essel1lial at the cost of 5,000 per minute
of down time on an auto assembly line.
Reprogramming of this large bank ofcontrollers at model change-over is difficult and
very time consuming. The NAC working
With TreUis Software and Controls of
Rochester Hills, MI, will demonstrate a novel and potentially reVOlutionary "con-
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troller" technology for --flexible robotics
for assembly." The innovation lies in utilization of the relatively low-cost, high performance computing power commercially
available today, integrated with open atchitecture, and ad,'anced robotics motion
control software. This aUows a single controller to control multiple, di tributed ..." is
of robot· or positioners for complex assembly operations.
The robust open architecture controllers
allow for an unprecedented degree of' 'scalabilit)'" (exlension in numbers of sysrems
controlled) and modular integration of sen·
sor systems as required for adaptive control.
This program follows a ucces ful DARPA
SBm award to Trellis fOr the development
and demonstration of this innovative approach 10 open architecture comrol syslems. Aerospace and automotive firms are
participaling in this program and are conItibuting hardware as well.

Time is of the Essence
While the future is hopeful, there is at the
arne tinle, high cause for change within
DOD. Commercial industries seem 10 adapt
to change far more readily, and on a broad
scale. While the automotive indu tryadopted FClM, lean and just-in-time practices, untH most recently, we have been largely involved in the specialized mass production
era. The ARPAINationailnstitute for Science
and Technology/ ationalScience Foundation Technology Reinvestment Project plan
for congressional defense conversion appropriations is encouraging, but a literal
"drop in the bucket" compared to the task
ahead of the nation.
The NAC is eOl1linuing to place high emphasis on the promotion of agile manufacturing technologies, concepts, and
philosophies. The work has JUSt begun to
broaden TARDEC and TA OM's dual-usc
lILilization of the commercial automotive
base as a major opportunity for en uring a
viable; responsive industrial base for the
future.

JAMrE FLORENCE is assigned /0
TARDEC's Na/ional Au/amarilla Cenler
and is responsible Jar advanced
numuJacruring initiatives. Florence
balds a B.S degree in mecbanica/ engineering Jrom the University oj
Detroit, and an M.S degree in aerospace structures Jrom tbe Obio State
Un i vel's ify.
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By G. Dean Clubb
and John D. Grimm
Background

.

During the Gulf conflict, the U.S military
clearly demonstrated technological superiority and fielded an outstanding array
of weapon systems that are a tribute to
the management and technical efforts of
the U.S. military and industrial community. While the systems deployed were the
best the world has ever seen, their development and production phases were, in
many ca es, not executed without considerable problems. It was not uncommon for
even the most uccessful of program to encounter schedule delay and cost overruns
as the product development process was
executed.
1hlnsition into production was a particularly difficult phase largely because of the
incompatibility of State-of-the-art designs
with existing manufacturing processes.
Many times the recognition of the miSmJllCh
between the weapon system design and the
capability of the manufacturing processes
was not realized until initial production.
This resulted in numerous programs going
back into producibility phases and
manufacturing process developments before affordable weapon system produclion
could be succe fully executed within affordable cost bounds. In today's environment, this pattern cannot continue.
Weapon system design and development,
starting with re earch and extending
through production, must focus not only
on product design and technology but also
on the development of manufacturing
processes that will allow successful production and deployment. This is the essence of
integrated product and process development (lPPD) and establishes a new focus on
design-for-manufactu!2bility that must start
when the weapon system concept is first
developed.
Today, the military and industrial community faces the challenge of smaller DOD
budgets that absolutely demand a balanced
focu on technology and manufacturing
process development. This point is becoming more apparent 10 DOD and industry. A
new era ofcooperation is necessary to meet
expectations of the tax-paying citizens of
the United States. World-class partnering between DOD and its supplier base is essential. A highly interdependent DODfindu try team that shares pLanning and risk
responsibilities i essential in IOday's
environment.
January-February 1994

INTEGRATED
PRODUCT
AND
PROCESS
DEVELOPMENT
An Industry View
Progress has been made with lOp level
policy but the impact on system Implementers and designers has been minimal.
Deployment of an integrated product and
process approach to development within
both the DOD and the industrial community offer a realistic opportunity to meet the
challenges of the 1990s.

According to the Defense Science Board's
1992 Summer Study, published in April
1993, the process can be defined as "a
management process that integrates all activities from product concept through
production and field support, using a multifunctional tearn, to simultaneously optimize
the product and it's manufacturing process
10 meet cost and performance objectives."
Emphasis is on understanding and developing the manufacturing process concurrent
with product design. In the past, too many
products have entered engineering and
manufacturing development (EMD) and
even production with little quantifiable evidence of their manufacturability.

Definition and Rationale

for IPPD
Integrated product and process development is a management concept that provides early insight into product performance, manufacturing process capability,
quality, development time and associated
risks.

Rationale for IPDP
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(nstruments, we have developed a family of
integrated product development processes
that provide the melhodology to achieve integrated product and process development.
(See Figure 2.)
Since 1992, more than 60 programs
have incorporated the integrated product
development (1 PO) process in their planning and execution. The (PO process
de cribes the product development steps
(from concept definition lhrough production and support) that would occur in
a nominal progtam in the defense
environment.
The process (See Figure 3.) embodies lhe
princjples defined in the Systems Engineering Management Guide published by the
Defense Systems Management College. The
proces is documented by hierarchical flowcbarrs lhat identify all product development
ta ks, and corresponding task descriptors
that define the aspect of each task. Entry
and exit criteria are also identified placing
equal emphasis on system design and
manufacturabiLity.
IPD Process Description, The sequence of tasks is contained in a flowchart
hierarchy structure with three levels. Top
level flowcharts show major program and
customer activities and milestones. The
intermediate level describes tbe functions
performed and the lowest level identifies
all tasks and their sequence for execution.
The tasks ate documented in a task descriptor dictionary wilh descriptive form as
follows:
• Inputs describe the documents or data
needed for proces ing the task.
• Outputs list the items produced by the
task execution.
• Narrative give a summarized prose
deSCription of the task.
• Risks list the possible consequences of
not (or inadequately) completing the task.
• Entry and Exit criteria describes
the conditions for task imitation and
completion.

Product Development System
Ii
Integrated Product
Development Process
Design Product
6 SIGMA
SCORECARD

I

Specs

=

Drawings

I Integrated ProductlProcess Development I
Figure 2.
The rationale for IPPO is based on reducing uncertainty early in the product development process when the costs per unit
of time are relatively low and a smaller
proportion of lhe product recurring cost is
e tablished.
Figure I ilJustrates three points. First,
product development costs and cycle-time
will be reduced if additional effort and
resources are spent during the early stages
of development to assure weapon ystem
manufacturability. This is evident by comparing the shaded areas between the two cumulative expenditure curves. Second, the
co t of change increases by an order of magnitude as a program progresses from concept development (pre-milestone I) to

Oem/Val to EMO, and to Low Rate Initial
Production (LRJP).
Finally, the g.reatest leverage for reducing
recurring product costS occurs in the early
stage of development, in fact, typically 80
percent of tbe recurring co ts are determined prior to the end of concept
development.
AJI of these factors argue for integrated
product and process development that will
in turn force early design maturity that will
translate into performance, quality, cost,
and schedule improvements.

IPPD Application Example
The fundamental question is how can lhe
lPPD approach be implemented. At Texas

IPD - Deployment
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.

•

• References are included 10 assist in
defining sources that describe "how" 10
do this task.
IPD Process Deployment. The IPD
process is the "nominal" product development process and must be tailored 10
the parcicular circumstance of each pro·
gram. The deployment process is described
in Figure 4. The first phase is a three-hour
training course designed 10 acquaint program management and technical managers
with the resource material and methodology. The second phase is a two·day facilitated workshop. Attendance includes
program managers. technical managers,
process experts, specialty engineering from
all disciplines and customer and supplier
representatives.
Workshop activitie include a review of
the overall program, brain IOrming to as·
semble all program assumpt ions, barriers,
risks. and proposed solutions and actions,
and taUoring of the nominal fPD process to
comprehend the specific needs of the program. The resulting product is a detailed
program plan, but more importantly. a
murual understanding and con ensus
among the team members that execute the
plan. Customer and upplier participation
are very impOrtant to the success of this
process_ When all team members participate
there i a unified commitment 10 program
succes .
The third deployment step is a detailed
tailoring at the task descriptor level. This is
accomplished by integrated product teams
(IPTs) and result in detailed work tatement and schedule that tie directly to the
program work breakdown structure (WBS).
integrated master plan (IMP) and integrated rna ter schedule (IMS)_
Process deployment is sustained throughout the life of the program by the !PD Steering team that acts as the focal poim for the
[PTs, collects metrics for process improve·
ment and evaluates product elemems for
reuse.

IPPD Implementation. Adherence to
the tailored fPD process assures timely in·
teraction of product developmem team
members (de ign and manufacturing). This
approach requires the concurrent development of process and product. A scorecard
is developed that identifies the true
manufacturability of the product considering predicted defect level ofparts, manufacturing processes, design performance in
meeting specified requirements. and software. (See Figure 5.)
A tabulated numerical manufacturability
score is calculated that allows the integrated product development team to actively
optimize weapon sy tern manufac[Urability. This methodology is called design for six
sigma and was originated b)' Motorola. The
objective is to assure that the paris selected, the manufacturing processes, the design
robu tness and the system software ha\'e the
inherent capability 10 perform at a defect
level of 3.4 defeers per million 0pp0rlu-
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nllles This is truly a tretch goal considering that current military systems are
produced with defect levels much higher
than this objective. Adherence 10 this
methodology forces active trades during
the design phase with overall manufacturability being the driver. The following
paragraphs describe the four scorecard
categories.
Parts defects on receipt are predicted
based on supplier data and in-house historical measurements. Defect data (parts per
million) is provided electronically with
other performance and physical information to the design engineer.
Process defects are dependent on manufacturing process capability. Defects are of
two types; attribute and variable. Attribute
refers to a go/no-go operation (auto component insert, solder defect). Variables data
refers 10 the statistics resulting from a
manufacturing process such as a machining
process. The manufacturing operation
produces a statistical distribution in relation
to the process limits. Both of these data
types are prOVided to Ihe design engineer
continuously during the design phase.
Performance sigma predictions are determined through simulation of functional
performance over the statistical range of
\'ariability in supplier part parameters. The
goal is a design which is robust to variation.
It is important to consider all resulting
defect data concurrently to minimize the
overall system defects. Tradeoffs are made
in relation to the key process characteristics and product cost. Minimizing the number of unique parts and processes is a key
objective. This must be accomplished with
a system level perspective. Each element of
the score card has a specific work sheet thaI
defines the methodology for analysis and
captures the design analysis results. The 10tality of the work sheets and summary score
card give a factual basis 10 predict defects
for the manufactUring operation prior 10
commilling 10 a final design approach.

industry and the government. The development and adoption of the IPPD approach
places a balanced emphasis on technology
and manufacturability. By using the structured integrated product development
process in conjunction with six sigma
methodologies, we can and should expect
product to smoothly transition from development to production pha es in Jess time
and at a lower overall cost. We at Texas instruments believe that implementation of
this methodology is vital in toda)"s environment if we are to continue to provide sol·
diers, sailors, marine and airmen weapon
systems that are technicall)' superior and
affordable.

G. DEAN CLUBB is the deputy to the
president of tbe Defense Systems and
Electronics Group of Texas Jnstruments, Jncorporated and tbe executive
director for the javelilz program. He
joined Texas Instruments in 1968 and
has participated as a design engineer,
project engineer or program manager
on numerous programs. Ctubb holds a
B.S.M. £./AE degree from the University of Missouri.
JOHN D. GRJMM is director of systems engineering for tbe Defense Systems and Electronics Group of Texas In·
struments, Jncorporated. He joined
Texas Jnstrumments in 1968 and has
over 25 years experience in systems en·
gineering in the areas ofradar systems,
signal processing, digital processing
subsystems, and related technology development. Grimm bolds a B.S. degree
in electrical engineering from Louisiana Tech University and an M.S.
degree in electrical engineering from
Louisiana State University.

Summary
The dramatic changes in our environment call for dramatic responses from both
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LEAN PRODUCTION
By James A. Ray
In these times of reduced defense budgets, a normal interpretation of the phrase
"lean production" would be to consider it
a status of current defense production
activities. The terminology of "lean production," however, was coined by a Massachusells Institute of Technology researcher during his efforts involved in
supporting The International Motor Vehicle Program for a consortium of global
motor vehicle manufacturers. Although
this smdy was associated with the motor
vehicle industry, the findings and concepts could be applied to all major industries, induding those in the defense
business. To understand why this concept
may apply to all industries, as well as the
Anny, we should look at the background of
the concept, the findings of this study, and
how they are being applied.
From the MIT study, lean production was
used 10 describe the efforts that had been
pioneered by the japanese in many of their
industries. They had initiated "lean"
methods in an effort 10 use less of every-

thing, compared to normal mass production. The lean producer combines the advantages ofsmall batch craft shops and mass
production while avoiding the high costs
of craft and the rigidity ofmass production.
As such, lean production employs teams of
multi-skilled workers at all levels of the orgattization and uses highly flexible, increasingly automated machines to produce small
batches of products at the same or Ie s cost
of mass production.
Why did the japanese develop these
methods when the United States has been
considered the world leader in the motor
vehicle business? One reason may be related to japanese culmre, which has fostered
namral ,earning as a primary goal. Another
reason may be related to japan's need to
rebuild its industrial base follOWing World
War U, thus allowing the country to start
anew. One certainty islapan's ability to improve on existing ideas. The United States
prOVided many of those ideas and concepts
that resulted in lean production.
A major contributor in rebuilding jap-
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anese industry was an American, W.
Edwards Deming, who began working with
their country in the 1950 . Although his
concepts were laught in the United States,
interest in his work was not taken serious·
Iy until after the japanese had achieved
numerous successes. japan honored him by
establishing the Deming Prize, which recognizes leading japanese firms. In the nited
Slates, a similar award has been initiated en·
titled, The Malcolm Baldridge National
Quality Award.
Although Deming was just one of the
catalysts to change, he was well aware of the
need for similar change in the United States.
In his book, Outoftbe Crisis, he indicated
his goal to transform the style ofAmerican
management to allow the United States to
compete in the global marketplace. He is
now recognized as one of the leading experts in revitalizing U.S. companies to improve their overall competitive po ition.
Many of his basic philosophies are the cornerstones of lean production.
Deming's efforts were only a part of the
overall transformation in japan. The
japanese had many innovations based on
improvements to known production
methods, quality procedures, design prin·
ciples, managementlechniques, etc. Much
of this is attributed to "Kaizen." Kaizen
means gradual, unending improvement, doing "little things" better; setting-and
achieving-ever higher standards. This
process can be envisioned with the simple
step by step procedure depicted in Figure 1.
Lean production is the result of many in·
dividual efforts associated with the Kaizen
philosophy. Many succes es keyed to lean
production are described in the book,
Kaizen. These include such areas as tOlal
quality control, just in time inventory, team
based activities, process/system improvement, supplier relationships, crossfunctional management, customer satisfaction, automation/robotics, empowerment
of employees, flexible manufacturing, erc.
Again, many of the e principles were root·
ed in the United States and improved on and
implemented in lapan. for example, the
continuous improvement cycle was
documented by Walter Shewhart in 1931,
and the basic principles for total quality
control came fromj.M.juran and Armand
Feigenbaum.
The history of continuous improvement
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United States
~

Japan

Gross Assembly Hours Per Car

40.7

18.0

Assembly Defects Per 100 Cars

130

45

Assembly Space Per Car

8.1

4.8

Average Inventories of Parts

2 weeks

2 hours

Average Engineering Hours Per New Car (in millions)

3.1

1.7

Average Development Time Per New Car (in months)

60.4

46.2

Number of Employees in Development Project Team

903

485

Supplier Share of Engineering

14%

51%

Die Development Time (in months)

25.0

13.8

Prototype Lead Time (in months)

12.4

6.2

Return to Normal Quality After New Model (in months)

11

1.4

Figure 2.
Differences in automobile manufacturing in 1986.
methodology is significant because most of
Ihe concepls developed inJapanlhat led to
lean production occurred over a 40 year
period. This continuous change resulted in
dramatic differences as documented in the
MIT sWdy. The MIT sludy documented significant advantages inJapanese mel hods in
comparing a leading mas production facility in the United tales with a leading lean
production faciliry in Japan. Figure 2 sum·
marizes the differences in automobile
manufacturing in 1986.
Obviously, with these dramatic difference ,dominance in the global marketplace
shifted considerably away from the nited
States. This development prompted U.S. industry to initiate major changes. One company which has made dramatic changes 10
compete in a market overwhelmingly dontinated by the ]apane e is Harley·Davidson.
It rise from near oblivion to a major mar·
kel player is described in the book, Well
Made in A merica. It ucce s, allhough on
a much smaller scale, compares to Ihe
Japanese. Harley Davidson implemented
major principle such as continuous im·
provement, team based work force, quali·
ty leader, efficient manufacturing, process
management, just in time inventory, statistical proces conlrol, employee involvement,
CUStomet focus, market bare leader stralegy, product differentiation for market niche,
dealer and supplier partnership, continuou
employee training, and a reorganizalion 10
reduce overhead and indirect COSIS.
Bear in mind that Harley·Davidson is only
one company embracing the required
cbanges in order to compete. A vast amount
of literature has been published add res ing
lessons learned, the technologies, the
theories, and the implementation of the
many principles associated with Ihe over·
all subject area of lean production reo
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flecling many other companies' successes.
These include best sellers in bu iness books,
academic papers and academic textbooks
key to the revitalization in lechniques and
procedure.
With sucb a broad approach to the subject, bow can any of this be applied to the
Army' Hopefully, this particular issue of
Amry RD&A Bulletin-which is devoted to
the subject of acquisition reform-will pro·
vide answers.
Concurrent engineering, a systematic approach (0 the integrated, concurrent design
of products and their relaled proces es, is
another area where DOD has taken initiatives to energize developers to consider all
aspects of the product life cycle during the
design process. In fact, a concurrent en·
gineering government/industry /academia
consortium has been established to develop
technologies to enhance interdisciplinary
teams along with many other DOD studies,
\vorkshops, articles, and implementation

documents (MIL-STD-499B draft) a sociat·
cd with concurrent engineering.
Lean produclion as a total program is also
being addressed by DOD. In a related effort,
a Lean Aircraft Initiative Program is under·
way using MIT in the same manner used
previou Iy for the International Motor Vehicle Program. This initiative involves
research in five major areas: product de·
velopment, fabrication and assembly, supplier relation hips, organization and human
resources, and policy and external
environment.

Each of these areas is directed al specific
research projects. The goal is to determine
the best practices in industry and apply
them in a pilot program for current and fu·
ture acquisition efforts. For example, under
product development, (here are two current
projects: integrated producl and process

development (IPPD) and process flow
modeling and analysi .
nder the IPPD effort, models, practice
and metric are de igned to identify and de·
fine alternative product development
models, characterize current product de·
velopment practices, define melfics for the
measurement of best lean practices, and
conduct a survey-based benchmarking and
analysis of current product development ac·
tivitie . They will serve as gUideposts which
industry and government togelher can
trive to achieve in the medium term (next
five to 10 years). Finally, this project will cxplore and characlerize implementation
strategies for achieving the e target best
practices. Each of the other areas has simi·
lar ongoing detailed efforts.

Conclusion
Lean produclion is thus nOI only an
effort that industry mu t con ider in its
overall strategy to remain competitive, but
an effnrt thaI must be fostered and implemented within the DOD. Only by taying abreast of evolVing technologies,
processes, and procedures can the Army
maintain its ability to field and sustain quality materiel within constrained resource.

JAMES A. RAY is deputy director of
engineering, u.s. Army Aviation and
Troop Command in St. Louis, MO. He
bolds a B.s. in mechanical engineering
from tbe University of Tennessee, an
M.S. in mecbanical engineering from
the University of Missouri·Rolla, and
is completing work on an EMBAfrom
Washington Univer ity.
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ARMY HOLDS
ACQUISITION CAREER
MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP
Nearly 200 members of the Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) and acquisition workforce attended an Army Acquisition Career
Management Workshop Sept. 15-17,1993,
in Herndon, VA. Both military and civilian
members of the corps and the workforce attended the workshop, which was sponsored
by LTG William H. Forster, director of acquisition career management, Office of the
Assistant Secretary of the Army (Research,
Development and Acquisirion) (OASARDA).
The purpo e of the workshop was to inform
and encourage the auendees as they begin
the career development process.
COL Richard A. Grube, deputy director of
acquisition career management (now director
of AAC policy), OASARDA, welcomed the
attendees. He said, "The Army today i go·
ing through a difficult environment, but we
want to make sure that you leave this conference with a very comfortable feeling that
you've made the proper decision, and that
your potential will be realized and there are
great opportunities for success." Grube
stressed the need for civilians and military
to work together to build a common acquisition corps with relationships that rranscend
status. He also presented four predominant
themes for the workshop-Vision for the
Future, Professional Development, Education and Training, and Career Management.
George E. Oausman, acting assi tant secretary of the Army (research, development and
acquisition), gave the keynote address on
the "Future of the Workforce." "I see the
creation of a professional world-class acquisition workforce. That is acquisition reform.
Smart people are going to make anj' system
work better." Dausman voiced twO of his
concerns about the future of the workforce.
He stated that there are no restraints on
civilians rising to the top in the acquisition
business, but there are restrictions for military members. Military members must be
promoted to general officer before they can
become a program executive officer (PEO),
and currentl y, few of these promotions are
occurring. Secondl y, Oausman expressed
concern that educational opportunities might
suffer as a result ofbudget pressures. He called
on the Army leadership to ensure this does
not happen.
MG Dewitt T. lrby, PEO-Aviation, spoke on
leadership roles in acquisition. He di cussed
the nine I~adership principles addressed in

LTG William H. Forster, director of acquisition career management,
OASARDA, was the conference dinner speaker,
the Army's field manual. These are: communication, profes ional ethics, use of
automation, planning, deci ion making,
supervision, leaching and counselling, team
development, and rechnical profidenCj'. I.roy
stressed the importance of leadership, continuous improvements and managed change.
He said, "Change i happening every day,
and if you're not managing it, it's going to
manage you."
BG David R. Gusr, PEO-Communication
System , discu sed the challenge and rewards of the progranl management business
in hi presentation titled" 0 You Want to
Be a PM." He described a PM as "the person who executes the program, the beginning step, and the bedrock of the organization:' Gu t addre sed the taSks that drive
the personnel in the PM office. These include: budget, oversight, briefing requirements, international commitments and
audits. GUSt also cited pec.ific instances
from hi work experiences a a PM to iIlu .
trate the challenge and rewards of being a
PM.
CoUeen A. Preston, deputy under sec-

rel'ary of Defen e (acquisition reform), ad·
dressed some of the changes e.'-.:peeted in Lhe
acquisition reform process. She pointed
out that the Defense Department has been
operating "under an anomaly-producing
the best systems in the world with a broken
acquisition system." She tated. "We can
not afford to continue operating wirh the
existing system as we have in rhe pasr and
there i no rea on to do 0:' According to
Preston, because of the radical change in
the global threal, we need an acquisition
sy Lem that is responsi ve to flexible requirements and operates on a rapid and
timely basis. She concluded by tating,
"The bOllOm Hnc is tbat there is a belief
that the DOD acqu isition system has hanged
beyond its ability to adjust or 10 evolve.
It is no longer enough to improve the process.
We need to reengineer il as a result of cbanges
thaI have occurred during the last couple
of years. This should be viewed as a
challenge."
Dr. James S. McMichael, director, acquiition education, training and career development in the Office of the nder Secretary
of Defen e (Acqui ition), spoke on rhe implementation of the Defen e Acquisition

COL Richard A. Grube, deputy director of acquisition career management (now director of AAC polley),
OASARDA, welcomed anendees to the
conference.
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Colleen A. Preston, deputy under
secretary of Defense (acqUisition reform), spoke on acquisition reform
issues.
Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA).
McMichael noted that the number of Army
waivers granted for Army Acquisition Corps
certification was high in comparison to
the other services. He called for less disparity among the services in this area. He
emphasized the oeed to get the word out
and communicate with the workforce. "The
biggest challenge is communication ... We
need 10 do all we can 10 commurticate especially wittlthe workforce on whal we're
doing, and what affects them and how 10
deal with the new system;' said McMichael.
Jay C. Rifenbary of Rifenbary Training and
Development, gave a motivational presentation based on his book, No EXCllse-A
Pbi/osopbyjor Success. He stressed self-responSibility on the job. adding that time and
energy is wasted by maklng excuses, placing
blame, and whining about what could have,
should have, or would have been. Rifenbary
al 0 presented three ways to improve selfesteem: do the right thing; be committed
to excellence; and foUow the Golden Ruletreat others a you want to be treated.
Professor O'dvid V. Lamm of the aval Postgcaduate School, Monterey. CA, spoke on educarion initiatives provided by the Naval Postgraduate chool. He desctibed the school'
mis ion as one of providing advanced professional studies at the graduate level for military officers and Defense offiCials from all
ervices and from other nations. Lamm also
defmed the student population, noting that
of the 1.905 students currently enrolled, 14
percent are Army officers. This number, he
said, will increa e as the system acquisition
management and program management programs are expanded.
Military and civilian conterees then attended separate seminars where they were encouraged to ask questions and communicate
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idea concerning AAC career management.
Dr. Janet L.S. Brown, chief, Civilian AAC
Management Office, led the civilian AAC
career management work hop, and LTC
Richard O. Bailer, director, Military AAC
Management Office, led the military AAC
career management workshop.
Director of Acquisition Career Management LTG William H. Forster was the conference dinner speaker. He encouraged AAC
members to seek graduate degrees by attending one of the Army's new gcaduate progcarns
at the Naval Po tgraduate School, or the
University of1t:xas at Austin. He recommends
these schools for Acquisition Corps members in search of challenging. fast-track education opportunities.
LTG Forster al 0 identified four dangers
10 our national security-regional dangers,
nuclear dangers, economic dangers, and
dangers 10 democracy such as the reversal
of reforms in Eastern Europe. "These will
set the stage and the standards by which most
acquisition systems and mo t changes 10 the
military departments are measured in the
near-term."

LTG Forster also discussed the Army's
modernization mission and the plans to carry
out this mission in a period of reduced
resources. He identified the following five
modernization capabilities that the U.S. must
preserve in order to succeed: project the force
and sustain combat power; protect the force;
win the battlefield information war; execute
precision strikes; and dominate maneuver.
In voicing his perception of the DOD's
Bottom-Up Review, LTG Forster stated,
"There is no significant military strategy
change. We still have to be sized and equipped
to handle two major regional contingencies
nearly simultaneously." "Readiness is
clearly the number one mark within OSD,"
he added. He also stre ed the importance
of maintaining the industrial base noting,
"It is clear that the industrial base is very
important, and we want to consider indu trial base implications in every decision that
is made."
[n closing, LTG Forster encouraged members of the AAC 10 be risk takers. "[t'S time
to be bold, imaginative, inquisitive and do
it right the first time," he said.
Brooks BarthaJow, acting chief, Acquisition Management Office in the Office of the
Deputy ChiefofStafffor Acquisition, Headquarters, U.S. Army Materiel Command
(AMC), was the first formal speaker on the
second day of the conference. He spoke on
Shaping AMC and the future. BarthaJow noted that AMC is a significant part of the Army' acquisition community with nearly 30
percent of the military acqui ilion corps positions being within AMC-that's over half
of the AMC officer distribution plan for military officers. According to Barthalow, the
civiJian ide is even more significant. Approximately one third of AMC's civilian
workforce is in the AAC workforce.
George T. Singley 1Jl, deputy a sistant
secretary of the Army (research and tech-

nology). OASARDA, and the Army's chief
sciemist, spoke on "Harnessing lechnology for the Future." ingley addressed
the newest thre'll currently being emphasized-economic dangers. "The main point
is that in the shon term, our security depends
on military strength. However, in the loog
term, we can oot have military ecurity if
we don't have economic security." Singley
also stressed that protecting the science and
technology program is key to our defense
trategy. Said Singley: "We need to protect
the technology base. Simply put, the technology base is our future. Ir provides a Jot
of the mart buyer expenise that feeds many
of the PMs and many programs:'
Anthony M. Valletta, Army vice director
of information system for command.
control, communications and computers,
spoke on the role of information sy tern
in major acquisition programs. He said that
information systems-computer hardware
and software, communications and
electronics-affects how people ger paid,
do personnel tasks, do requirements, engineering, development supp n, simulation
and modeling, etc. According 10 ValJetta,
information technology is the enabler for
the Army's future.
Maurice R. Donnelly, director of plans,
programs and resources, Office of the Depury
Assistant Secretary of the Army (plaos, Programs and Policy), presented information
concerning the Army's acquisition budget,
Donnelly noted that one doesn't have to be
a rocket ciemist to realize that the Army
and DOD are going to be inlpacted by orne
of tile changes planned for the governmenl,
including the vice-president's re-inveOling
government initiative.
Dr. James Edgar, assistant deputy direclOr,
Acquisition Career Management, OASARDA,
spoke on the complexities of AAC certification procedure. Certification, he said,
is intended as a major part of the implementation ofDAWIA. Edgar view certification
as a management process to assure that individuals occupying acquisition positions
meet the qualification requirements or standards that are established for tho e position
in those career fields at those career levels.
Edgar advised civilian attendees to make sure
they know their career field and position
category, and to make sure they assess their
ability to be certified. Military members a.re
already certified.
Gerald E. Keightly, executive direclOr,
Defense Acquisition Universiry (DAI.1), gave
a presentation on DAU's role in providing
training and education opportunities for
AAe members. l1le DAU is a consortium comprised of 16 schools whic.h provide training in the 12 AAC career fields, Keightly stated
that there is now an established senior acquisition course equivalent to senior-level
professional military education. Keightly also
announced the availability of DAU' 1994
catalogue.
Dr. Jerry Davi , director of The Center
for Professional Development at The
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George T. Singley III, deputy assistant
secretary of the Army (research and
technology), OASARDA, and the
Army's chief scientist, emphasized the
need to protectthe technology base.
niversiry of Texas at Austin poke about
professional development initiatives available to AAC members. Davis listed the various
ervices bis organization offers to the AAe.
These indude: education and training workbops. senior ervice college fellows progl"'dmS, executiveM.RA. and M.S. programs,
degree progr.tm coordination, cooperative
programs, international exchange programs,
professional development support and custom design programs. Davis concluded by
stating that Tbe Center for Professional Development and 'fraining was established 10
support tbe acquisition corps.
A presenmtion on business ethics "'.tS given
by retired LTG George Sammeujr., who is
now vice-president for ethic at Martin
MarietL~. According to Sammett, "Ethic is
not just concern about lying, cheating or
tcaling. You'll find that the most important
part i treating people fairly, and if you do
that, mo t of your problems go away." He
also pointed Ollt that higher grades call for
greater ethics awareness.
Dr. Reuben R. McDaniel jr., professor
of management at The University of Texas
at Austin, gave a pre entation titled, "How
to ucce sfully Manage the Workforce:
Emerging Themes for the 1990s and Beyond." He gave several predictions for
the workforce in the 1990 . Some of these
prediction are:
• Workers wbo only do a good job will
be expendable;
• Workers ar aU levels will bave to be taught
what other people in the organization are
doing so tllat they can help each other more
effectivel)' and efficiently;
• Much .of the workforce will be externalized in the form of tcmporary workers
22

and independent cnntractors; and
• The quality of connections between
worker will be more important than the
quality of ClIch individual worker.
In hi presenUtion, Daniel M. Clawson,
chief, AAC Management Office in the U.S.
Total Army Personnel Command (pERSCOM),
provided tips for career planning, stressing
the need for AAC members 10 be their own
career managers. "You need to know what
it is you want, you need to keep current, and
you need 10 know yourself," said Clawson.
COL George J- Savitske, director, Acquisition and Indu trial Base Policy, OASARDA,
poke about the acquisition force structure.
He briefed the attendees on the mission and
function of the Acquisition Force Structure
Division, proVided a historical perspective
OD how tbe acquisition force structure bas
evolved over tbe years, and discussed the
current status of the program management
office tructure. Savit ke stressed the need
for better force structure planning for the
furme PM and PEO structure.
LaVernejones, chief, Acquisition Education and Training Office, OASARDA, poke
on the various education programs available
10 AAC members. These include the enior
service college feUowship, long-tenn training,
part-time chao ling, tuition assistance, and
executive seminars. Executive eminars include training at schools such as the Wharton School, the Brookings In~titute, Duke
University, Harvard Senior Fellowship Program,OPM 'ecutive Seminar Centers, The
Universitl' of Texas at Austin, George
Washington University, University of Chicago, University of Michigan, and Univer iry
of Virginia. Jones also presented some initiatives planned for the corps, induding training with industry, congressional
fellowships, short- aDd long-term develDpmental as ignments, acquisition intern
program for DAU cholarsbip graduates,

and an intern:ltional exchange program.
The final presentation of the day was a
briefing by COL tephen L. Thacher on the
training opportunities offered at the Industrial ColJege of the Armed Forces (lCAF),
where he serves a a professor of acquisition. Thacher's pre enmtion focused on the
senior acquisitiOn CDUrse which i now
offered at ICAF.
The conclUding day of the conference
featured an acquisition career panel of
experts answering attendee 'que tiDn on
a host Df acquisition corp issues. The panel,
which was chaired by LTG Forster, was composed of, Ernie Willcber, attorney advi or
in the Army's Office of the General Counsel; DanielM. Clawson, chief, AAC Management Office, PERSCOM; COL Richard A.
Grube, deputy ditector, Acquisition areer
Management, OASARDA; Brooks Barthalow,
acting chief, AcquiSition Management Office,
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for Acquisition, HQ AMC; LaVemejones, chief, AcquiSition Education and Training Office,
OA ARDA; COL Michael jorgenson, acting
direclOr of contracting, OASARDA; and Dr.
jame Edgar, assistam deputy director,
Acquisition Career Management. Topics addre ed by the p:mel included: dual-tracking,
tuition reimbursement for second advanced
degrees, overseas career opportunities, career
advisors, identification of critical acquisition positions, certification, "greening,"
career tracking for ivilian PMs and deputy
PMs, protection dUring RIF procedures; !raining quotas; and narrowing the gap between
military AAC members and their primary
braDche .
FolJowiDg the paDel, Dr. jobn A. Daley.
professor of communications, The University
of Texas at Austin, spoke about communication effectiveness. According to Dr. Daley,
the keys 10 etrective communication include,
managing expectations; paying rapid attention to people; being reliable, consistent, and
dtpendable; and being aWllre of what your
message means to Others.
LTG Forster cODcluded the conference by
emphasiZing tbe need for AAC members to
think and act like a body, to work in concert and to focus on common objective . He
stressed that although the AAC is 30,000
strong, it is not too big for members to be
=red as individuals. In dosing, he appealed
to the attendees to continue beiDg who they
are because it has resulted in them being uccessful. He also called on them to go wbere
the action is, tD take the tougb jobs, to get
OUI front, and to stand up and be counted.

LaVeme Jones, chief, Acquisition Education and Training Office, OASARDA,
presented infonnation on various education programs available to AAC
members.
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Forty indjviduaJ Army cientists and en·
gineers and two scientific teams have been
selected to receive Department of the Army
R&D Achievement Awards for 1993. This
award i given in recognilion of outstand·
ing achievements in research and develop·
ment that have improved the capabilities of
the .. Army and contribUted to the nation's
welfare during calendar year 1993.
The awards, presented ih the form of individual wall plaques, will honor 31 person·
nel employed at activities of the u.s. Army
Materiel Command; six employees of the
Corps of Engineers; and three employees of
the U.S. Army Medical Research and Development Command. Additionally, two plaques
will be presented to two scientific teams of
the .. Army Materiel Command.

u.s. ARMY MATERIEL
COMMAND
u.s. Army Armament Researcb, Development and Engineering Center
(ARDEC)
Dr. Pai-Lien Lu, Jonathan Shin and Sam
Moy, of the Energetics and Warheads Division, ARDEC, Picatinny Arsenal, NJ, will be
recogruzed for their innovative research in
developing ascientific basi explaining the
mechanisms controlling the behavior of a
gun propellant bed upon a shaped charge
jet impact. Their effons led to the succes ful development of a novel, low cost, small
scale test evaluation technology to assess new
insensilive propellants.
The leam ofAlfredo Alza, Anthony Baroni,
Paul Bresnowilz, Ll'dia Chang, Daniel
Crowley,Jeffery Fornoff, AIm( Khan, George
Khowong, Henry Lee, Paul Little, Daniel
Pierson, Daniel Ramer, Jacob Struck, Roben
Van Zee, andJohn Walek ofthe Armament
Engineering Directorate, ARDEC, Picatinny
Arsenal, will be honored for development
of the SADARM Image Processing System.
Thi unjque and innovative measurement
system advanced the state-of-the-art of Army
remote Optical instrumentation by an order
of magnjtude, and leads the way toward the
implementation of advanced image
processing-based systems to support future
smart munitions.

u.s. ArmyEdgewoodResearcb, Development and Engineering Center
(ERDEC)
Dr. Burt V. Bronk, research physical
scientiSt, U.S. Army Edgewood Research, Development and Engineering Center, will be
honored for hi outstanding technical efforts
in enhancing the Army'S capabilities to
characterize and marupulate single aerosol
particles consi ting of microorgani IDS.
The melhodologies resulting from these
effons contribute significantly to the de·
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ARMY
NAMES
1993

R&D
ACHIEVEMENT
AWARD
WINNERS
velopment of advanced techniyues for
the detection of biological threat materials
in the field as well as to the improvement of lests of devices already under
development.

tcsting, and engineering for use by the fielded
and future helicopter fleet.

U.s. Army Missile Command Re-

The Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble
(SIPE) team demonstrated exceptional professional performance and superh technjcal expenise in developing and sustaining
a modular bead-to-toe integrated fighting
system for the dismounted infantry soldier. This unprecedented team effort resulted in the successful design of a soldier
system which has improved combat effectiveness while providjng balanced,
multiple threat protection. This effon
has demonstrated the merit of employing
the systems approach to enhance soldiers'
performance in individual and collective
scenarios. This team's contribution has
led the soldier into the 21st CeOlury. The
SIPE team, led by Carol Fitzgerald, also
consisted of Patrick Snow, Cynthia Mooney,
Daniel Fisher, Louis Olivera, Heid; Danziger,
Cynthia Blackwell, George Schultheiss,James
Wright, Willjam Sanchez, Erik Hall, Almon
Gillette, Michael Scanlon, Greg Cirincione,
William Hanlon, Christopher Royal, Jeff
Hofmann, Edward ReiSs and Bruce C:tdarene.

searcb, Development and Engineering Center
Michael C. Schexnayder, supervisory
general engineer, will be honored for his exceptional leadership in the advancement of
hypersonic missile technology. He has led
the developmeot of the most weight efficient small diameter composite case rocket motor ever developed in the U.S., development of a unique control actuator system,
development of a sophisticated simulation,
demonstrated overmatch lethality, and development of a millimeter guidance sy tern
and an orientation package for virtuallauncb.
This 50 millimeter diameter missile reaches
hypersonic velocities in a little over one-th;rd
of a second and maintains lethality to 10
kilometers.

U.s. Army Aviation and Troop
Command Aerofligbtdynamics
Directorate
John C. Wilson, research engineer, and
Henry L. Kelley, aerospace engineer, will be
cited for bringing to fruition a helicopter yaw
control enhancement concept, the tail boom
strake. This accomplishment involved exacting basic aerodynamic research, design,

U.s. Army Natick Researcb, Development and Engineering Center

u.s. Army Tank-Automotive Command
Dr. oougla W. Templeton, electronics
engineer and Roben V. Goeden, research
physicist are cited for development and
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integration of laser protectiOn technologies
for uniry vision equipment used in all ground
combat vehicles. They are credited with effons in the research, development and release
to production of new type-classified laser
hardened uniry vision periscopes and vision
blocks for use in all new and existing combat vehicle, proViding positive and certain
ocular prOtection to the personnel in those
vehicles; tbe development of contingency
filters for use on combat vebicles involved
in Operation Desert Storm; and innovative
research in laser damage characterization and
development of novel technique for broadbased laser protection. The completion of
the e efforts has resulted in enhanced survi vabilit y for combat vehicle crews operat·
ing in a laser-rich environment and a material
increase in the warfignting capabiliry of U.S.
ground vehicles.

U.S. Army CommunicationsElectro,lics Command Research,
Development and Engineering
Center
John A. D'Agostino, Luke B. SCOII, Tho
Q. Duong, and Curtis M. Webb from the Night

Vi ion and Electronic ensors Directorate,
will be commended for the development of
the FLLR92 Thermal Imaging Sy terns Performance Model which has application for
the analysis of current and advanced thermal imaging systems, including Javelin,
Comanche, combat vebicle sights and manportable systems. Tbe innovative approach
tOwards the measurement methodology and
modeling permits system noise 10 be fUlly
cbaracterized. The group's accomplishment
marks a major milestone in as uring that the
predictive performance models are in place
10 suppor! major Army plOcurement
decisions.

u.s. Army Research Laboratory,
Signatures, Sensors, Signal amI Information Directorate
Dr. Joseph emarich, physicist, will be
commended for an experimental program
to acquire and analyze generic taIget and dutter signatures for millimeter wave radars. He
formulated the basic requirements for and
de ign of the highly advanced instrumentation radar system needed for tbe measurements, and was the prindpal investigator for
the mea urements, the data analysis, and the
generation of models from tbe data. Tbese
models will reduce requirements for expensive field te ting of millimeter wave eek·
en; such as the Multiple Launch Rocket System
Terminally Guided Weapon (MLRS:rGW) and
may lead to automatic taIget recognition tech·
niques for millimeter wave seekers and targel acquisition ystems.
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U.S. Army Research lAboratory,
Electronics and Power Sources
Directorate (EPSD)
Or. Arthur Ballato, a research physi·
cal scientist, Owen P. Layden, John A.
Kosinski and Edward R. Baidy, electronics
engineers, will be cited for the development of a unique mel bod of protecting
integrated circuit from intense electro·
magnetic interference (EMI) and high power
microwave (HPM) radiation. The technique
incorporates a novel power transmission
system which uses acoustic wave to transfer power lhrough the walls of a totally
enclosed container. Used in combination
with fiber optic cables for data flO, the new
protection technique completely elimi·
nates all possible conduction paths for
both conventional EM! and HPM-EMI. The
protection technique is compact, afford·
able, rugged and reliable, and has demonstrated protection levels considerably in
excess of all known near, mid· and long-term
requirements.
Dr. Michael Binder and Dr. Robert J.
Mammone, re earch scientists, and William
L. Wade, a research chemist, will be bonored for their construction contribution
10 the state-of-the-art of high energy
densiry capa ilOrs. This innovative modification to conventional dielectrics has
great utiliry in increasing energy storage
capabilities and efficiency of military
capacitors.
Muhammad Mizan, Dana Sturzebecher
and Thomas Higgins, eleCtronics engineers from EPSD, will be cited for their
major contributions to low pha e noise
frequency ources. Additionally, they have
taken the technology one step further
and combined it with higb power solid
state transmitters for Army systems.
Or. K.K. Choi and Monica Thysing-Lara,
electronics engineers, and Wayne Chang,
research physical scientist, will be recognized for development of a new hot-eleetron
quantum-well detector. The new technol·
ogy will provide high resolution thermal imaging capability at a relatively low co t. The
new detector will significanrly enhance future
infrared surveillance technology.
Walter R. Buchwald, an electronics engineer, Dr. Stephen . Schauer, a research
chemist and Or. Kenneth A.Jones, a supervisory engineer, will be recognized for
establishing a new re earch program advancing device and design concepts in the
loP/lnGaAsP material system. Their contribution to novel concepts for optoelectronic integration and diSCreet optoelectronic
device tecbnology promi es to make a significant impact on current tera-op process·
ing schemes, ultra·wide·band communications, fiber optics, pulsed power and phased
array radar.
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u.s. ARMY CORPS OF
ENGINEERS

u.s. Army Topographic Engineering Center
Dr. James E. Heath will be honored for
his Outstanding performance and extraordinary technical achievements while serving as a member of theJoint Predsion Strike
Demonstration Task Force and as technical
director for the Joint Air/Land/Sea "First
Light" demonstration.

U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Statton
Or. Norman W. cheffner will be cited for
his outstanding contribution to coastal engineering. He developed innovative technology to evaluate the fate of dredged material
disposed in open water.
James E. McDonald will be recognized for
development of a preca t concrete stay-inplace forming system for rehabilitation of
navigation lock walls.
Charles E. Carter and Robert T. Donaghe,
civil engineering technicians and Or.
Victor H. Torrey ill, research dvil engineer,
are being recognized for their development
of a new quality control method for compaction of soils containing substantial
amounts of g......vd or rock fragments.

u.s. ARMY MEDICAL
RESEARCH AND
DEVEWPMENT COMMAND
Armed Forces Research Institute of
Medical Sctences
LTC Bruce L. Innis, virologist, is being
honored for his leadership of a landmark
study to establish the efficacy ofa newly developed vaccine against hepatitis A virus.
Through his outstanding efforts, the hepatitis A vaccine was shown to be safe and
effective.

U.S. Army Medical Research Institute ofInfectious Diseases (MRIID)
Or. Connie S. Schmaljohn, supervisory
microbiologist, is being honored for her contribution to the diagnosis and prevention of
a disease through her work on hemorrhagic fever with renal syndrome and the Hantaan virus that causes it.

Walter Reed Army Instttute of
Research
Or. Roberta R. Owens, research chemist,
is being cited for her development of a vaccine delivery sys[~m which has made possible the production ofa safe and efficacious
vaccine against sporozoite malaria.
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EXPANDED
ANALYTICAL
SUPPORT
TO THE
ACQUISITION
PROCESS
Greater Cooperation
Will Promote
Improved Systems
By Dr. Herbert W. Fallin,
COL William Huff III
and Dr. Henry L. Manuel
Introduction
The director for assessment and evaluation (DAE) in the Office of the Assistant
Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition (OSARDA) is endeavoring to further define and expand the
roles of the Army' analytical and modeling communities to support the acquisition
process. The enhancement of roles is especially timely because of the dramatic
changes occurring in the world and the variety of missions the u.s. Army wlll face
in the future.
OAE works closely with lhe deputy chief
of staff for operations and plans (DCSOPS),
assistant deputy for force development, in
directing co t and operational effecliveness
analyses (COEA) to support the decision
making process. Many of the analyses conducted and directed by OAE revolve around
lhe performance parameters of the weapon
sy tern. These include warhead penetration
analysi ,system survivability, and sensor acqui irion performance. The objective of
January-February 1994

these analyses is to verify lhat the system
is meeting the requirements for the soldier.
Because the world is changing rapidly in
directions that make threals unpredictable.
the U.s. Army must remain flexible in how it
it uses its weapon systems. There are op-

Because the world
is changing rapidly
in directions that make
threats unpredictable,
the U.S. Army
must remain flexible
in how it uses
its weapon systems.

tions available through some of our modernized weapon system that could expand
how and when these systems are used.
These options come in the form ofavailable
technical upgrades and different operational uses.
DCSOPS and DAE mu t focus on expanding analytical suppon to fully understand the technical and operational
capabililies offered by our weapon system.
Expanded analytical support al 0 denotes
defining new analytic tools as well a
leveraging all available analytical sources
to suppon acquisition decisions. One of the
byproducls of this is to outline option 10
improve our currenl weapons systems
given that new systems aren'l likely to
be developed. This process can only be
advanced with the use of all avallable analytical resources from the Army Training
and Doctrine Command (TRAOOC) community, contractors and independent anal·
ysis houses like the Institute for Defense
Analysis and Rand.
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Distributed
Interactive
Simulation
can be
a powerful tool
to explore
technology
options
and evaluate
the effectiveness
of systems
throughout
the acquisition
process,
Expanding Capabilities
As the Army conducts its supporting
analyses, especially in the form of COEAs,
it i bound by narrow constraints in how the
ystem is used. These constrainls are defined by the requirements which serve to
define the weapon system and the warfighting doctrine which the system is designed
ro support. The Army has alW<lys done an
admirable job in conducting these analy es
to gain an hone t appraisal of the operational effe tiveness of the yst.em. Thequestion
we must a k i what el e is this system capable of, if the specific opporrunity presents
itself.
Certain constraints are neccs ary in
performing these types of 'analyses.
However, in many cases there arc unique
capabilities inherent in a weapon system
that don't get played due to many factors. The most prevalent is Ihe fidelity
of the models used to conduct the analysis. Another limitation is the narrow role
and mission in which the we.apon system is u ed. The area is primarily the
province of rhe combat developer and rhe
joint staff. However, OSARDA can assist
in rhi' proce s by ponsoring analyse
that completely explore .0. system's technical capabilities. This analysis would
complement other analyses thaI are used
in the milestone dec.ision re\'iew process
during the acquisition cycle.
Some of the capabilities that have been
designed into our weapons systems or that
have been discovered and explored in testing include all weather performance, enhanced countermeasure resistance, the ability to defeat target OUler than those for
which it was designed and much improved
26

overall system accuracy. Through supplemenury analysis, these capabilities can
be highlighted to advance the acquisition
process.
Through the process of expanding the
Iimils where the capabilities of weapon
systems are considered in modeling lead
to new insights concerning the roles and
missions for which a syslem is designed.
Thi view is reasonable given that if a system is capable ofexecuting a panicular role
or mis ion. thi ability becomes another
warfighting oprion for the batUefield commander. This assists the materiel developer
in maintaining and advancing this capability if needed, or deleting the capability if
syslem cost become a problem and allernate systems can accomplish the mi sion.
Due ro our current budgetary environment,
we must conduct thiS type of analy is
early and ofren in the acquisition proce .
Through the concept of expanding the
capabilities of Our weapon systems, we will
be able to explore high technology options
that have been developed as porential
product improvements or horizontal in
tegration. There are numerous examples of
high technology concept that can be adapted into existing systems, if viable and cost
effective.

Developing New Analytical
Tools
Technology demon lrations are underway to explore distributive interaclive
simulations (DIS) as a tool to conduct co t
and operational effectiveness Iype analyses (Anti-Armor Advance Technology
Demonstration, or A2 ATD for short). DIS
can be a powerful tool to explore technology options and evaluate the effecliveness of systems throughout the acquisition
process.
The primary simulation tool u cd by
the Army is the Battlefield Distriburive
Sinlulation-Devclopmental (BDS-D). BDSD uses a man-in-the-]oop and has been
primarily u~ed for training and to refine doctrine and tactic for heavy forces.
BDS-D will conform to lhe DIS srandard
architecture. The A2 ATD will leverage
the BDS-D initiative to provide the expanded evalualion and assessment capability the combat and materiel development
community needs.
There are other simulation facilities
within the other ervices. The a.nalytical
process can be advanced if the simulations
in the Army arc integrated witb tho e of
the other Services. For instance, the Air
Force has estimated a theater air command
and conrrol sinlulalion facility 0.1 Klrtland
Air Force Base. This facility is capable of
simulating integrated advaoced air defenses induding Patriot and Hawk. A possible future development would link lhis
cenrer with BDS-D and an Army deep and
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simulraneous atrack imulation to portray
a complete joint warfare interactive simulation. The payoff from such a imulation
would serve all Services in defining technology options and opportunities in future
developments a well as furthering rbe doctrinal aspects for modern warfighling.

Maximizing Analytical
Resources
There are several leveraging opportunitie that the Army analytical community can
take advantage of to expand ils knowledge
base and support the acquisition process.
DAE monitors and makes use of analyses
produced by the Instirute for Defense
Analy e , the RAND Corporation, other
FFRDCs, as well as artalyses produced by the
other ervic . Relevant analytical res~ch
by Ulese groups as well as private companies
can supplement and at limes provide the
key analyrical SUppOll for acquisition. The
criterion thaI must be used to provide a
credible supplement to Ihe Service analytical efforts is consistency in scelUrios
and basic data.

Conclusion
The entire defen e analytical community will be called upon to work collectively
to advance the nature of interactive simulations as a tool for the acquisition proce s.
This will also require the cooperation of
all the Services. Throughout thi process
il is important to maintain credibility by
having accurate models and sinlulat\ons and
by u ing sound military principles and doctrine. The Office of the Director l for Assessment and Evalualion is tbe lead element
within OSARDA to promote this evolution.
This office wiU be responsible for assuring
that analytical tools are available, for fostering interagency and inter-Service cooperation, and for highlighting all capabilitie
withiQ a weapon system and promoting accuracy in the modeling results.

DR. HERBERT W FALLlN I is the
db'ectorfor as essmenl and evalU4/ion
in the Office of tbe Assistant Secretary
ofthe A rmyfor Research, Development
and Acquisition.
I
\flILLJAM H. HUFF III is the chief of
analysis fOl' the direClOl'!Or asse sment
and evaluation.
DR. HENRY MANUEL is a technical
liaison to the director for assessment
and evaluationfrom the Army Matel'iel
Command s Smart Weapons Management Office.
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From Single Source to Competition . ..

PALADIN AND PET
Introduction
In late 1989 and early 1990, the product
manager responsible for improving the
Army's self·propelled howitzer faced a
dilemma: the sole source development of
a major complex product improvement
needed to be completed to bring cost un·
der control, but the nature of tbe project
seemed to preclude competitive produc·
tion. The answer that evolved was Ibe
Producibility Evaluation Task (PET).
Through the use of PET, the Paladin
program was able to successfully cross the
bridge from the drdwbacks of a singlesource development to tbe benefits of competitive full· cale production.

Background

•

In order to understand how PET evolved,
and why it was successful, it helps to ap·
preciate the complexity of the Paladin program. It is a major producl improvement to
the MI09 Self Propelled Howitzer Weapon
System, consi ting of a new engine and
other automotive improvements, a new turret, a modified armament system, the ad·
dition of an Automated Fire Control System,
an on-board Prognostic Diagno tic Interface nir, and miscellaneous other changes.
The ptocess of bUilding a Paladin (see
Fig.l) requires a significant amount of coor·
dination and schedule planning among
many participating agencies. The existing
chassis (M109A2/A3) is input to the Letterkenney Army Depot where it is stripped
down and refurbished. A new engine, radi·
ator, suspension system and other i mprove-

meOls are installed, supported by kits
provided by and shipped from the comrac·
tor. The Waten'liet Arsenal produces the
M284 Cannon Assembly and the Gun
Mount Ballistic Shield Conversion Kits, and
Rock Island Arsenal produces the M182AI
Gun 10unt.
The modified chassis (withoutwrret), the
Cannon A sembi)', the Gun 10unt, and the
Ballistic Shield are then hipped to the turret and system integration and assembly
contractOr. There, the new turret is
manufactured and integrated with the
Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
plus the Automated Fire Control System and
Prognostic Diagnostic Interface Sj'stem
from ubconrractors (after break OUI. these
units are also GFE).
A full scale development contract was
competitively awarded in October 198;.
Long lead item contracts were awarded sole
source to the developing contractor in FY88
January-February 1994

By Carroll Gagnon,
William R. Hertel,
Rene Kiebler,
and Cleve Peeke

and FY89 in order 10 meet the first unit
equipped date of June 1993.

Need for Competition
Ill' late 1989, questions about the di·
rection of tbe sale source development
began to surface. Tbe Paladin product
manager directed that an affordability study
be undertaken to review the existing acqui·
sition strdtegj' and provide recommended
alternative procurement strategies to
achieve the low rate production (LRP) date
and the planned first unit equipped. This
study concluded that, based on the sale
source contractors schedule, cost experience, and estimated data, tbe s heduled
first unit equipped date could not be met
and that the LRP statement of work ( OW)
was nOt affordable without changes in
strategy and contracting. Following this
study, ac serics of competition and acqui i·
lion strategy analyses were undertaken to
determine the effect of variou strategies on
schedult: and unit COSI. Table I lists some
of the tpdi\iOnal allernative strategies.
Several factors made the selection of an
alternative difficull. First of all, the incumbent cO\ltracftor for the development effort
enjoyed sigriificant advantages in lerm of
progran\ experience and technical understanding of the system. Asecond factor was
the evolutionary reduction in total units to
be procured. The original progrdm wa 10
be 1,700 units. This was variously reduced
to 1,360 units, then to 1,138 unitS, and even·
wally to 824 units. As the total procurement
declined, so did the cbances for attracting
potential compctitors.
The analyse, however, poimed to the
need for competition, both to control unit
costs (especially gi\-en the reduction in
quantity) and to assure contmctor responiveness to the government's requirements.

The Evolution to PET
The PET concept began to appear ill early 1990 (see Table 2). A February 1990 paper
recommended that competition be created
by proViding technical data packages and

one of the prototype howitzers to credible
interested sources. The e ource would
then submit propo als for a small education
bu y. An alternative approach was con i·
dered that would follow the same process,
but would nO! include the production of
any units. This "learning contract" would
proVide technical familiarity to competing
contractors so that they could produce
credible competing proposals. The con·
tractors would effectively perform the same
function as the pre-production engineering
phase of a first lime competitive contract
common in small arms weapons
procu rements.
The alternative approach was attractive
because il reduced substantiallj,the up·front
costs and time required, allOWing competition for full-scale production to occur sig·
nificantly earlier. Although Ihis approach
was een as riskier than if the ompetitors
had actullily produced units, it had the ad·
ded advantage of keeping the competitive
pressure on the sole ouree COnlf2ctor while
avoiding the large-SCale expenditures of the
other approach.
,
By September of 1990, the government
decided to execute the initial 10w'f2te
production contract with the s le·sour e
development contmctor, while at tbe ame
time examining all viable co'mphitive op·
tions, including foreign y teoj and inhouse government production.~
The foreign system altern~tive wa
studied in deptb, bUI discarded :;Iter deter·
mining that foreign development elther did
not meet or ",'<ceeded requirements, and in
all case were much more dXpWl ive and
fielding dates would be much lakr. The al·
ternative for ip-house production was eventually also rejected becau e t~e risks to the
program were 100 great.

PET Plan Finalized
As the PET plan wa being discussed,
several of the major obstacle to competi·
tion (e.g., lowered total production, and
potential competitors' lack of experience)
were somewhat resolved. With [he end of
the cold war and the reduction 9f defen e
business, even a smaller procurement was
auractive. Also, the government decided to
restrict the competition to the few
producers who could show receni experi·
ence in producing a tf2cked combat vebi·
cleo Thi limited the number of competitors,
but eased the education and experience
problem.
The desired outcome was to have twO or
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engllleering change proposal' be proc<:ssed
through the C B. The contl"dctors were
asked 10 carefully prioritize the many
proposals under considel"dtion to maximize
rhe benefits which rhey could realize in the
full-scale production proposal process. The
contrdclOrs were required to certify to the
producibiJity of the TOP as part of their fullcale production proposals.

MI82 GUN MOUNT

\MODIFIED U178'l

Figure 1.
The Paladin is
the M109A6
consisting of
a 155mm Self·
Propelled
Howitzer.
Integrated
Logistics
Support, and
the Command,
Control and
Communications
interface with the
artillery fire
support systems.

• InspectfDisassemble/lnspectl
Reassembiellnspect. The PET con-

SEGAEG.... TEO
HYDFlAULlC
COMPARTMENt

more qualified comracrors capable of ubmining a qualified proposal. Given that the
potential COnll"dCtOrs had uccessfully
produced a tracked vehicle, the only question was what needed to be provided and
when. Careful wargaming determined what
the contractol'; needed; all efforts were then
focused on providing the required inputs
and ro put the PET eontraet in place.
Prior ro releasing the Reque t For
Proposal for the PET, numerous senior
Army leaders were briefed and at eaeh meeting assistanee was provided in fine tuning
the concept. Finally, the Army acquisition
exeeuti\'e and Army System Acquisition
Re\'iew Council were briefed on the PET
concept in March 1991 and a change in acqui ition strateg)' was authorized. Forces
were put in motion to achieve a December
1991 award ro twO or more PET contractors.
A market survey in the form of an industry da)' was held in August 1991 ro familiarize industr)' with the Paladin program and
inform industry of the PET effort. It was explained that the PET acquisition was being
i ued ro enhance eompetition for the
M109A6 elf-Propelled Howitzer full-scale
production effort for FY93, providing an
opportunity for competing contractors to
gain some firsr-hand knowledge. The current contractor was excluded from participating in order to level the pla)'ing field
for t.he PET competition.
In December 1991, the PET concept was
implemented b)' awarding contracts to two
re pondents that were credible competitors.
The contracts contained options, which
were e.xercised by the government, requiring rhe contractors to subsequently respond
to the full-scale production (FSP) RFP. That
RFP (i sued in July 1992) was then limited
to the two PET contracrors and the
_incumbent.

Key PET Tasks
The PET contract had been developed
with 1>\'0 goals in mind: to allow thegovemment to evaluate the contractOr's manufacturing and integration capabHitie ; and to

seCURE \lOICE

"'NO DIGITAL

DRIVER S NIGHT

COMMUNICATIONS

VISION OEVICE

allow the contractors to become familiar
with the government's manufacturing and
integration requirements. To meet these
goals, the PET statement of work was structured with the follOWing key tasks:

• Review of the Technical Data
Package. Each PET eontractOr evaluated
the TOP for production given their own
unique facilities and experti e. For e.xample,
eaeh of the COntraclOrs in the Paladin PET
effort has a unique welding capabiUcy. Each
contractor submined engineering change
proposals for review by the government
evaluation team, with the evaluatiOn conducted outside oflhe normal Configurdtion
Control Board (CCB) process. This was reqUired because, after preliminary approval,
the e engineering change proposals were to
become part of the contraclOr' unique
proposal to the full·scale production RFP.
Only after contract award would the fdrmal

tractors were given a production vehicle,
a specific set of reassembly spare pan
(e.g. screw., 'us, washers, pa kIngs, seals,
etc.), amI "- CUi Ipkle set of technical manuals. Upon receipt. Ihe \'ehicle was Ie ted If,'
establish a performance baseline. After djsassembly, inspectjon and reassembly using
the GFE pares, the vehicle was retested
according to the original test plan. This
learning process went well be)'ond the
typical paper tudy. In particular, the
contractors were challenged by the various
hydraulic cleanliness and alignment requirements which are somewhat unique to
this vehicle application.
• Manufactut'ing Plan. The contractors were required co develop a
manufacturing plan which documented the
method that they would u e to manufacture and integrate the production of
an M109A6. This plan Wa non-binding
in nature and did not require formal
government approval. It did, however,
form the basis for the manufacruring plan
required in the full-scale production
propo al. It also provided the contractors
with the opportunity to think through
their manufacturing strategy well in advance of the RFP, allowing each contraclOr to eek out and evaluate various COStsaving facility agreements that orher-

Table 1.
Typical Methods to Invoke Competition.
Negotiated Competition .- A second source is created through negotiation. When the
second source has gained sufficient experience 10 be competitive with the original contractor. an all-or-nothing competitive buy-out award can be made. This procedure
requires quantities sufficient to suppon split awards as well as a final award quantity
sufficient to provide competitive impact.
Leader-Company Procurement -- This procedure provides assistance from the leader
company to the follower company. Once the follower has passed ftrst item tests, the
progression to a buy-out ean proceed.
Fusion-Fission -- Companies form leams for the R&D phase_ Once the winning
team is selected, the former panners become competitors for production contracts.
Licensing -- The developing contractor is paid for technical assistance (technology
transfer) in two parts: a lump sum, plus a royalty for each item produced by the
second source.
The Government awards a small quantity buy to a producer othEducational Buys
er'than the original developer. This small award allows the second contractor to learn
how to produce the item. Some form of technology transfer is required.
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wise would have been seen as high risk by
the government without sufficient
documentation. This, in combination
with the lessons learned through the
olher two ta ks, proved to be a powerful
combinarion in developing co t-saving
trategie .

Fair and Equal Treatment
One of the overriding concerns of PET
is the protecrion of information that could
compromise competition while prOViding ufficient information to enable
competition. Therefore. everaJ actions
were taken co prevent inforJllation crossover between contractors:
o The number of personnel involved
in the PET team was kept to a minimum.
There were a total of approximately six
people who worked both PET contracts
on a full-time basis. Other personnel
were brought in only as needed and for
speofic i sues.
o Technical personnel were briefed
on the sensitivity of di cussions and
documentation prOVided by the contractors. Strict procedures were implemented which required all requests for
technical information and re ponse to flow
through the contracting officer's
repre emative.
o The contractors were told to rake great
care to evaluate and mark all appropriate
information as competition sensitive. In
addition, all information received from
the contractors wa treated a competition
ensitive even if it was not specifically
marked as su h.

PET's Success

.

The PET effor! was successful both
in terms of achieving its objective (building a bridge to competitive production)
and in reducing the overaJl COSt of fullcale production.
The signed multi-year production
contract price was aClllally about six
percent lower than the government's
estimate. This represents a savings of
approximately 35 percent hen compared
to the Paladin baseline COSt estimate if
adjustments for competition and multiyear funding are not included. It is difficult to assign an exact share of the saving to competition because other factors,
uch as multi-year funding, also had an
effect on the final contract price. We estimate lhat a savings of about 25 percent
can be attributed to PET and the resultant highly succes ful competitive source
ejection. (It is of intere t to note that
the incumbent did nOt win the
competition.)

Conclusion
The condu ion based on this experience is that the PET approach, when properly managed, can legitimately introduce
competition into a previously ingle source
program and estahli h a level playing field
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Table 2.
Major
December 1989

February 1990

PET Events.

Affordability study cautions lhat lhe Firsl Unit Equipped
dale will nOl be met and lhat cbanges in acquisition sualegy
are needed.
Recommendation Lhat competition be crc3Led by provid.ing

a Technical Data Package and a prototype howit7-cr
imerested

sources

for

disassembly.

inspection

to

and

reassembly.
Seplember 1990

Low-rale production by lhe sale source development
contractor is begun. but viable competition oplions are still

sought.
March 1991

Briefings for senior Army leaders explaining PE'( concept.

August 1991

Industry Day held to present PET to industry. and
subsequent issue of PET RFP.

Decem ber 1991

PET conuacts awarded to twO qualified vendors.

July 1992

Full-scale production RFP issued to lhe two PET
cOnlraclors and to lhe incumbent for FY93.

April 1993

Winning contractor selccled for lhe full-scale produ tion
contract. and validation of the PE.T concept.

for new competitors. In this case. the
government's investment in the PET program actually yielded over a nine-fold
return in the form of production contract
savings.

mellt from tbe Florida Institute of
Tecbnology.
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THE MILITARY
TECHNICAL REVOLUTION
The Revolution in Conflict
By Dr. Daniel Goure'
Introduction
11 is 'omewhat ironic that at a time when
the greatest threat to world peace h~ls
vanished from the eanh and the Cold War
it spawned is over, that we should be wilnessing a revolution in connicl. Thi revolution is the product of three interrelated
phenomena. The first is the reorientation
of U.S. and Western military strategies away
from planning for a global war and towards
the problems of regional security. Second
is a revolution in military technologies,
someofwhich were dispLayed in the recent
Gulf War. Last, is the increasing importance
of a ho t of "short-of-decLared war" missions and roles for military forces.
The n<.>w international security environ·
ment is imposing new requirements on U.S.
forces and planning and raising the demand
for alternative defen e capabilities. The
United States is turning to a military strate·
gy based on regional conflict and contingencie . In the most stressful scenarios of
future milimry conflicts, the nited States
will be reqUired to project large conventional forces into a hostile environment to defeat
a conventionall)' armed enemy, such a the
Persian Gulf War. Yet, we will be required
to do so as rapidly as in the past but with
smaller forces, less forward presence, and
a shrinking industrial base.
Even regional conflicts are Iikel)' to take
on a very different cast due to, among other
things, the global diffusion of technolog)',
the creation of highl y distributed, civilian
information systems, and the revolution in
manufacturing. These facrors and others
will fundamentally rewrite the equalion of
slt:ttegic power for the world in the 21st
century.
There is growing promise for the .S. ro
develop a range of new and innovative mili·
tary capabilities. These could indude nonlethal capabilities, new defensive weapons
and recbnologies, and sensors and information systems for intelligence and arms control purpo es. Some capabilities have existed for years, but were not deemed suitable
or cost-effective in the era of Cold War planning. Others are entirel)' new and tbe
product of revolution in cience and technology. Non·lethal systems, for example,
have existed for many years in the rudimentary form of tear gas, water cannon , rub30

ber bullets, and electric shock devices. A
new generation of high-tech weapons applicable to tbe battlefield (and possible
other uses) are now within the realm of U,e
po ible-some such weapons were used in
the Persian Gulf War.

Security Environment
Additionally, in tbe new security environment U.S. forces will more often be involved
in military operations very different from
SUdl large conventional conflicts. Humanitarian intervention, peacekeeping, and
peacemaking operation are becoming a
standard compOnent of U.S. military activities. "Shorr-of-war environments" present
prime opemtional environments for the
emplo)'ment of alternative capabilitieS, including non-lethal weapons. Tbese envi·
ronments are dominated by a concern ro
limit casualties, preemptively disarm combarants, and protect civilians.
.S. allies, some of whom are only now
beginning to become involved in out·of·
area peacekeeping opemtions, might well
be interested" in non·lethal capabilitie .
Clearly, strategic innovation and alternative
approache ace needed if the .S. is to play
the role of strategic coordinator in this
world.
The emerging revolution in conflict also
requires inn vat ion in our inrelligence
gathering and assessment to match the new
breadth of out ecurity interests and concern. The new challenges to intelligence
include understanding the implications of
parallel revolutionary forces on national
security, developing a system of strategic
warning indicatOrs, and identifying untapped source- for intelligence information
in these new area of interest.
Historically, revolution in military affairs
have most often taken place within social
and technological revolutions and reflecr
the interrelationship between developments in these various elements of society.
The ramifications of past reformation, such
as the indu trial revolution, shaped national
and international perceptions and norms of
behavior. The social, political, economic,
tecbnological and cultural changes sweeping tile world ptovide the contc,xt for a revolution in U.S. stmtegic thinking and military
pmctices.
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Within this conte.xt, a revolution in conflict wiJl radically alter even the most basic
notions of mili tary power, dererrence, compellance, and warfare. It is possible that
military power could no longer be solely
based on measures of the destructive potential of military forces. Broader measures of
milirary potential, superior information,
and advantageous economic potential
would have to be considered. Change in
information gathering capabilitie, advanced manufacturing techniques, and
artificial intelligence rna)' radically alter
the nature of warfare in the future, as well
as change our definitions ofwhal capabilities constitute the sinews of military
strength.

Military-Technical
Revolution
A military-technical revolution is generally defmed as an order(s)-of·magnitude in·
crease in the capability to wage wars and
engage in combat resulting fcom a new synthesis of military hardware, doctrine and
operational concepts, military organization,
and command, control and communications. There have been several such revolutions in history, most notably the revolution
in naval warfare in the Pacific with its
emphasis on carrier operations and amphibiou ~andings, and in Europe with the
Blitzkrieg, Ihe combination of tank-aircraft
centered combat which dominated the
Continent.
In the 1950s and 1960s a new revolution
took place centered on nuclear weapons, jet
aircraft, balLi tic missiles and atellite . In
each of tbese ca es, technology married to
new concepts of organization and employment created a revolution in military
capabilities.
Many have touted the Persian Gulf War as
a demonstration of an emerging revolution
in warfare. Some contend that precision
weapons and other advanced technologies
evidence a decided break in the centurylong trend of the increasing destructiveness
of warfare. The extensive employment of
innovalive capabilitie applied in new and
daring ways may be the next pbase of this
trend. How might the furure conflict en·
vironment li.k.ely evolve in response to
development of a range of innovative
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strategic and operational mean of employing new types of weapons? These are
just orne of the is ues that mUSI be examined under Ihe broad context of strategic innovation.
The most revolutionary change for Ihe
West in the arena of conflid is likely 10 be
Ihe requirement to control the calc and
scope of military engagements. This is occurring at the same time that regional adversaries are growing more capable and are
operating with fewer political constraints.
In addition, the era of reliance on a strategy of overwhelming force is likely to end
for a number of reasons:
• Global Interdependence. The
rapid expansion of multi-national corporations and overseas investment will
create a situation in wWch potential Slralegic targets are actually owned by U.S.
businesses or those of our coalition
members.
• Casualty Concerns. There is the
need, particularly in the era of CNN reallime transmissions from the balliefield, to
avoid collateral damage and unnecessary
casualtie .
• Cost. The cost of sending half a million troop to the Persian Gulf for almost
a year will be beyond the resources available to the U.S. and its Allies, except in
the 010 t extreme circumstances.
• Force Sizing Limits. either Ihe
U.. nor its allies are likely to dispose of
forces of a magnitude ufficient to allow
deployment massive overseas expeditionary forces. Down !zing of the military will
mean, at a mirnmum, a scarcity of trained
and highly skilled personnel.
• Targeting Restrictions. The need
to avoid collateral damage, avoid lengthy
post-conflict clean-ups and environmental
insults, and limit fratricide and friendly
fire casualtie will restrict targeting options.
Regional adversaries will continue to
be mOre quantity-oriented as compared
to quality emphasis of the U.S. Armed
Forces and those of our closest aiJies. If
they have technological strengths they are
likely to be only in elected areas such as
air defense, mine warfare, shallow water
submarine actions" and short-range ballistic missiles. What is more important,

is that the e nations have olher strengths
which make them potentially formidable
adversaries for the U.S. These strengths
include:
• More ca uaity tolerant than Western
nations;
:
• Relatively insensitive to atracks on nonmilitary infrastructure; and
• Po ses ion of relatively few slrategic
targets, tho e whose de truction means a
major disruption in their military
operations.
As a result, the next military-technical
revolution will be, one which exploits
emerging technologies to fit both the new
mi sion areas and adversaries confronting
U.S. Armed Force ,and the residual of the
January-February 1994 ,
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old missions. The military requirements for
thi new force hould include the foUowing capabilities:
• Global view, and taclical intelligence
wilhout long-term, hard-wired forWArd
basing;
• Protection against advanced ballistic
and aerodynamic threats;
• Ability to defeat hostile armor-hea,'y
ground formations, rapidly without requiring deployment of equally large U.S. heavy
formation;

• The ability to identify, track and rarget mobile and moveable stralegic targets
under a variety of scenarios and conditions;
• Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses
(SEAD) capabilities against Weslern-c1ass air
defenses; and
• Lower logistics and combat support
burden, allOWing for reduced lifl requirements and more rapid deployment of forces
overseas.
These future military requirement
lead to a set of capabilities of interest for
the future. These proposed capabililies
do not define the universe of those required
by the Services in the performance of their
functions. They are meanr to suggest the
types of capabilities which will be needed
to meet the requiremenrs imposed on the
U.S. b)' new circumstances and challenges.
• Real-time, mulli- pectra! sensing, surveillance, gUidanceltargeling capabilities;
• High-performance, high-capacity information processing and communication
systems;
• Advanced, computerized training aidsl
simulator;
• ConrroLled effects weapons (including
non-lethal weapons);
• Electronic Counter Measures and ElecIronic Counter-Counter Measures;
• Stealth may have utility depending on
applicalion; and
• Area and mobility denial mechanisms
include mines.
The general capabililies described above
need to be placed into a systems context.
In general, meeling Ihe requirements for future decisive, high-technology, rapidly
deployable, flexible and affordable forces
means focusing on ways of delivering
firepower remotely, possibly al long-ranges.
II also means finding ways of reducing the
unit equipment and stock-piles which need
to accompany forces deploying forward. As
a re ult, the revolution .in future U.S. military forces will involve a number of syslems
which have the effects of reducing force
"overhead" while simullaneously increasing firepower. Among the systems in question are:
• Cruise missiles, nmanned Air Vehicles, and Unmanned Underwater Vehicles;
• Space-based real-time surveillance SySlems, including mull i-spectral imaging,
synthetic aperture rAdar and millimeter
wave radar;

• Long-range, high-payload, air and
sea platforms possibly derived from com-

merciaI barge and wide body transport
aircraft;

• Rapidly deployable air and missile
defense capable of defeating long-rAnge
cruise and ballistic missiles;
• Submunition-equipped, rapid fire ysterns. Munitions can include Brilliant AntiTank Munition (BAT) and Skeet or Wide-Area
Anti-Tank Munition (WAAM) type y terns.
High rates of fire would come from MLRS
and tactical cruise missile Iype delivery
means;
• Rapidly employable sea and land
mines; and

• Ultra-fast air and ea-lift based on
hypersonic air vehicles and wing-in-ground
ships.

Conclusion
The U.S. military will have to grapple with
Ihe issues that surround the development
and employment of innovative capabilities
within the conrext of U.S. national military
strategy. Beside technological advancement, the primary challenge to U.S. miHtary
forces will be developing the guiding policies and operational doctrine for a host of
new and different missions as well as potentially revolutionary technical capabilitie .
Information warfare ystems, non-lethal
technologies, and precision strike sy tern
must be integrated into the force slruCture.
Each weapon will undoubtedly posse
unique operalional characteri tic and have
specific tactical considerations for employment. In this era of fiscal au terity, the
choice in the RDT&E and acquisition processes between competing weapons systems
will likely entail difficult acquisition, force
structure, and resource trade-off. Additionally, the development of any capability must
consider the likely development of coumermeasures, both for friendly force protection
and a weapon's continued effectiveness.
The U.. requires a policy and strategy to
promme and sustain strategic innovation at
a time when the international environment
is changing, new sources of in tability are
emerging, requiremenrs imposed on military
forces are expanding, and U.. and We tern
military capabilities are shrinking. The U.S.
needs to develop a national defense strategy with goals and expectations that promote
strategic innovation in order to encourage
the earch for opportunities for technological, operational and organizational innovation, define criteria by which opportunities can be asse ed, specify measures of
effecliveness for such opportunities, and establish methods for operational lest and
evaluation.

DR. DANIEL GOURE' is the deputy
director Jar Political-Military Studies
at the CenterJor Strategic a71d Internationat Studies in Washington, DC.
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OMNIBUS CONTRACTING
By Jack R. Kulaga
and Joseph P. Brady
Introduction
The Army's Communicarion -Elecrronics
Command (CECOM) ha implemented a
rel31ively new approach to service conrracting, known as "Omnibus Conrracring."
The approach, quire simply, involves the
con olidarion of most of CECOM 's approximarely 125 service contracts. The e service contraCls range in effort and complexity-from industrial hygiene services
to highly technical, i.ntegrated logistical support. Developed with the idea of meeting
its mission in a more stre;unlined fashion,
"Omnibus Contracting" is just one of the
many ne\v and inno'''3.tive contracting

proce es CECOM initiated to help aUeviare some of the problem as ociated with
decreasing resource .
Omnibus provides a dynamic change to
traditional ervice contracring method.
UnfortunateLy there exists the perception
of fewer contracting opportunities and associated dollars, parricularly for mall and
disadvantaged bu inesse . These perceptions are based mostly on the falsehood that
a ingle contractor will independently perform the required contracrual efforts. The
fact is, a thi article will later explain, that
numerous opportunities cxi t for both mall
and large bu inesses. Through "teaming,"
prime contractors and ubcontractors will
form partnerships capable of providing customized technical and electronic suppOrt
services.

Background
Putting rhe Omnibus concept into action
demanded a significant amount of dedicated research and planning. initially, CECOM assembled an Omnibus "tiger team"
of personnel wbo were knowledgeable in
the intricacies of ervice contracting,
as well as the functional users' requirements. Once assembled, the ream set OUl

to complete a two-step approach to laying
the groundwork necessary for an Omnibus
realiry.
First, over a period of se,'era] months,
the team visited various military command
and government agencies i.nvoJved with
similar initiatives. By visiting the U.S.
Army's Missile Command (M1COM), Air
Force commands, National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), Department of Transportation and Department
of Energy, the ream was able to identify
potential Omnibus problem areas. The
research surfaced areas of concern such
as availability of administering personnel,
level of acceptance and commitment to
concept, identification and "phasing"
of future requirements

[0

existing ervice

contracts, fairness to small business, and
the belief that program managers need
separate specialized contracts. Besides
problem identification, the visits proVided
the team with "Lessons learned"-invaluable information on Omnibus solutions and
strategies.
Second, rhe team developed a twophased data base. For ongoing contractual
requirements, the team reviewed all of the
existing 125 service contracts. Every tatement of work (SOW) clement on the current service contracts was entered into a
data base. Individuals from each of the functional areas then reviewed and concurred
as to the accuracy of the information placed
in the Omnibus data base. Next, for the
second pha e, the data base was expanded
to include planned or furure ervice canrracting requirement . Again, functional
users reviewed the data input.
Upon identificarion of foreseeable
problems and future service contract requirements, the Omnibus team was then
prepared to formulate CECOM's own Omnibus concepl.
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Domains/Concept
To best implement the evolutionary
Omnibus process, the Omnibus tearn divided the CECOM "universe" into three di tinct domains: logistics and readine s;
research, development and engineering;
and business and information y terns.
Many varied functional areas compri e each
one of the three domains. Each functional
area, in turn, consists ofa small range of one
to three comracts. Overall, the three domain will reduce the number of service
contracts from a previou 125 to 26. It is impOllant to note that existing service contracts will not be canceled or terminated.
These existing contracts, however, wiil nOt
be e.xtended (by way ofoption exercise) and
instead will each "run their course."
The logistics and readiness domain can·
lsts offour functional areas. A lotal of eight
service contracts in thls domain will provide support for imelligence and electronic warfare systems, communi.cation systems, command and control systems, and
generallogi tical upport (I.e., new equipment training). The research, development
and engineering domain ls compri ed of 15
functional areas. A toral of 15 contracts will
provide support in such areas as fire supPOrt, night vision, hardware maintenance,
traiding, field assistance, and engineering
SUppOll for program managers and program
executive officers. The business and information domain consists of three funcrional areas. Only three ervice contracts are
necessary to provide support for areas of information }'Stems, busine s analyses, and
health physics/industrial hygiene.
Each Omnibus contract is struClured with
a basic one-j'ear term and four, one-year options, thereby proViding a potential fiveyear contractual effor! for both small and
large businesses. It is very unlikely that any
one contractor will solely perform on a canJanuary-February 1994
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trac\. Instead, a more likely outcome is
one single prime contrJctor who will have
purview of the overall contractual effort,
and will subcomract out the majority of
the effort. Contractors and subcontractors
po es ing the pecialized skills will likely
cOntinue to find themselves providing the
more unique efforts in a subcontractor
capacity.

Small Business
mall bu ines received premium consideration as the Omnibus idea was developed. Maximizing mall business participation in both restricted and unrestricted opportunities wa of utmost importance to the
Omnibu - team. Earll' involvement of the
Small Business Administration and Small
and Disadvamaged Business Utilization Office (Department of the Army and CECOM
ADBUO) provided the team with the input necessary to understand the need of
the small business community. The team
also paid careful anent ion to the specific
needs of the individual cu comer when
identifying comracts as being either small
business set-aside Or SA set-aside.
The Omnibus structure incemivlzes large
comr:tctors ro subcontrJct with small business and mall disadvantaged business for
tho e functional areas awarded on an unrestricted ba i . Large comracrors must propose and set aside a mandatory amount of
work for small and small disad\'antaged
business. The proposed amounts will be a
major consideration during the evaluation
pha e and will become an integral part of
the Omnibus comrac\. The government's
continuou evaluation of the prime commctor' efforts to meet its subcontracting plan
further illustrates the Omnibus commitment towards small business.
Presently, CECOM ha designated 11 of
the 26 projected Omnibus comracts as small
business set-asides. The busine s and information don:t.1.in has two mall business seta ide COl1lraCtS and one SA set-aside contract. The logistics and readiness domain
consists of eight small business set-asides,
and the te earch, development and engineering domain consists of one each mall
business set-aside and SA set-aside, with the
remaining 13 contracts designated as
"unre tricted:'
tated differently, CECOM earmarkedbalf
of the Omnibu contracts and over 3S percem of the tocal projected Omnibus dollars
for mall and small disadvantaged businesse . Before Omnibus, approximatel y 2S percent of e."'<i ting service contntct dollars
were for mall and di advantaged businesses. Therefore, although the total numbet of
individual cOl1lract decrea ed, the Omnibu team achieved an increase in the overall percentage of small busine s et-a ide
effort.

Status
Omnibus contncts will range in value
from 2 million to 300 million, and are
January-February 1994

The Omnibus structure
incentivizes large
contractors to
subcontract with
small business and small
disadvantaged business
for those functional areas
awarded on
an unrestricted basis.
spread over a forecasted award timeline
from September 1993 10 Mal' 1997, In
conjunction with another -innovative

contracting process called the Electronic
Bulletin Board (EBB), Omnibus draft SOWs.
solicilations and corre pondences will
be available electronically. The EBB allows industry to access Omnibus documents on an "around-the-clock," 24-hour
basis.
The EBB provide a low cost method of
streamlining the tmnsfer of e1eclronic communication data between the government
and industry. Through industry's early in\'olvement in Ihe contractual process (i.e.,
dr-Jft requests for proposal), there is a reduction in proposal preparalion time and enhanced clarity and quality in Omnibus
solicitations.
An important factOr to an)' process
change iseducation. CECOM had thoughtfully pre ented useful Omnibus infomlation
to industry several times, On Mal' 19, 1993,
CECOM held its annual Advanced Planning
Briefing for Industry (APBI) at Fort Monmouth, NJ, where Edward G. Elgan, directOr of CECOM's Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence Acquisition
Center (C3[A ), formally presented the
"Omnibus Functional Concept" as one of
several APBI tOpics. The following month,
on June 24, 1993, CECOM hosted an APB1
entitled, "Omnibus Support Contracting at
CECOM:' That particular symposium was
dedicated entirely to providing the business
community CECOM's perspective of the
Onmibu project. Each of Ihe approximately 350 attendee was exposed to. among
othet tOpics, Omnibus domains and functional areas, small busine~s impacl, best
value in Omnibus, and projected contracting opportunilies.

Advantages
The advantages to Omnibus comrJcting
are many and varied. Two advantages for
industry particularly stand oul. First,
Omnibus allows for a streamlined service
contracting process and standardization of
cOl1lnclllal documents. A streamlined
process provides many benefit oflen associated with landardization: uniformity,

ease of recognition. fewer ambigui Iies, etc.
Second, as previously stated, Omnibus provides fot maximum involvemel1l of small
businesses. OppOrtunities abound for participation by small businesses in either a
prime or subcontractor capacity. Con tam
monitoring by the SBA and SADIlU offices
assure small businesses thatlhcir intcrest
will cominue to be supportcd as Omnibus
evolvcs.
1\vo important advantages al a exi t fot
the governmel1l. FirSt, Omnibus allows industry to spread their O\'erhead co t over
a larger cost base. The larger cost base
houJd result in 100,'er overhead ntes, which
in turn, would bring savings to the government, Second, consolidation, should requi re less intensive management and overhead by the government 1n managing the
contrdcts. A ingle, centralized Omnibus
contncting team, for instance, fosters
uniformity and efficiency.

Summary
CECOM remains committed to maimaining and sustaining an acquisition proce s
that establishe affordable, understandable,
and publicly supportable requirements,
while providing the most efficient means
of acquiring services to meet these requiremcnts at the best value 10 thegovernmem.
To this end,lhe efforts of the Omnibus team
are essentially dual-focused. First, the team
intend to continue to consolidate, where
deemed necessary, and in doing 0, continue to en ure lhal maximum opportunilies exist for small businesses. And second,
the team will continue to improve the
process of contracting for services by u ing
the lessons learned. It is only through such
dedication and flexibility that CECOM intends to further enhance the Army' ability to meet its fUlllre needs,
CECOM remains available 10 indu try
and welcome any di cus ions on Omnibus contracting. Readers haVing questions, comments or concerns regarding
CECOM's Omnibus program are encouraged (0 write [he ConlJT1UniCalions and
Electronics Command, C31 Acqui ition
Center, Fan Monmouth, NJ 07703, ATTN:
AMSEL-ACCB-D-BV.

JACK R. KULAGA is a procurement
anatyst for the Command, Control,
Communications and Intelligence Acquisition Centel; HQ CECOM. With
more tban 10 years of contracting experience, he bolds an M.B.A degree
frol/1 Mon11l0/(tb College, Nj.
JOSEPH P. BRADY i the project
leader and contracting officerJor tbe
CECOM Omnibus Project. He has more
tban 10 years ofcOlltracting expel'ience
and ha an M.. A. degreefrom Central
Michigan Unit-ers;ty, MI.
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COMBAT
VEHICLE
CREW
HEAD-MOU NTED
DISPLAYS
Next Generation
Battlefield Communication
and Information
Management Systems
for Armored Crewmen
By Henry Girolamo
Introduction
.Next-generation miniature flat display

technologies LhaL will one day deliver visual
information LO oldiers are under development by many companies throughoUl
America. These miniature displays will be
used primarily for projection and headmoumed applications.
Two rears ago, the Advanced Research
Project Agency (ARPA) published a high
definition Systems Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) reque Ling proposal
from companies with innovative display
technologies. The goal was to develop, with
indu try. inexpen ive, high-resolution
displays to replace the currem cathode
l"Jy rube (CRT) used in almost all display
system
The new displays would be developed in
varying izes to meet the majority of user
requirements. Currem displa)'s, CRTs in parti lIlar, have many limitations uch as expen e, weight. and higb volLage requirements that prevent them from being u ed
in certain ystem such as lightweight systems that could be worn on an individual's
head.
34

ARPA indicated that they were seeking
displays that ,,'ould also have head-moumed
applications. These displays would have
high resolution, low weight, low power
requirements, high brightness. good contrast, fa t video refre h rates, low cost,
and be easily manufactured.

SIPE
Over the past few years, the Army has
shown interest in the potential benefits
that the e displays could have as part of
an imegrated information system. [n 1988,
the need to have a head-mounted, integrated batllefield communication and inforolation management system was et forth
in the Battlefield Development Plan by the
.$. Army 1htining and DocLrine Command
(TRADOC), Fort Monroe, VA. In 1989, Lhe
Arm)' began an Advanced Technology
Demonstration-known as Lhe Soldier IntegrJLed Protective Ensemble (SIPE)-which
validated the requiremem.
The SIPE, which was succes fully demonstrated at the U.S. Army Infantry School,
Fort Benning, GA, in December 1992, in·
c1udes a CRT-based integrated head·
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moumed display (HMO) sy tem that provides full communication and information management cap.bilitie . The y tem
enhance performance in such areas as target recognition, weapon ighting, fire control and engagement, and reconnaissance.
The man-portable computer (soldier's
compUler) governed the transmission of
alphanumeric and graphical data, global
positioning information, and assisted in decision making.
SIPE was the beginning of a new systematic approach 10 utilizing miniaturized
electronics to enhance command, control,
communication, lethality, and survivability
on the battlefield. The nexL HMO system
that will be develobed for the dismounted
oldier will employ newer, lightweight,
high-resolution display.

Dual-Use Technologies
The ARPA mission has hismricaUy been
to focu new technologies on DOD applications. In later years, these Lechnologies
would emer LIle commercial markets for
con umer applications. nder the new administration. however, the ARPA mission
January-February 1994
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is now emphasizing applications that meet
dual-use criteria-DOD and commercial
applications.
The ARPA High Definition (Display) Sy tems Program has provided the opportunity for the Army to Iever.lge the research and
development of these technologies. ImeractiOns with ARPA have proVided an opportunity to communicate the Army's need for
high definition, small flat-panel display
technologies that can be integrated into taCtical military head-moumed displays
(HMD).
A Joint ervice Working Group (Army,
Navy, Air Force and NASA) meeting was held
at ARPA in the fall of 1991 to evaluate specific ystem and display requirements of joint
ervice programs and to assess which di play technologies would address their program goal and objectives. The objectives
were to compare specific 'mall display requirements and specific system requirements for commonality.

Combat Vehicle Crew

Displays
In ovember 1991, ARPA estahlished a
$15 million HMD Program that involves the
systems integration of miniature display
technologies into a prototype HMD for
combat vehide crews (CVC). The U.S. Army
atick Research, Development and Engineering Center, along with man)' other
Army agencie , and Honeywell CorporAtion, selected as the s}' terns integrator,
hegan the system development program in
August 1992 to design a new he"d-moumed

displ"y. This HMD will incorporate two
high- re olution, fiat-panel display technologies, a gr::tphicS processor, computer interface, and a new optical configur::ttion. The
progmm, k.nown as the Comhat Vehicle
Crew Head-Mounted Disp).,y (CVC HMD),
will be demonstrated in the fall of FY94 as
a fully functional br.lSshoard HMD.
The fiat-panel display technologies are
being developed by Kopin Corpor::ttion.
David Sarnoff Research Center, Planar Systems, and St:tndish Industries, a consortium working under a contract funded
eparately by ARPA.
The goals of the CVC HMD Prog....m "re
pecifically to demonstrate a next-generation, high definition, head-mounted display
for tank and armored vehicle applications.
This will be accomplished through the integration of emerging technologies (i .e.
l·inch lllonOChronle active nlatrix eke·
troluminescem (AMEL) and active m"trix
liqUid crysml displays (AM LCD) with 1280
x 1040 pixel re olution, advanced optical
configuration, and graphics and image
processing) into a prototype helmetindependent binocular goggle with a 40degree field of view.
The binocular goggle was aconfiguration
suggested by ARPA as having application to
several users. However, the configuration of
the system can be changed to meet precise
u er requirements. The bit/ocular goggle
will be developed in the fraJne of the sun,
dust and wind goggles currently in usc by
the combat vehicle crewm~n.
The CVC HJ\1 0 is expected to proVide the

The Combat Vehicle
Crew Head-Mounted
Display is expected
to provide
the tank commander
with heads-up,
eyes-out capability
by displaying
tactical information
in a see-through
head-mounted display.
tank commander with headS-Up, eyes-oul
capability by displa)'ing tactical information
in a see-through HMD.
The program has been clo ely coordinated with the Directorate ofCombat Developments at Fort Knox and was briefed to MG
Thomas C. Foley prior to his recent retirement as commanding general of the U.S.
Army Armor Center (USAARMC). MG Paul
E. Funk, the current USAARMC commander
was recenU)' briefed on the CVC H 1D Program. He recognized the potential performance enhancement chat the CVC HMD
would give the rank crew.
'lb rake advantage of the ARPA-funded

f

The Combat
Vehicle Crew
Head-Mounted
Display
(CVe HMO)

'. ,
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Leveraglng Benefits to 000
[AIR FORCE]

t

--+_ [ARMY]

( NAVY ]....V-22 Osprey
INVS
Simulators
ACRONYM KEY:
AHP - Advanced Helicopter Pilotage
CONDOR - Coven NlghVOay Opefalions in Rotocrah
CVC HMO· Combat VehICle Crew Head·Mounted DIsplay
yeATS • Visually Coup'ed Acquisllion Targeling Syslem

INVS • Enhanced Jnlegraled Night Vision Syslem
HAARV - High Angle 01 Anack Research Vehicle

VCATS
Simulators

CVC HMO
21st Century Land Warrior
Land Warrior
Crewmans Associate
(NASA]
Comanche
Space Shuttle
CONDOR
NASP
AHP
HAARV
Simulation
Simulators

~

HASP - National Aerospace Plane

research and development, and to take the
program beyond the ARPA demon 'tration,
MG Funk ugge ted a mounted crewman
version of the Infantry ehoor program
known :tS The Enhan ed Integrated Soldier System (land Warrior). He recommended a parallel approach ro the land
Warrior Program to establish formal lines
of communication, and to share information of Conunon interest with regard to
HMOs.

Display Issues and
Human Factors
Be)'ond the technological challenge of integrating new display technology, the CVC
HMO Program must consider the soldier's
ability to perform L1.sk with the new equip·
memo Prior to a program being accepted,
"proof-of-principal task must be completed. I sue uch as display focrnalling, simulation with displayed information, and
many human facwrs que tions must be addre ed. This can be done at the ational
Training enter with robust prototypes. It
could be as late as FY95 when this effort is
accompl ished.
Anodler approach i to get the HMDs into
the imulation laboratory at the Armor
Center. A high caliber simulation effort at
Fort Knox d,at explores display formatting
and human factors issues would satisfy the
proof-of-principal requirements. The dis36

pla)'s would be based on the MIA2 imulatOrs with the new (JVI5)as nece ary, ba ed
on the study and mission scenario. MLA2
simulators with the new (IVIS) tactical displays are installed in the Fort Knox SIMNET
facility. This is the mo t viable approach.
Pre ent plans caU for first-generation displays with 640 x 80 pixel resolution to be
integrated into a preUminary prototype
IiMD system. Thi' will provide dIe opportunity to begin the simulation study_ It will
also give engineers and y tem designers the
chance to re olve potential challenges mat
may be encountered wim integration of the
new display technologies.
As the C C HIVID Program progresses
through its second and final year, thi
tedlOology demonstration of a next generdtion HMn system wiJI provide evolutionary
and revolutionary technology to enhance
combat vehicle crew command, control,
communications, lethality and survi,'abilj,
ty on the battlefield.
The CVC I-lMD Program met with coniderable enthu iasm at the .. Army Ar·
mor Conference in May 1993 at FOr! Knox.
Gener<l1s and other officers, particularly
tank commanders, howed special intere t
and O\'erall suppor! for me cve HMO. They
were impressed that the program i well
coordinated with all relevant Army agencies. Notable credit has been given for having the fore ight to begin the framework for
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a program focused on the Armor community 0 early in the R&D stages. Most felt
strongl), abour it being a "force multiplier"
capable of enhancing the performance of
the armor crewman.
The CVC HMO program is not only focused on next-generation HMOs for Army
combat vehides, blll it also supportS many
other 000 HMO programs. NASA, Air
Force, Navy and Army aviators are currently developing HMO that can accommodate
the new display ,optics, computer interface
and graphicsproce or being deve10ped in
the program.

HENRY G/ROLAMO is employed as
em operation researcb systems analyst
in tbe Individuat Protection Directorate's Systems Analysis Division at
the U.S. Army Natick RD&E Center. He
has a 8.S. degree in business administreltion from the University of Massachusetts. Prior to joining Natick, he
was employed for /6 years in the
microelectronics and optics industry.
He is ClIrrently the chairman of the
ARPAjoiru Services Working Groupfor
Head·Mounted Displays and the CVC
HMD program manage!:
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF SOFTWARE SUPPORT
TO ARMY READINESS
By COL James Piersall
•

.
II

I
~

Introduction

Software Use

The future Arm)' will be more dependant
than ever on software controlled, bigh technology systems to accomplish its mission.
As the Army shrinks the size of its fighting
force, the remaining soldiers must acquire
more capability. On the battlefield, software
will control modern technology sy tem to
provide the force multiplier the Army needs
to field an effective, mailer force.
While software is widespread toda)', in
the futute it will be found everywhere, in
weapon s)'Stems, command and control systems, communication systems, information
collection and denial systems and with the
individual soldier. The oft ware embedded
in these s)' terns enhances the performance
of the s)' tem and provides an additional
capability of more rapid adaptation 10 new
threats than could be achieved with an all
hardware system. In order 10 remain effec-

Why do we use software if it is so expensive? One reason is that our new technolog)' requires software to control it. Using
software to control the system instead of
designing a hardware-only system reduces
development cost and time prior to fielding and makes it easier for the Arm)' 10
respond to changes in threat, doctrine, mission and interoperabWty needs in an effec-

tive, the softl are must be maiotained

throughout the life cycle of the )'stem it
controls.
The Army Materiel Command is responsible for life cyde software engineering
(LC E) on 357 sy tem . With no further
groWtJl in tile number of systems supported, unlikely at best, the current oft ware in
these 357 systems (52 million lines of code)
will cost the Army up to S35 billion over
the life of these systems.
The Softwate Engineering DireclOrate
( ED) at the Communications-Electronics
Command's (CECOM) RD&E Centet, Fort
Monmouth, ), i the largest LCSE Center
in the Army Materiel Command. It is
responsible for LCSE on 227 mi ion-critical systems, supporting 55 cuslOmers. The
center estimates that 30 percent of software
costs are incurred during initial development and the other 70 percent occur during Post Deplo)'ment Software SuppOrt
(PDSS), or about 24,5 billion based on the
35 billion estimate above. The magnitude
of PDSS co t warrant seriou attention,
January-February 1994

tive manner.

While software appears 10 be expensive,
it can usuaJl)' be modified faster and at less
cost than hardware, making it relatively inexpensive compared to hardware alternatives. The flexibility of the sofrwarc control
enhances a s)'stem's warfighting capabilit)"
An example i the PATRIOT system whkh
was originally designed 10 engage on1)' aircraft but, with a software enhancement, can
also engage taerical ballistic missiles. That
is a much mOre cost effective solution than
fielding a second system to engage missiles.

Better Code
Now, it might be argued that we could
take steps 10 eliminate these ross costs

While software appears
to be expensive,
it can usually
be modified faster
and at less cost
than hardware,
making it relatively
inexpensive compared to
hardware alternatives.

through better software management during the development phase of the system.
Why not write the initial softWdJ'e better, exhaustively test it, then field it and forget it?
After all, hardware may wear out or break
but software doesn't! Let's look at these possibilities. Writing better code during developmem is a goal of every program
manager, conlrador and programmer, and
we can cerra in!)' improve on what we do
today, But ho much can we lmpro"e? If
the software isn't perfect tIlen it still must
be maintained. There are four major reasons
why we cannot develop perfect code:
• user requirements alway have a degree
of uncertaint)' associated with them;
• requirements evol,'e and change during developmem;
• we can onl)' te t fOrlhe presence of errors but not for the absence of them; and
• the cost in both dollars and development time before deployment to "make it
perfect" make this option unaffordable
(Figure 1).
We can reduce tile COSt of PDSS but we
cannot eliminate it because of user need for
changes a.nd the efficiency of the process
that is used to accommodate that change.
While we can improve the efficiency of the
proces , user needs based on threat, doctrine and interoperabilit)' will remain as the
biggest cost driver.

Testing
What about more testing? Thorough testing' can demonstrate that the system will
function properly under identified situations for intended uses of the sy tem,
However, once a system is fielded, operators will come up with creative ways to use
the system better, ways the developer never
thought of and did not try 10 test. One example of such user ingenuity occurred during Desert Shield/Desert Storm when some
units brought STU-lIls and FAX machines
with them and expected to plug into the
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SOFTWARE ERRORS ("BUGS")
ARE NOT UNIQUE TO THE ARMY
NUMBER OF
NON-CAITICAl
SOFTWARE
ERRORS

EXAMPLES:
-AT&T
DOZENS OF "NUISANCE" ERRORS
IN TELEPHONE SYSTEM
COST OF
CORRECnNG
NON-eRITICAL
SOFTWARE
ERRORS

- NASA SPACE SHUTTLE
71 KNOWN BUGS AFTER EXTENSIVE
"FIND AND FIX" TESTING
-IBM
MANY KNOWN ERRORS IN MAINFRAME
OPERATING SYSTEMS AFTER YEARS
OF CORRECTION

AN/TTC-39A circuit witch or the
AN/TYC-39 me age switch which were

depLoj'ed during Desert hield. STU-ills and
FAXs were not in the doctrinal use of the
switches, however the SED was able to
modify the hardware and software so they
couLd be used during Desert torm.
Canexhau tivetesting, i.e., tcstingaUpossibihties, solve this problem? For a simple
system with JOO yes or no decisions there
are 1. 3 X 1,030 po ible combination
of decisions_ There are only 31.5 X J06
seconds in a year. If we were to test one billion decisions each second, it would take
4.1 X 1,013 centurie to run an exhau live
te l. Clearly, for a system of any complexit y, we must test martly, not test every
possibility.
A technique of user-ba ed testing which
runs typical profiles of users or random testing of possible scenerios is better lhan exhausth'e testing. Another method being employed is to field and test an earl y protorype,
build in more capabili ry and field test again
(build a little, test a little), so the system
evolves with u er inpur as the threat, do
trine and technology evolve.

Affordability
Figure 1.
Source: Army Executives for Software, CECOM.

SOFTWARE WILL CHANGE

Even if we are able to develop well written code, can we afford to field the ystem
and forget it? While software does nOt break
or wear out like hardware, oftware degrades because the environment changes.
ew target emerge which must be added
to the system capability, new uses which
were not envisioned at concept phase become critical requirements and new or
modified systems are inrroduced into the
battlefield and muSt be integrated into the
toral force tructure.
Only aboUl 20 percent of PDSS cost is
spent to fix errors in delivered software;
over 80 percent of the cost upports enhancements and refinements brought about
by changes in threat, doctrine and technology (Figure 2). These actions are needed to
enable the sj'stem to perform its originally
intended mission.
Sy tern software, like hardware, mu t be
conrinu3Uy upgraded to maintain system effe tiveness. PDSS is the evolutionary developmenr of sy tem oftware reqUired to
bring system effectivene back to its originallevel. Without the 80 percent of PD S
which supports enhancement and refinements, system effectiveness will deteriorate
afrer deployment in response to the evolving change in rhreat, doctrine and technology. Each new release restores 'ystem effeetivenes to the original or higher level
(Figure 3).

"BASED ON A STUDY OF 481 SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATIONS (COMMERCIAL)

The Future
Figure 2
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What does the future look like? Army systems will become more complex and require more oftwareconrrol, adding to the
amount of software that muSt be maintained. Systems will be kept longer and will
be required to perform more functions SO
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PDSS IS EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT
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they will need more PDSS to maintain thdr
effectiveness. If a system and ilS software
are useful, the software gets changed and
survives beyond the life of the h'lrdware
platform. Systems withdrawn from aClive
units may be reused by reserve and guard
unilS and will need to be maintained. AU indicalions are thaI lbe PDSS task will continue to grow in lhe foreseeable future
(Figure 4).

.,
Figure 3.

ARMY SOFTWARE WORKLOAD TRENDS
NUMBER OF ARMY
SOFTWARE-INTENSIVE
BATTLEAELD SYSTEMS

OUANTITY OF ARMY
BATTLEFIELD SOFTWARE
(FIELDED/UNDER DEVELOPMENT)

(FIELDEDIUNDER DEVELOPMENT)

I
52 I
300

MILLIONS
OF
LINES

Costs
Whal can we do about lhe COSIS? We mUSI
develop efficient, streamlined software
development and maintenance processes.
We mUSI plan for the furure and improve
all the facetS of life cycle software suppon. CECOM/SED and lhe Advanced
Research Projecls Agency have a joint Software Technology for Adaptable and ReIlable Systems (STARS) Program 10 demonstrate benefits of a megaprogramming
paradigm on the Improved Guardrail V systems software which is proce driven.
supporrs domain-specific software reuse
and is supported by the software engineering environment. The level of maturity of
a softv.'3re process can be measured bl'
January-February 1994
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Figure 4.
Source: Army Executives for Software, CECOM.
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the Assessment Criteria of the Software Engineering Institute, Carnegie Mellon
University.
While PDSS implies action taken after a
system is fielded, many cost saving steps
must be taken early in the Ilfe cycle. Basic
decisions affecting how software is maintained are made during concept and
development phases. Easy access to the
software and an inexpensive medium for
distributing the enhancements can have a
big effect on life cycle costs.
A well thought out concept of operntions
will allow for software to be written during the concept and development phases.
Spare connectors, card slots and memory
capacity will facilitate interopernbility to
new systems as they are ftelded and integrated into the U.S. Army or other services, including Allied forces.
When a new version of software is ready
for fielding, getting it installed in the system is not always easy. The SED Replication,
Distribution Installation and Training
(RDlT) Group is developing a program to
standardize RDlT functions communitywide. This program will provide a corporate
memory to avoid repeating costly mistakes
in location ofsoftware, type of distribution
and installation media, trncking of software
versions and delta training to keep operators up to date.

Most of the
software
maintenance cost
is spent
defining, designing
and testing
the change;
once this
is done
for a system,
there is
very little
difference
whether there
is one unit
or hundreds
of units
in the field.
40
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2.%
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----- . .
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FORCE
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,

DOES THIS MAKE SENSE
WHEN OUA SMALLER FORCE
NEEDS TO BE MORE LETHAL?

Figure 5.
Continued funding is Vital. PDSS is labor
intensive and both the Army and it conmctors must plan their workforce tasking.
Failure to provide table funding cau es
projects to be delayed and critical mined
personnel to be reassigned to otller projects,
having dire consequences if additional
funding is added late in the fiscal year.
The costs of software maintenance are
different from hardware maintenance.
Hardware maintenance costs decrease as the
number of upported units decreases since
the need for spares, storage and installation
team decreases.
Most of the oft ware maintenance cost is
spem defining, designing and teSting the
change; once this is done for a system, there
is very lillie difference whether there is
one unit or hundreds of unit in the field.
The software cost will continue until the
system is eliminared from the inventory. A
reduction in force structure can be matched
by a reduction in hardware support and
still leave a capable force, but a similar
reduction in software support will reduce
rather than enhance the remaining force
(Figure 5).
In addition to labor costs, the SED must
have access to and maintain hardware systems on which to develop and test software
mOdifications, system simulators and a
worldwide communications network.
Funding the up-front costs to develop a software process and the bardware infra truclUre to support PDSS i likely to re ult in a
cost avoidance in a few years.
What about the $35 biJlion cost to maintain current software over the system life?
SED e timates that PDSS is approXimately
4 percent of the yearly operations and support costs of a system and over the system
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life PDSS cost i les than 20 percent of the
total acquisition cost. When this is spread
over a sysrem life of 20 years it is les than
I percent per year; in FY92, 865.5 million
was spent on PDSS for 56 CECOM systems
with an acquisition cost of 87.13 billion.
The acqui ition cost 10 develop the system
hardware and initial software is already
pent (a sunk ost). PDSS protects this investment. Consider PDSS to be like the
maintenance of roads: it involves not JUSt
filling potholes and repaving (correction of
fault) but it also means removing hazards,
adding lanes and building new roads to provide additional capability in response to
change in population, our u e oftranspor.
tat ion mod~s and the technology of the automobile itself.

COL JAMES PIERSALL is a reserve
oJJicer assigned to the Concurrent
Engineering Divi ion in the Office of
the Deputy Chief ofStafffor Research,
Development and Engineering in the
Army Materiel Command. He holds a
bachelor's degree i/1 engineeringJrom
Yale University and a master's degree
in electrical engineering from the
University of Maryland at College
Park. In his civilian assignment,
Piersall is a program manager of the
Weapons Signals Management Team oj
the National Security Agency, Fort
Meade, MD.
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CONFEREES
DISCUSS
AAC PERSONNEL
POLICIES
More Ulan 100 conferees, including
Department of the Army personnel classification and staffing specialists, and other
personnel and functional specialists attended
an Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) Civilian
Personnel Acquisition Career Management
workshop Nov. 8-10, 1993, in Fairfax, VA.
HOsted by the director of acquisition career
management and the director of officer personnel management, U.S. Total Army Personnel Command (PERSCOM), the tlm:e-day
workshop was designed to allow grass-roots
participation in shaping and streamlining
the implementation of personnel policies
applicable ro civilian AAC members.
Daniel Clawson, chief of the Army Acquisition Corps Management Office, PERSCOM

and Dr. Janet Brown, chief, Civilian Acquisition Management Branch (CAMB), PERSCOM, welcomed the attendees and outlined the objectives of the conference.
Several other presentations and workshops
followed.
Director of Officer Personnel Management,
PERSCOM, BG Frederick G. Wong provided the keynote address on the grass roots
approach to policy.
A discussion of the functional and
civilian personnel office partnership-a team
approach was given by GeorgeJones, deputy
chief of staff for personnel, Army Materiel
Command (AMC), Brooks Bartholow, chief
of the AMC Acquisition Corps Office and
Robert E. Becker, chief of cenrt'.1 pro-

grams, Civilian Personnel Management DirttIOrate, PERSCOM.
COL Richard A. Grube, director of AAC
policy, spoke on the status and vision of the
AAC. Mike Patterson and Martha Stanley, both
personnel management specialists from
CAMB, described the Central Referral Systern. LTC Brio Tolliffe, project officer, Army
Acquisition Workforce Management InformatiOn System (AAWMIS) Project Office, discussed the interface between AAWMIS and
the Field Army Civilian Personnel System
(ACPERS). LTG William H. Forster, military
deputy to the assistant secretary of the Army
(research, development and acquisition), was
guest speaker for the dinner on the first day.
His topic was modernization vision.

On the left Is Daniel
Clawson, chief of the
Army Acquisition
Corps Management
Office. On the right
is COL Richard A.
Grube, director of
Army Acquisition
Corps polley.
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Panelists
addressed
particularly
challenging
issues related
to Army
Acquisition
Corps
membership.

Chuck Caloia,
personnel
management
specialist,
Civilian
Acquisition
Management
Branch,
PERSCOM,
discussed
Army
Acquisition
Corps
management.

Several workshops were convened during the conference.
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Day two included a panel discussion of
issues particularly challenging to the attendees, such a mobility, rotation, Sizing, relocation services and discontinued service.
Panelists were COL Grube; Ernie Willcher,
attorney advisor in the Army's Office of the
General Counsel; Daniel Clawson; Lee
Bevins, project manager for Army relocation
services for employees; and Mark Ellicot and
Mary Daki , both personnel managemem
specialists with the Field Operations Division of the Career Personnel Managemem
Directorate, PERSCOM.
Following the panel, Cathie Kasch, program manager, staffing, Office of the Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness),
and Marge Luck, personnel managemem
specialist, Defense Civilian Personnel Management Service, addressed assignment
rights, reduction-in-force and the priority
placement progr-J1ll.
The final day of the conference included the follOWing pre emations: an
impromptu speech by Willcher on competitive levels; AAC membership. by Chuck
CaloiJI, personnel management speCialist,
CAMB; Strategies for the future by Janet
Brown; and closing remarks by Grube and
Clawson.
Several times throughout the conference,
the allendees broke into smaller group for
workshops on the following topics: the
CentraL Referral System, AAWMIS and
ACPERS, reduction-in-force, and issues
related [0 AAC membership. Following
each work hop, group faCilitators reported
finding to conference participants.
Feedback proVided by conference attendees will be used in planning a higher-level
meeting slated for the spring of 1994·.
January-February 1994
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FROM INDUSTRY

NEEDED:
PROCUREMENT
"PERESTROI KA"
By Norman R. Augustine
Chairman and ChiefExecutive Officer
Martin Marietta Corporation

Norman R. Augustine
With the endofthe Cold War, the nalion has embarked on a path
that will, over the next few years, scale back our defense posture
even further, reducing the size of our Army to the point where it
will be the ninth largest in the world. The budgetary reductions
that have already taken place have had a substantial impact on the
defense indusIT)'. The overall Department of Defen e budget has
been reduced by orne 32 percent in real terms from the peak in
Ihe mid-1980s. But that part of the defense budget that undcrwrites
eqUipping our military forces and has formed the underpinnings
of the defense industry-the procurement budget-has been reduced
by 64 percent ... so far.
Current plans call for the defense bu'dget to decline to 3.2
percent of GDP in 1998, half of what it was in the mid-'80s,
and the lowesl level since immediately prior 10 Pearl Harbor.
Of course, the e reductions are nOt news to readers of these pages.
But there may not be wide understanding of the difficulties that
Ihe rapidly declining U.S. military procurement budgcI are causing for the defen e industrial base as well as for the military forces
themselve.
Compounding the problem is the fact that the most recent round
in theperiodic efforts to "reform" the military procurement systemwith the ill-advised "fixed price" contracts in the 1980s for risky
research-and-development work-resulted in nearly S6 billion nf
losses in the defense industry during a recent fnur-year period.
Too often, the winner oflhe competitive bidding process "won"
only the right to 10 e money.
As a result of the e factors, the financial health of the defense
industry has deteriorated significantly. As a businessperson, I am
concerned over the facI Ihat aerospace companies, a prominent
element of the defen e industry, today sell al a 61 percent discount
to the market average, based on price-to-earnings multiples.
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As an American, I am even more concerned about the threal 10
national security represented by the dismantling of the .5. military and Ihe defense industrial base which supports it. I believe
we are in the process of creating a "hollow industrial base," casting off many of the technological and manufacturing resources that
enabled the U.S. to triumph in the Cold War and to do so with minimaJ
casualties. My fear is that, once dissipated, this re ource-which
[have often referred to as the "fUth armed force"-will be impossible 10 reconSlruct.
However, il is not my role here 10 argue whether we're CUlling
100 much from defense. Given the realilies of IOday's budget situation, we aU have a responsibility to "get the rna t bang for the
buck" from the limited funds still available-and that brings me
10 the issue of procurement reform.
I must acknowledge at this point that I am writing from the perspective of one who works for a company that derives a can iderable share of its income from defen e-related contracts. But [ also
spent a decade in five different assignment in the Pentagon under three different presidents during two different tours of duty.
Having seen the procurement process from both sides, I can say
with authority that somehow il works; after all, America's mililary hardware is sought by virtually every nation in the world. But
it doe not work nearly as well as it should. And in light of today'
grim budget forecasts, it does nOI work anywhere near as well as
it must.
Asuccession ofcommissions and study tearns over the last several
decades has attempted to make the system mare efficient while
delivering the quality products our armed forces need. Those efforts, it is generally agreed, have had less lhan satisfactory results
overall. One outcome in the past few years has been the passage
of a considerable body of laws and regulation that unfortunately
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FROM INDUSTRY
have become part of the problem rather than parr of the olution.
As one high-level officer recently noted, "The fact thaI military
procurement provides steady work for more than 25,000 auditors
is compelling evidence (that] the acquisition process ... i badLy
broken."
What should be done' J believe the defen e procurement process
needs a number of distinct changes, ineL uding:
• Halt turbulence In the acquisltiotl process. The principal cause
of inefficiency in the acquisition process i not the infamous coffee
pot, hammer or even tOilet seat; it is the perpetual motion of requirements, people, schedules, funding, and the like. The time has
come to appropriate funds by the project, not by the year. The current
process is akin to going to a home builder and directing, "Build
me a year's worth of hou e ... " and then promising to return a
year larer with further in tructions. What is needed is common
agreement on implementing several needed reforms, including: making it more difficult to start new program; giving very few people
the authority to change a program once starred; reducing the size
of staff organizations in Congre s, the Pentagon and indu try; setting nominal "zero real growth" overall funding baselines for initial out-year planning; and establishing multi-year budget for the
Pentagon and it programs.
• Disnu:mtlethe ··militaryspeciflcatiollS"framework. All defense
contractOrs complain about the overwritten, overregulated set of
tandards that governs the purchase of even the most mundane
pieces of equipment. But the problem extends to the entire procurement system, encompassing accounting standards, hiring and personnel practiCes, supplier relations, and so on. Making contractors the "pack horse" for an endless array of non-defense-related
initiatives has saddled taxpayers with an enormous burden of excess CO ts and broughtlhesystem to the brink of breakdown. What
is needed i to et goal for gelling the job done, then give contractOrs the freedom to reach those goals in the most efficient, costeffective manner possible. ComractOrs would be free to use "agile
manufacturing" practices, taking advantage of economies of scale,
evolving technological advances, and common production lines.
• Embrace "best vallie"procurement. The current "lowest bidder" approach (generally applied by procurement offidals) of buying
products for the Department of Defense ignotes the basic criteria
all of u a prudent shoppers use in our everyday live. We often
reject the lowest cOSt item in favor of products that feature better
quaHty, offer more advanced technology, we've used successfully
in tbe pa t, or represent a lower lifetime cost of ownership. If thi
were not true, Yugos would lead the U. . automobile market and
Mercedes Benzs would be non-exi tent. AcquiSition officers should
have the ability to make similar trade-offs in evaluating the array
of bids for military business. They should ha,'e the authority to
weigh past supplier performance, promise of greater quality, and
overall long-term costs and nOl primarily initial bid prices.
• ltlcrease threshold/or simplified acquisition. Many initiatives
already have propo ed increasing the simplified acquisition threshold
from S25,Ooo to SJOO,OOO. I endorse this change and I also support a permanent, government-wide increase in the TINA ("Truth
in Negotiation Act") threshold to as least S500,000. Despite the
suggestion in some quarters that such an increase would encourAge
malfeasance, actual experience in the private ector suggest that
buyers handle contracts many times greater than these amounts
entirely ethiCally. Knowing the profes iooali m andcornrnitment
of the vaSt majority of military procurement officers, I am confident this one change would greatly increase tbe efficiency of the
procurement process.
• Apply "1QM" principles to the procurement process. Many
private sector manufacturer have realized significant cost reductions and quality improvements by applying "total quality management" to their processes. At eacb step of the procurement process,
senior Pentagon offiCials should ask themselves, "Why do we do
that?" If sound reasons cannot be identified, the process should
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be changed to alter or eliminate questionable steps. For just one
of many example, we should encourage contractors to "build in"
reliability and performance up front, rather than reLy on ometime punitive warranties tbat come into play at end of the process. In
other words, the "carrot" approadl should replace the current " tick"
approaCh.
• Change rights and data policies. The confiscatory mindset
of current procurement policies regarding the u e of proprietary
technologies has had a cbilling effect on joint industry-government
projects, restricting the flow of technological advances to the military.
While eveC)'one agrees that industry should not profit at the government's expense, by the same token contractors should not suffer
because of a de ire to improve a military procurement project with
their own proprietary processe . As with any contract, there should
be more leeway for even-handed negotiation in the industrygovernment procurement proce s.
• Decriminalizeprogram risk. It is one thing to personally profit
from government program wrongdoing; it is another thing entirely 10 make a Legitimate error in judgment in assessing the risk of
a particular program. A Long as America's military cstabli hment
seeks to lead the world in defense technologies, there will be tumbles
and falls. Tbe current laws and procedures are so punitive as to
endanger technological innovation. 0 high-tecb endeavor is without
risk; the loss of space-craft and astronaut over the 30-year history oflhe space program is ample evidence ofthal. Yel we continue
to send people and satellite into pace because the rewards are
so great. We mu t make the arne acknowledgment of risk in military procurement as we do for space, building in reserves for uncertaintie and unprogrammed events that occur during the R&D
pha e of major system procurements.
• Finally, change theprocuremenfcultllre. As we all know, this
is the mo t radical and difficult change of all, for it means rurning
up ide-down the comfortableness of "business as usual:' Tbe suggestion that a procurement system hould be driven by an entrepreneurial, goal-oriented process instead oftoday's ri k-averse
statuS quo is accepled by many; however, actual I)' implementing
such a whole ale change will be very difficult. And yet, private
indu try, responding to the demands of the marketplace, has been
engaged in such Change for the bettel part of a decade. Even in
civilian government, unprecedented changes are under way, as e idenced by Vice Pre idem Gore's National Performance Review. As
part of the effort to change the procurement culture, we need to
make sure that government policies are structured to assure that
key decision-makers are thoroughly qualified; we need to pal' our
public ervant competitive salaries, afford them the prestige they
de erve, provide for their training and professional development,
and grant them the latitude to manage and succeed.
The fact that program reform has been so elusive up to this point
is an indication of how difficult progress can be. There is plemy
of responsibility for the false starts of the past-by industry for
its eternal promises of unrealistically low co t ; the Department
of Defense for it commonplace inability to steer a steady course;
Congress for its micromanagemem; the media for its unbalanced
reporting on defense matters; and even the public for its illiteracy
in defense i ue. In short, some good old-fashioned management
is needed: setting /"f!ulistic goals, putting capablepeople in cbarge,
and letting tbem do their jobs. That, in ju t 14 words, i what is
needed to "fix" the acquisition process.
At a time when "Perestroika" -the Rus ian word for fundamental
economic and political reform-is sweeping through the countries
of the former Soviet Union, it is time to enact our own, much more
limited, but still much needed, form of Perestroika. Jl i my firm
conviction that we can, in fact, introduce reforms which will imprOve the procurement process and, by so doing, best serve our
nation.
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REINVENTING
DEFENSE ACQUISITION
By George T. Singley III
Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Research and Technology
and Chief Scientist
Reinventing government", National Performance Review,
Defense Acquisition \Vorkforce Improvement Act ... Goldwaterichols Act ... Packard Commission, , ,Grace Commission.,. Fly
Before You Buy ... MHiury Indu trial Complex. Defense acquisition ba ceruinly nor suffered from a lack of critics, initiatives.
studies or refonn effort over the years; however, we find ourselves
today experiencing world-wide revolution in technology, business
and geo-political alliances, The acquisition sy tern that provided
the world's beSt technology and most modern Army must be constantly improved if we are to retain the voters' trust and support
to remain the world' ione military superpower.
Funding for Army research, development and acqui ition (RDA)
has declined more than 30 percent since the Berlin w.ill came down
and will oon be only one-third of the total Army RDA funding
in 1985. Since Desert Storm, approximately 250,000 active military and 60,000 Army civilian positions have been eliminated, We
are also experiencing the greatest change in the Defense industry
since the end of World WarII, almost a half century ago, The global
geo-political, economic, military and technology change and pace
of change are unprecedented. As Professor Thurow of M. LT states
in his recent book Head to Head, we emerged from World War
D a one of two miliury superpowers but the lone economic superpower. Today we are the lone military superpower but are in
competition with two other economic superpowers: European Economic Community and]apan, In their recent book Wal' and AntiUlar; Alvin and Heidi Tofflerob erve that we left the post-industrial
revolution and entered the third wave, or knowledge-based, revolution three decades ago in this country. Economic and militar)'
ucce S in this new world require: agility; flexibility; a superior.
technologically literate work force; enlightened leadership; and
a uperior, modern infrastructure.
Defense acqui ition must change soon if we 'lfe to shape our
future and con en'e our dwindling resources instead of becoming merely a student of the fundamental changes to our defense
acquisition
tern. Our indu trial partners are downsizing, diverifying and leaving the business to survive and honor their obligations
to tockholders. Science and technoLogy are advancing also at an
unprecedented pace, Technologies such as microelectronics, telecommunications, materials, and biotechnology critical to our
land warfare supremacy are turning over as often as two years. We
Can no longer expect the Cold War acquisition system-which was
designed for new major weapon s)'stem development and is characterized by a 15-20 year cycle from concept to mass production
January-February

to fielding-to meet tomorrow's requirement for Ie-..n production,
continuous improvement via technology insertion, dual-use technology, and exploitation of commercial technologies, standards,
procedures and products.
If implemented, the following list ofaClions by the Congress and
Department of Defense will fundamentally change Defense acquisition to better serve the soldier, business and the taxpayer:
1. Become a "world-class customer," make acquisition affordable and reduce development cycle time by restoring trust and practicing risk management, rather than risk aversion.
2. Require the Integr-..ted Product and Process Development (IPPD)
approach to acquisition.
3, Benchmark and vigorousl y adopt best busines practices,
products, processes and standards while eliminating non-es ential
military standards.
4. Exploit advanced distributed simulation for higher quality,
lower cost, more timely concepts, trade-offs, requirements, development, testing, training and mission rehearsal/planning.
5. Obtain better, more timely customer requircmerus by integrated
decision team comprised of the warfighter, technologist, acquirer and industry through Louisiana Maneuvers, TRADOC Batde Labs
and Advanced Technology Demonstrations.
6. Reduce acquiSitiOn cycle time for most prog.....ms by adopting the two-step development process recommended b)' the 1993
Arm)' Science Board Summer Study on Innovative Acquisition
StrAtegies,
7. Procure price-based, best value vice lowest cost; thereb)' reducing
cycle time, avoiding two separate (government and commercial)
accounting systems and reducing final cost to the taxpayer.
8. Shift from a mass production assumption to lean, agile and
flexible manufacturing commensurate with smaller production orders
and the need for continuous improvement.
9. Streamline the Defense acquisition infrastructure; thereby allowing a commensurate indu try infrastructure and overhead savings, improving the affordability and timeliness of defense weapon systems.
10. Accelerate laboratory and Research and Development Center
quality and relevance improvements including: Project Reliance;
fOCUsing on core competencies; focusing on Army critical priorities and objectives stated in the Arm)' Science and Technology Master
Plan; and empowering management with the policies, practices,
procedures and authorities enjoyed by the Department of Commerce's National Institute of Standards and Technology.
Army Research, Development and Acquisition Bulletin
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What Would You Like to See Done
to Reform the Army's Acquisition Process?
GaryThll
Deputy Chief of Staff
for Acquisition
Headquarters, U.S. Army
Materiel Command
Alexandria, VA
In iliis era of rapid change, "business
as usual" and "school solutions" don't
work. I'm convinced that each member
of the acquisition community is a potential innovator. Open communication gives
everyone the opportunity to make important and lasting conlributions to the Army acquiSition process.
Acquisition reform i replete with treamlining efforls, proposed
change and initiative, bUl ironically, we still have not locked onto
a vision or have an end state. [ believe we generally know wbat
needs to be done, but I'm not so sure that the total acquisition commUllily has gotten the word. To succeed in our efforts, we need
to cement in place firm cultural changes whereby process improvements are communicated al all levels.
In the past 18 month ,the Army has pread this message through
its Acqui ition Improvement Seminars, known as "Roadshows."
Through them our enior acquisition managers have conducted
oyer 1,500 in·depth discussions and seminars with executives and
mid-level managers emphasizing principles to streamline the process.
orne of the key initiatives we are trying to communicate are:
• Increase Use of Non·military Specifications and Standards. AProcess Action 1bm (PAl) was established to reduce reliance
on military specifications and standards. The PAT is focusing on
six yilal areas; training, aulomation, major system acquisition, susClinmenr, management and the processes supporting the development
and revision of military specifications and standards. Tbis effort
is directed at understanding the objective and requirements that
drive rhe process, so tbat a viable solution thaI tsn't dependent
on military specifications and standards can be de,'e1oped.
• Best Value Con!racting. This concept assesses proposal differences other tlxm price and is gaining widespread acceptance throughout the government. With the call for acquisition reform, Best Value
Contracting offers an opporlunity to get the best possible product
for our money, while avoiding allegations of improper Or highly
subjective award decisions. Best Value Contracting is one of the
fe~ltured topics of the Road how eries.
• Functional Support Templating. Provides program and functional managers a decision making tool in the face of diminishing
re ources. These templates cover 22 functional pecialtie dealing with engineering data and specifications, integrated logistics
suppon and risk management. The templates offer a disciplined
approach to identifying costs of functional requirements, possible allernatives and risks associated with each requirement. The
templates emphasize the use of contractor flexibility and commercial
practices to achieve functional requirements, while achieving cost
and scheduling goals.
We need 10 convince everyone in our community that acquisition reform is everybody's concern. This is the time to seize the
opportunity, when the realities of downsizing allow us to implement innovative approaches to modernization and reacliness. Everyone involved with acquisition must feel empowered 10 seek out
and implement improvements 10 our process,
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Dr. Lawrence). Korb
Senior Fellow, Foreign
Policy Studies
Director, Center for
Public Policy Education
The Brookings Institution
Washington, DC
The purpose of the acquisition process
is to procure the weapons that support
the national military strategy in the most
cost effective manner. Over the past fwO decades, innumerable and
well intentioned commissions and panels have focused on streamlining the process to make it more cost effective. From Fitzhmgh
to Carlucci to Packard, 10 the Defense Management Review to the
National Performance Review, businessmen, pOliticians, and
bureaucrats have told DOD how to buy more efficiently. But not
much has really changed, nor are any significant changes likely
to take place in the future, because the American government is
not designed to be efficient. Our founding fathers cIid not trust govern·
mem and cIid nOl design an apparatus thaI could operate efficient·
ly. For them, efficiency ranked well below such other values as popular
control, equity, and the rights of the minoriry. Moreover, even the
marginal changes suggested by these groups and panels usually solve
one problem by creating another. Packard's "fly before you buy"
concept slowed down the weapons development process so much
that it took nearly 20 years for the Army to get the M·I tank. Simi·
larly, buying off-the·shelfcomponents to speed up the process gave
us DIVAD.
But there are fwO things thaI can be done to improve the process.
First, define more clearly our national military strategy. Second,
carry out the acquisition proCllSS more honestly.
When a new administration takes office, it needs to spell oU! our
national security policy through a series of presidential directives
(PDs). Nine months after taking office, the Clinton administration
has still not done thaI. For example, in late October 1993, PD-13,
which defines our relationship with the U. . and our role in preserving the borders of the republics of the former Soviet Union, till
remains in the drafting stage. In fact, when a near fmal draft of
this document was leaked to the press in the summer of 1993, it
was repudiated by the President.
Political appOintees, military officers, senior civilian servants,
and defense industry executives routinely overestimate the capabilities of new weapon systems. When the program is delayed or
experiences cost and performance problems, as any new system
does, cIisillusionment sets in among the Congress and the American people. \1libuld it not be better to point out the potential difficulties
in adv;UJce and recognize that some programs are destined to fail?
This tendency to exaggerate came close to derailing the Bradley,
the Abrams, and the Apache, and did kill DIVAD!
Being clear aboulthe role of force in the new world order, and
being honest about the problems in the procurement process, wlll
be more productive in the long run than setting up another tudy
that tries to streamline the process.
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MAJ Mark Brown
Chief, Army Acquisition
Corps Policy
Office of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Personnel
The Pentagon
Clearly, acquisition reform is needed.
This does not mean that DOD acquisition y terns have not changed over the
years. In fact, DOD acquisitinn systems
have constandy been changing all along.
The current resulmnt acquisition process takes too long, is tOO complicated, and is too expensive to field operationally significant numbers of quality high-tech equipment.
With that opinion stated, there are some very good things about
our system that have evolved over time. Many current ways of doing business have resulted from lessons learned the hard way-for
reasons we ha e probably long forgonen. Therefore, while pursuing acquisition reform, we muSt be careful not to "throw the baby
out with the bath water."
Afler some brainstorming, the following ideas came to mind.
I'm not sure if the following proposals would work, or are even
sman ways of doing business, but I would like to see them studied
for feasibility, costs, and if they make sense, implement.ed.
• All oew legislation and regulation should incorporate "sunset provisions" mandating review and adjustment after a period
of lime, or that legislation or regulation would expire.
• The small purchase threshold wiil apparently be raised to
100,000 in the near future. Raise it as high as possible, perhaps
10 5250,000, so that simpLified purchase procedures can be used
as often as is prudent in the judgement of the contracting officer.
• Mandate "off the shelf' or modified non-developmental item
procurement a the option of first choice. Set the approval level
for exceptiOns to thi policy very high, perhaps at the AAE or DAE
level.
• Mandale the use of performance pecifications with exceptions approved at the AAE level.
• Where performance specs are not adequate, use industry standard
specifications, such as SAE or IEEE specifications, with e.xceptions
approved at the AAE level.
• Oversight, audit, and inspection agencies should be consolidated and reduced with unique roles and re ponsibilities assigned
to those remaining. Acquisition organizations spend too much of
their time preparing for and responding to the many oversighl, audil,
and in~pection organizations in existence today.
• Mandate a limit to the size and complexity of RFPs and
Proposals-perhaps 25 standard-size pages or less, including annexes or appendices.
• Arrempt to force those RFPs and proposals into a paperless,
"electronic" system.
• Define standards for what constitutes a "frivolous protest"
and levy stiff monetary fine for filing protests conforming to those
standards.
• Investigate the consolidation of all Army testing, developmenr:l.l
and opel"dtional, into a single independent organi7.ation, reporting to the AAE, CG, TRADOC or the DCSOPS (focus on meeting
the user' requirements).
• Investigate the consolidation of the various similar DOD and
service commodity commands into consolidated functional
organization. For example, investigate the consolidalion of
NAYAlR, Aeronautical Systems Division (USAF), and the aviation
piece of ATCOM into one Air Systems Command under the control of the Air Force or DOD. The aval ea Systems Command
(NAYSEA), of cour e should be under the control of the Navy.
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ALand Systems Command similar to TACOM with ponions of other
AJIoIC MSCs would be under the control of the Army. The Air Force's
Electronics Systems Division (ESD), DISA and CECOM could be
investigated for consolidation into an Electronic Systems Command.
Obviously the last twO proposaLs would be the most controversial and the rna t difficult to Implement. Tho e proposaJs would
have 10 be Investigated as part of a strategic reform plan. umerous combinations could be examined for feasibility. Transitional
costs and operational difficulties might offset any potenlial savings.
However, savings in staff overheads and infrastructure could be
significant fat some options. Potential pitfalls would be that individual service interests and requirements might be reduced to
the lowest common denominator or worse, lost in the shuffle.
Clearly, there is tremendous potential for reform if we are willing to achieve it. Paradigms must be broken and the leadership at
all levels must "think outside of the box" of past wa)'S of doing
business. We have no choice If maximum output is to be obtained
from shrinking resources. The size and scope of most high pay-off
reform is so large that ignificant reform need to be conducted
from a strategic basis. not within a year or two, or we are just nibbling around the margins. I believe there are few "quick fixes" and
that acquisition reform must be conducted in a directed evolution
format.

LeRoy Haugh
Vice-President of Procurement
and Finance
Aerospace Industries Association
Washington, DC
Ever since my first appointment to a
procurement policy-making po ition as
the Navy Policy Member 00 the Armed
Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR)
Committee a generation ago, I have
been an a,'ld proponent of uniform policy
and centralized management of the regulatoty proce . Butl want
to make clear that I do nOl advocate uniformity for Its own sake,
nor do I believe in regulations and procedures so rigid that they
preclude lhe exercise of judgment by contracting officers and other
acquisition officials who must apply tho e regulations. Avoiding
either exlreme of total chaos or mindless rigidity requires a disciplined s)'stem-one which can adapt readily to meet changing
requirements in a dynamic acquisition process.
We have unfortunately witnessed both of the e extremes in JUSt
the last dozen years. The dramatic increase in 000 spending in
the early 80s was accompanied by what appeared to be-either
by design or by accident-an abdication of OSD responsibility to
manage the process. This led rapidly to virtually unchecked iniliatlves by all the militaty departments, such as the widespread
use of fixed-price research and development contracts and the u e
of liter-dill' thousands of unapproved special clauses and contract
provisions. With equal speed and unchecked enthusiasm, Congre
also reacted to what It saw as abuses, by "micromanaging" the process
through successively more burdensome legislative requirement.
These in turn were oflen over-implemented by DOD and by the
military departments, contributing further to the loss of flexibility and the onset of today's grid.lock.
Against that backdrop, It is only fair to address acquisition reform broadly, and not just as it relates to the Army. The Army is
of course a very important part of DOD, but reform in my judgment needs to start with Congress and OSD, and must be made
actoSS the board. Not too many years ago, I would have urged that
the Army use more imaglnalion and flexibility in its procurements
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because, historically, Army procurement. has been characterized
by undue caution and unwillingness to do anything not specifically permitted by the regulations. Thus, the Army often failed to
take advantage of the flexibility and room for judgment which
the regulations may have permitted. However, that flexibility has
all but disappeared for everyone with the increase in oversight by
DCAA, the IG, GAO and Congress, and the accusation of "fraud"
everytime an acquisition official makes a questionahle judgment.
What i needed now is a major overhaul of the entire acquisition system, including statutes, regulations, poHcies, procedures,
detailed "how to" specifications, etc., in short a cultural change.
The time seems to be ripe for this effort, with Congress, the Executive Branch and the industry solidly supporting the concept
of acquisition reform. With the defense budget shrinking, it behooves everyone to ensure that those dollars are well spent., and
not W'd ted on non-value-added COSts to comply with unnecessary

controls. Congress must rake tbe lead and make necessary statutory change which, in turn, will set the stage for overhauling the
regulations. The Army, for its part, should support both these
efforts-first to streamline the statutory base, and then to eliminate
any regulations which exceed statutory requirements or which are
not necessary to a business-like buyer/seller relationship. If this
much can be achieved, it will be a major breakthrough. But lookingfurther down the road, it may prove to be the easier part. Effecting the cultural change needed to really put reform into practice
and then keep the system from accumulating the same colJection
of barnacles again will require that: I) contracting officials exercise the flexibility which the system offers, and be willing to make
judgements and accept responsibilit'Y; and 2) Congress, DCAA, the
IG and others responsibleIor oversight exercise discipline and avoid
overreacting to every perceived shortcoming by costly legislative
or regulatory micromanagement.

BOOKS
Government Printing Office
Releases Publications
The following publications are available from the U.S. Govetnmenr
Printing Office:
Introdflction to Defense Acquisition Management
Stock Number: 008-020-01297-1
ISBN 0-16-041725-2
Edition: 1993
Synopsis: This pamphlet was designed to be both a quick srudy guide
to refresh tbeskilled and experienced acquisition management professional as well as an introduction to the world of ystems acquisition
management fnr the newcomer_ It focuses on Department of Defense
wide applications rather than on the details ofhow a specific weapons
system program is managed.
A BriefHistory of tbe u.s. Army in World War 1/
Stock Number: 008-029-00245-1
Edition: 1992
Synopsis: World War II was the largest and most violent armed conflict in ,he history of mankind. However, the half century that now
separates us from that conflict has exacted its toll on our collective
knowledge. While World war II continues to absorb the inte.rest of
military scholars and historians. as well as its veterans, a generation
of Americans bas grown to maturity largely unaware ofLhe pnlitical,
social, and military implications of a war that, more than any other,
united us as a people with a common purpose.
Lessons Itl RestrtlcturttlgDeftmse Itldustry: The French l'xperleru:e
Stock Number: 052-003-01266'3
ISBN 0-16-037940-7
Edition: 1992
Synopsis: Altbougb the U.S. spends 10 times more on defense than
does France, the two nations' defense industries share some basic similarities that make recent French experience in defense-industrial restructuring relevant for U.S. policymakers. In considering the Lessons that
might be learned from France, hnwever, Americans should keep in
mind the differences between the two nations. First, whereas the U.S.
defense industry is mainly in priva.te bands and the U.S. government
emphasizes market mechanisms, nearly four-ftftbs of the French defense
industry is controlled by the state and broadly managed by the government. Second, the French Parliament bas much less powerovcrdefense
decisions than does tbe U.S. Cong.ress.
Disposal ofCbemical Weapons - Alternattve Tecbnologles
Stock Number: 052-003-01287-1
ISBN 0-16-037951-2
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Eclltion: 1992
Synopsis: The United States ba pledged to destroy its entire stockpile of chemical weapons by the end of this decade. The U.S. Army
has begun this process by building and testing a demonstratinn facility to disassemble and incinerate these weapons on Johnston Island,
a small island in the mid·Pacific Ocean. After test prove the concept,
the Army plans to build similar facilities for the nther chemical weapons
now stored at each of eight sites in ,he continental United States.
Secretaries of War and Secretaries oftbe Army, By William
Gardner Bell
Stock Number: 008-029-00249-3
ISBN 0-16-036191-5
Edition: 1992
Synopsis: The United States Army has evolved during more tban two
hundred years from the assorted volunteer elements of a weak cOnfederation of colonies into the composite and balanced standing force
ofa leading world power. Its evolution has para.lleled the social, economic, political, and geographical developmenr of the nation. In the
opening struggle for independence, the middle period of continental expansion, and ,he modern era of international operations, the
Army ha played a constant and ubstantive role in American hiStory.
Military Careers
Stock Number: 008-000-00614-8
EditIon: 1992
Synopsis: The Department of Defense recruits and trains approximately 200,000 enlisted members and officers each year, making it
one of the largest employers in tbe U.S. MllIta.ry Careers has been developed to help educators and youth learn about the many caree.r opportunities the military has to offer. Tbe book is a compendium of
military occupational, training, and career information and is designed
for use by students desiring to explore the military world of work.
Building Future Security
Stock Number: 052-003-01269-8
ISBN 0-16-037975-X
Edition: 1992
Synopsis: The collapse of the Soviet military threat holds out the
prospect ofa "peace dividend" in the form ofa smaller and less costly defense establishment. But despite the end of the cold war, the United
States still faces existing and emerging security threats, including the
rise of regional powers, the proliferation of advanced conventional
military technologies and weapons of mass destruction, and tbe possibility of a renewed global military threat in the distant future. Tbe
narion will therefore continue to need a robnst defense technology
and industrial base that can develop, produce, and suppon appropriate military systems in peacetime and respond to additional military
requirements in crises or war.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
NAME

Pinckley Named Deputy
For Acquisition
Career Management
Dr. Bennie H. Pinckley, former project manager for the
Ground Based Surveillance and Tracking System, has been
named deputy director for acquisition career management
in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for
Research, Development and Acquisition.
A member of the SES since November 1988, Pinckley
has more than 33 years of federal civilian service, including
previous responsibilities as deputy progrJrn executive officet
for Air Defense; acting deputy program executive officer,
High/M.edium Air Defense/Theater Missile Defense; and
deputy project manager, Joint Theater Missile Defense
Project Office.
Pinckley holds a doctorate in public administration from
OVA University and a bachelor's degree in electrical
engineering from the niversity of Tennessee. In addition, he has completed courses at the Brookings Institute
inC:! the Defense Systems Management College.

Program Management
Course Selectees
;. The director of Army acquisition career management
has announced that the following civilian membel1i of the
Army Acquisition Corps were selected to attend the Program Management Course (PMC), Class 94-1, beginning
Jan.2 ,1994. The class is scheduled for completion on
June 10, 1994.
~Eighty-one nominations were ubmitted for PMC 94-1;
of these, 70 nominations were selected as primary candidates. The next PMC is scheduled to commence inJuly,
1994. Candidates who were not selected for Class 94-1
are eligible for reconsideration by the next PMC board,
scheduled to convene in April, 1994.

NAME

ORGANIZATION

AlU"lBRUSTER, Vicky R.
GARCIA-BACO, Luis E.
BE NER, John T.
BEEZLEY, Thomas C.
BOGGS, ancy C.
BONKOSKY, Brian B.
BROCK, Elizabeth K.
BUHRKUHL, Robert L.

PEO TACT MSL
HQAMC
PEO COMM
MTMC
ISC
TACOM
CECOM
PEO AV
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BURNSTEEL, Harvey L.
BUSHMAN, William
CARLESON,James R.
CARMEN, James W.
CAUDLE, James T.
COLVIN, Randy D.
COLA GELO, Ronald D.
COTHRAU, Julian L.
CRAWFORD, John F.
DOPP, David J.
D MBACHER, John L.
EDELEMA ,Richard E.
FRADLEY., Dale R.
FITZPATRICK, George j.
GADDY, Sidney W.
GEBELE, William X.
GLADD, David L.
HARRISON, Darrell L.
HARK! S. Randall B.
HETTMAN, Michael J.
HIGGINBOTHAM, Claude L.
HI OMAN, Dorothy L.
JACKSON, Chauncey D.
jEHAN, Henry I.
JOHN ON, Steven K.
KEE, Gregory L.
KRASNICKI, Dennis F.
KOBLER, Virginia P.
KERRIGAN, Thomas G.
KIEBLER. Rene
KlRZOW, Paul J.
LEE, Harvey K.
LORENZ, Robert C.
MCKEO , harron G.
MEIER, Cheryl L.
MELVIN, Byron E.
LOPEZ-MERCED. jose
MILLER, Billy S.
NEIGHBORS, Robert H.
NGYUEN, Giao K.
OLSON. Deborah A.
ORF, Carolyn K.
POLO SKY, Stanford I.
P TZUTTELLI, Charles
QUit , john C.
RIVOMONTE, Joseph M.
ROBERSON, William E.
RUBINS, Shirley C.
SHORT, Paul M.
SHUM, Julia H.
SKRILETTS, John L.
SLATER, Griffith
SMITH, Joan C.
SUNDBERG, john C.
TIWARI, Subhash R.
TREVEY, Betsy B.
TUTTEN, Mark C.
YOUNG, Virginia D.
WILSON, Gisele C.
WOLF, Robert G.
VELEZ, Eduardo B.
\VYMER, Debra G.

ORGANIZATION
HQAMC
PEO STAMIS
ATCOM
PEO lEW
PEO MSL DEF
MICOM
STRlCOM
r.UCOM
SSDC
TACOM
SSDC
PEO COMM
AAESA
PEO COMM
PEO M L DEF
PEO lEW
TACOM
PEOAVN
MICOM
PEO lEW
PEO TACT MSL
Com Spr Agency
STR] OM
STRlCOM
PEO lEW
RCA
-JACOM
PEO MSL DEF
PEO CCS
PEO ARM
PEO COMM
AMSAA
PEOAV
HQAMC
PEOAV
HQAMC
HQAMC
PEO AV
PEO TACT M L
PEO CCS
PEOAV
PEO AV
PEO STAMI
PEO COMM
PEO lEW
MICOM
PEO M'L DEF
STRICOM
ATCOM
ARDEC
PEO COMM
HQAMC
PED COMM
PEO TACT MSL
SSDC
PED AVN
STRICOM
MICOM
SSDC
STRICOM
CECOM
I'EO M5L DEF
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Class Location
1994 Dates
DAU Partial Course Schedule
Aug 1-12
TBD
The following 1994 schedule of orne Defense Acquisition University (OAU) courses was provided by the U.S. Army Logistics Management College. TBD indicates that the location is to be determined.
For more information, contact CarolynJones at (804)765-4997 or

o

N 539-4997.

CONTRACTING FUNDAMENTALS
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 18-Feb JI
Feb 7-Ma1"4
Feb 28-Mar 25
Mar 14-Apr 8
Apr 4-29
Apr 18-May 13
May 9-Jun 3
May 23-Jun 17
Jul ll-Aug 5
Jul 18-Aug n
Aug 8-. ep 2

SAF, Wright-P-~lterson ArB, OH
Fort Lee, VA
DOD, Philadelphia, PA
Fort Lee, VA
Army, THO
FOri Lee, VA
avy, TBD
Fort Lee, VA
Army, TIlD
Fort Lee, VA
Philadelphia, PA

GOVERNMENT CONTRACT LAW
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 31-Feb II
Feb 28-Mar 11
Mar 28-Apr 8
Apr 25-May 6
May 16-27
Jun 13-24
Jul 11-22
Sep 12-23

Arm)', THO
avy, washington, DC
USAF, Hill AFB, UT
DOD, St. Loujs, MO
Army, THO
Navy, TBD
DOD, Linthicum, MD
DOD, Philadelphia, PA

INTERMEDIATE CONTRACTING
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 10-28
Jan 10-28
Jan 10-28
Jan 10-28
Jan 10-28
Jan 31-Feb 18
Jan 31-Feb 18
Jan 31-Feb 18
Feb 7-25
Feb 7-25
Feb 28-Mar 18
Feb 28-Mar 18
Feb 28-Mar 18
Mar 7-25
Mar 7-25
Mar 21-Apr 8
Mar 2 I-Apr 8
Mar 2 I-Apr 8
Apr 4-22
Apr 4-22
Apr 11-29
Apr 11-29
Apr JI-29
May 2-20
May 2-20
May 2-20
May 2-20
May 2-20
Jun 6-24
Jun 6-24
Jul 11-29
Aug 8-26
Aug 8-26
Sep 12-30

Fort Lee, VA
USAF, DO\'is Momhan AFB, AZ
DOD, Linthicum, MD
Army, TBD
Navy, Washington, DC
DOD, Boston, MA
Army, TBD
DOD, Pbiladelphia, PA
Fort lee, VA
USAF, Ellsworth AFH, SO
Army, TBD
DOD, Philadelphia, PA
Army, THO
Fort lee, VA
DOD, Columbus, OH
DOD, St. louis, MO
Army, THO
DOD, Philadelphia, PA
Fan Lee, VA
Army, Rock Island, Il
Army, TBD
DOD, SI. Louis, MO
Army, TBD
Fan Lee, VA
DOD, Boston, MA
DOD, ColumbUS, OH
DOD, Dayron, OH
Navy, Mechanicsburg, PA
Fort lee, VA
USAF, Wrighl·Patterson AFB, OH
Fort lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
Navy, TBD
Fort lee, VA

INTERMEDIATE CONTRACT PRICING
1994 Dates
Feb 28-Mar 11
Apr 4-15
May 2-13
Jun 6-17
Jul 11-22
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Class Location
THO
THO
TBD
THO
TBD
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Sep 19-30

TBD

COST ACCOUNTING STANDARDS WORKSHOP
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 31-Feb II
Feb 28-Mar 11
Mar 29-Apr 8
Apr 25-May 6
May 16-27
Jun 21-Jul 1
Jul 25-Aug 5
Aug 9-19
Sep 19-30

Fort Lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
Navy, Alexandria, VA
Fan Lee, VA
Foft Lee, VA
U AF, Forl Lee, VA
FOrl Lee, VA
DOD, Chicago, 1L
Fort Lee, VA

AUTOMATED INFO SYSTEMS (AIS) CONTRACTING
1994 Dates

Class Location

Feb 1-16
Feb 23-Mar 4
Mar 14-25
Mar 28-Apr 8
Apr ll-22
Apr 25-May 6
May 9-20
JUll 6-17
Jun 20-Jul 1
Jul 25-Aug 5
Aug 22-Sep 2
Sep 12-23

Fan Lee, VA
Forr Lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
DOD, l.InLbicum, MD
FOri Lee, VA
Army, N. little Rock, AR
Fort Lee, VA
USAF, TBD
Fori Lee, VA
Fan lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA

EXECUTIVE PRE-AWARD CONTRACTING
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 10-14
Jan 31-Feb 4
Feb 14-18
Feb 14-18
Feb 28-Mar 4
Mar 28-Apr 1
Apr 18-22
May 9-13
May 23-27
May 23-27
Jun 6-10
Jun 27-Ju1 I
Jul 18-22
Aug 8-12
Aug 29-Sep 2
Sep 12-16
Sep 12-16

Fort Lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
U AI', EI egundo, CA
USAF, Columbus, OH
Forl Lee, VA
Forr Lee, VA
FOrt lee. VA
Forl Lee, VA
USAF, EI Segundo, CA
USAF, Ph.iladelphia, PA
Fort Lee, VA
FOri lee, VA
Forl Lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA
US"'F, Columbus, OH
USAF, Chicago, IL

INTERMEDIATE ACQUISITION WGISTICS
1994 Dates
Feb 28-Mar 18
Apr 11-29
Jun 13-Jul 1

Class Location
Fort Lee, VA
Fort lee, VA
Fort Lee, VA

FUNDAMENTALS
OF SYSTEMS ACQUISITION MANAGEMENT
1994 Dates
Mar 7-11
Jun 20-24
Aug 22-26
Aug 29-Sep 2
Sep 26-30

Class Location
THO
TDD
TBD
TBD
THO

PURCHASING FUNDAMENTALS
1994 Oates

Class Location

Jan 31-Feb II
Jan 31-Feb II
Feb 28-Mar II
Mar 14-25
Mar 14-25
Apr 11-22
Apr 25-May 6
May 9-20
May 9-20

THO
Army, TBD
Fort Lee, VA
Fort lee, VA
USAF, Kelly AFB, TX
Fort Lee, VA
FOri lee, VA
Fori Lee, VA
USAF, TBD
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
1994 Dates

Class Location

1994 Dates

Class location.

Jun 6-17
Jul 11-22
Jul 25-Aug 5

DOD, Philadelphia. PA

Jun 27-Jul I
Sep t2-16

USAF. Tinker AFB. OK
Navy, TBD

TBD
fort Lee, VA

INTERMEDIATE PURCHASING
1994 Dates
Jan 31-Feb 9
feb 1-10
feb 14-24
~b 14 -24
Mar 1-10
Mar 1-10
Mar 14-23
Mar 15-24
Apr 11-20
Apr 26-May 5
May 9-18
Jun 6-15
Jun 7-16
Jun 21-30
Jun 21-30
Jul 11-20
Jul 12-21
Jul 26-Aug 4
Aug 8-17

Cla,ss Location

fort Lee, VA
Navy, TBD
forr Lee, VA
DOD, Philadelphia, PA
Army, SI. Louis, MO
Navy, TBD
fort Lee. VA
Army, TBD
Fort Lee, VA

Navy, Norfolk, VA
fort Lee, VA
fort Lee, VA
DOD, Columbus, OH
Army. TBD
Navy, TBD
fort Lee, VA
Army, TBD
Navy, Norfolk, VA
fort Lee, VA

INTERMEDIATE QUALITY ASSURANCE
1994 Dates

Class Location

Feb 7-11
May 2-6
May 23-27

Fort Lee, VA
Army, Warren, MJ
Navy, Indianapolis, IN

EXECUTIVE QUALITY ASSURANCE
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 10-13
Feb 14-17
Mar 15-18
Mar 29-Apr 1
Apr 19-22
Jun 13-16
Jul 11-14
Jul 26-29
Aug 30-Sep 2
Sep 19-22

Fort lee, VA
Fort lee, VA
Navy, CotOna, CA
DOD, Philadelphia, PA
DOD, Boston, MA
Fort lee, VA
Fort lee, VA
DOD, £1 Segundo, CA
DOD, Philadelphia, PA
Fort l.ee, VA

DEFENSE SPECIFICATION MANAGEMENT
1994 Dates

Class Location

Jan 24-Feb 4
feb 28-Mar 11
Apr 4-15
Mal' 9-20
Jul 18-29
Aug 15-26
Sep 19-30

Fort Lee, VA
TBD
TBD
TBD
Fort Lee, VA
TBD
TBD

SPECIFICATIONS
IN DEFENSE ACQUISITION PROCESS
1994 Dates
Jan 10-14
Jun 20-24

Class Location
Fort tee, VA
TBD

CONFERENCES
Army Science Conference
Call For Exhibits
A call for exhibits at the 19th Army Science Conference,June 20-24,
1994 in Orlando, FL, has been issued by the sponsor, the deputy assistant secretary of the Army for research and technology.
Army Science Conference exhibits must be on display tbroughout
the conference and demonstrate the latest science and technology in
government laboratories and research, developmem and engineering
centers.
TheexhibilS must display actual achievements ofan agency and should
reflect the theme of the Army Science Conference, "Assuring the Competitive Edge" for soldiers in the 21st century. Exhibits are restricted
to government only and will be selected based on original and interactive capabilities. Best exhibit awards will be made during the
conference.
1b obtain exhibit applications and information, fax your complete
mailing address, telephone number and fax number to Army Science
Conference exhibits at (804)255-0056, or call Brenda Vaughan at
(804)255-0409. Exhibit applications must be received no later than
Jan. 15, 1994.

Upcoming Conferences
-,

• The Object-Griented Simulation Conference will be held Jan. 24-27,
1994 in Tempe, AZ. Sponsored by the SOCiety for Computer Simulation, the seminar will feature discussions and pre''':ntatiolLS of research
papers on all aspects oftbe application nf object-oriented technology
to simulation modeling and arutiysis. For additional information, write
Charles Herring, U.S. Army Construction Engineering Research
Laboratories, P.O. Box 9005, Champaign, IL, 61826-9005, or call (217)
352-6511.
• The Eleventh International Seminar on Primary and Secondary
Ballery Technology and Application will be held Feb. 28-March 3,
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1994 in Deerfield Beach, FL. This seminar wiU be sponsored by Dr.
S.P. Wolsky, Ansum Enterprises Inc. and Dr. N. Marincic, Battery Engineering Inc. The seminar will cover aU important aspects of battery
research, development, manufacturing and application with partiCular empha is on new technologies and recent development in the
rechargeable ballery field. For additional information, contact Dr. S.P.
Wolsky, Ansum Enterprises Inc., 1900 Cocoanut Road, Boca Raton,
fL 33432, or call (407) 391-3544.
• The Mechanical Failures Prevention Group will hold ilS 48th meeting
in Wakefield, MA. on April 19-21, 1994. The U.S Army Research Laboratory, the Office of Naval Research, the Naval Surface 'w.trfare Center,
Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory and the Vibr-Ation Institute will
sponsor tbe conference. In keeping with the goal of the White House
'Iechnology Reinvestment Project, this year's theme is "Advanced Materials and Process Technology for Mechanical Failure Prevention." For
additional information contact Henry C. PUSel', 4193 Sudlel' Road,
Haymarket, VA 22069-2420, (703) 754-2234.

AWARDS
O'Brien Chosen as ARL Fellow
Dr. T. Kevin O'Brien, senior research scientist with the Army Vehicles Structures Directorate, NASA Langlel' Research Center, has been
named an Army Resea.rch Laboratory (ARL) fellow. The ARL fellowship waS establi hed last year (0 serve as a guiding advisory body to
the ARt director. The fellowship is limited to the top twO percent of
ARl. scientists and engineers.
O'Brien is internationally known for his work on delami.nation of
compOSite materials and has authored more than 100 publication and
presentations. He is currently involved in the durability and damage
tolerance assessment of composite marerials for miJjU,ry andcommerc-iaJ
aircraft, rotorcraft, and ground vehicles.
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Unit Maintenance
Aerial Recovery Kit
Aerial aircraft recovery i not an easy or enviable task.
Thi job is further complicated when military operations
in a hostile environment are added to the equation. Couple
a damaged helicopter in enemy terrirory with night operations in protective gear (cold weather or MOPPIV)
with minimum manpower and this normally labor-intensive, difficult task becomes near impossible. evcrtheless, aircraft recovery in the rotary wing environment
i a necessary duty and must be accomplished with a minimum of effort and as quickly a po sible. Previously, the
only means of recovering a downed helicopter was the
Aerial Recovery Kit (ARK). The kit was functional; however, it was extremely heavy and difficult to install due
to complicated sling arrangements and hardware. The
need arose to develop a kit that was man-portable, riggable in 15 minutes or less, and was so simple that three
men operating in degraded working conditions (night
operations, protective gear) could accompLish the recovery ta k with a minimum of effort and a high degree
of safety.
The Aviation Applied Technology Direcrorate (AATD),
U. . Army Aviation and Troop Command (ATCOM) at Fort
Eustis, VA, was ta ked to develop a kit meeting these requirements for all of the Army's rotary wing aircraft in
the currem inventory (AH·64, AH-64 Longbow, and all
series UH-I, UH-60, AH-1, and OH-58).
AATD is a research and development organization that
functions as a materiel developer for the Army aviation
communiry.
Effort to develop such a kit began in 1985. Many concepts were pursued before a useable kit utilizing the aircraft rotor head as the primary lifting point was developed.
The culmination of concepts, revisions and improvements rook place during Desert Shield/Desert Storm when
the Interim UMARK (IUMARK) became reality with 64 kits
being sent to Saudi Arabia. Based on feedback from the
user community, the kits enjoyed great success during
De ert torm (see accompanying photo).
After Desert Storm, action was initiated to further improve MARK. These improvements were greater weight
savings, increased ease of use, and higher versatility with
fewer components. In addition, a preader bar a sembly
was induded to facilitate recovery of the OH-58D and
Longbow Apache. This effort, referred to as the Advanced
VMARK. has resulted in a contractual agreement with
Kaman Aerospace.
The prototype U 1ARK de ign is approxinlately 140
pound lighter than the old design (IV 1ARK), utilizes a
common spreader bar for both the OH-58D and Longbow
Apache, and is much ea ier ro use since it requires no
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One of 64 Interim Unit Maintenance Aerial Recovery Kits
sent to Desert Storm.

tools for installation. Thi seemingly phenomenal weight
savings come from application of a new fiber known as
Spectra. peetra i a polyethylene fiber that ex~hibits great
tensile strength while being half the weight of similar
trength rated polyester slings. pectra is virtually impervious to chemical and mold/mildew attack. Strength
or rate of stretch does not degrade or change when wet
and is unaffected by sunlight unlike most sling material.
The absence of bulk and weight allows for a lightweight
modularized kit that consists of three polyethylene ruggedized cases that are two-man transportable.
The arrangement of the content of tbe boxes is such
that if the aircraft to be recovered is not an OH-58D or
Longbow Apache, tben the box containing the spreader
bar assembly for the mast-mounted Sight or radar can be
left behind. What remains are two boxes, one weighing
approximately 95 pounds and the other 92 pounds.
The box conta.ining the spreader bar assembly and associated sling and hardware weighs approximately 141
pound. (These weights include the container weight.)
Using the UH-60 or CH-47. the advanced UMARK i deigned to recover both lightly and heavily damaged aircraft, aircraft in which the transmis ion/rotor-head area
is not intact. These aircraft include the CH-47 from which
the blades and necessary equipment are removed to reduce gross weight.
The program is currently in the final design approval
stage and four prototype kits will be delivered for test
and evaluation in April of 1994.
The preceding article was written by john M. Maglierz;
an aerospace engineer with the Reliability. Mai/1/ainabilityalld Mission Tecbn%gy Division in the Aviation Applied
TedJllology Directorate,
Anny Aviarion and Troop Command, Fort Eu tis, VA.

u.s.
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RD&A NEWS BRIEFS
Advanced Power System
requirements. Though this approach is effective, it sometimes results in testing that is unnecessary because ofa repeatFor Army's
edly good past performance record of a vehicle system for
a
given contractor.
Ground Based Radar
The new program began in September 1992 in an attempt
A system designed to provide electrical power for the
ground-ba ed radar (GBR) is now being developed by the
Power Generation Division of the Belvoir RD&E Center Logistics Equipment Directorate (LED).
"We are pursuing this technology demonstration program
for tbe GBR project manager. Our aim i to develop an advanced tactical power system that will optimize the theater
missile defense capability of the GBR," said H Scott Coombe,
leader of the GBR project.
According to LED officials, the GBR is being designed to
enhance the Army's missile defense capability. It hould be
able to detect and track incoming missiles and then guide
interceptors to destroy these targets at ranges exceeding the
Patriot ystem.
"Our prototypes win include generator sets, mobility platforms and power transfer capability. These will be diesel and
turbine based that will provide a megawatt of continuous,
tactical quality power, with the processing capability to supply
me necessary power to operate the radar and auxiliary loads,"
added Coombe.
Thomas Childers, assistant GBR project leader, said,
"We will be incorporating electromagnetic pulse and interference hardening; infrared, acoustic, visual and electromagnetic signature suppression; and BC decontamination capabilities. Our product will fit aboard present
Air For e fixed-wing cargo airplanes with roll-ontroll-off
capabilities.' '
"We bave completed the conceptual design phase and we're
currently preparing detailed designs, performing component
testing and pursuing long-lead component acqUisition," said
Coombe. "We sbould be ready to produce demonstrators
in October 1995 to support a milestone II decision in fiscal
year 1997," concluded Coombe.

TARDEC Program
Cuts Vehicle Test Costs
The U. . Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development
and Engineering Center (1l\RDEC), Warren, MI, expects to
save the Army millions of dollars annually through a program aimed at reducing the cost of testing vehicles and
components.
Since 1989, expenditures on Army vehicle testing have
averaged 13.5 million annually. Most of the testing (over
80 percent) is performed at the Army's Test & Evaluation
Command faCility, with the remainder taking place at independent contractor sites.
The traditional procedure for monitoring the quality of
vehicles and components is to test them periodically at Army
te t site to make sure mat they meet military specification
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to test smarter as a result of cutbacks in defense expenditures. MG Joseph IUffianijr., cormnander ofthe U.S. Army
Tank-Automotive Command, supported the idea and asked
1l\RDEC's Product Assurance Directorate to coordinate efforts to lower testing costs for combat and tactical vehicles.
The aim of the 1l\RDEC program is to get everyone who
is directly or indirectly involved in testing vehicles and related
components to work toward reducing test costs wherever
possible without risk to the soldier in the field. These costreduction efforts would be tracked and reported on periodically to access trends.
Product Assurance Directorate's Barry C. Caner, who heads
the program said, "The program encompasses not just the
testing itself but any procedures that would be involved indirectly with the testing. In other words, if there are areas
related to testing, say, in the office environment, where we
can improve our productivity to reduce testing cost, we also
factor that into the savings:'
According to Caner, the mo t significant COSt savings result
from reducing the number of required tests. "The way we
determine what tests to elinlinate is to look at records of past
tests and the performance of the items tested. And if a contractor is found to have a good track record in providing highly
reliable vehicles or components, then we can elinlinate some
of the testing called for in the vehicle specification-as much
as 50 percent in some cases," he explained.
Carter added that the savings are substantial. He noted,
for example, that cutting the number of follow-on production tests for the Bradley Fighting vehicles from three to two
per year has resulted in an annual savings of &250,000.
Moreover, he said a cutback in tests of 25mm ammunition
used in Bradleys is saving an additional $165,000 per year.
Carter said also playing an increasingly impOrtant role in
reducing test costs is a growing emphasis in the use oflaboratory and computer simulation. He said me advan.tage to uch
tests is that they eliminate the need for drivers, support test
personnel and equipment that contribute to costly overhead
associated with conventional field tests. He noted, for instance, that in computer simulation, the practicality of a system
is determined before any hardware is ever fabricated.
Caner added that efforts are underway to reduce me cost
of prototype testing that is part of the process to develop
new vehicles. Noting that it is not uncommon during the
developmental process to test up to five prototypes simultaneously to quickly obtain as much reliability data as possible, Caner asserted that abandonment of this practice could
reduce testing costs significantly. "It makes a lot more sense
to do more shakedown testing of a few prototypes and iron
out the serious bugs rather than test five of them-all having the same bugs-and end up wasting money. It's the kind
of smart testing that we are going to be required to do more
of in the future as our money situation gets tighter," he said.
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Army, University of Maryland
Study Turbine Engine Stall
The Institute for Systems Research at the University of Maryland at College Park and the Army Research Laboratory have
signed a. cooperative research and development agreement
(CRADA) to carry out a joint project in the development of
active stall controllers for axial/centrifugal flow compressors
in jet aircraft turbines. However, the research is applicable
to all turbine engines.
This research program will combine controller development
and testing by the Army's Vehicle Propulsion Directorate (VPD)
at Lewis Research Center with modeling and analysis at the Institute for Systems Research.
The CRADA was signed under the provisions of the Technology Transfer Act of 1986 through which federallaboratories make developments accessible to private industry. The
legislation promotes the utilization of federally-funded technology developments to improve US. economic, environmental, and sodal well-being.
Karl Owen, VPD researcher, said, "This agreement demonstrates the synergy that's possible because of the Technology
Transfer Act. While we had assembled a formidable team from
industry, academia, and the government to address the flow
physics of stall, participation of the Institute for Systems
Research adds to our confidence that we will succeed in actively suppressing stall and surge. The Institute's theoretical
work in the aspects of non-linear control of axial and centrifugal flow compressors brings a new and complementary approach to this research."
University of Maryland Researcber Ray Adomaitis said, "This
is quite an exciting time in stall analysis and control. The theory of flow instability inception in these machines and experimental work on stall and surge suppression have matured
to a point where the implementation of this technology appears
to be a realistic goal."
The Institute of Systems Research is one of 18 National
Science Foundation engineering research centers chartered to
increase the global competitiveness of U.S. industry. It is a joint
effort of the University of Maryland at College Park and Harvard University to conduct fundamental researcb in integrated
systems design for the control and optimization of complex engineering systems.

Armored Security Vehicle
To Enhance MP Survivability
The US. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development
and Engineering Center (TARDEC), with the assistance of
several lank-Automotive Command directorates, has successfully transitioned the Armored Security Vehicle (ASV) to
the PEO- Combat SuppOrt. The ASV program recently reached
Milestone I and II decisions (engineering and manufacturing phase) and is entirely funded for use by the US. Army Military Police Corps.
The ASV will be funded in fiscal years 1994-96 with research
and development allocations. The program will continue to
be funded through production resources in fiscal years
1996-99.
MAl Thomas Vaught, former weapon systems manager, said,
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"TARDEC's Emerging Systems Division in the Advanced Systems, Concepts, and Planning Directorate has acruall y 'emerged
a system.' They've gotten it from concept to Milestones I and
II. These people have successfully fulfilled a mi sion, although
most of the work was nor funded.
"This work ha resulted in a funded program that will significantly increase the survivability oftheMPs. This system also
dr.unatically increases their lethality. It will broaden response
options and enlarge the overall value and presence of the Military Police," Vaught continued.
Vaught said that the Military Police have become the Army's
force of choice, as they provide m.i1itary presence without actually deploying a combat force. The MP's presence eliminates
the international tensions traditionally associated with employing combat units.
The MPs represent four percent of the Army's force and were
deployed 52 times in the last 12 years. They comprised eight
percent of the force in Operation Desert Storm, 16 percent in
Panama, and 30 percent in Somalia. Although the number of
MPs deployed lI12.y seem insignificant, their contributions were
of immeasurable value, as they provided law and order, security and handled enemy-prisoner-of-war issues.
The ASV will carry a three-member security team: a gunner,
driver and team leader. It will also prOVide room for an extra
passenger and stowage space for up to 100 rounds of
ammunition.
The vehicle's main gun, an Mk-I9, will be turret-mounted.
This turret will provide ballistic protection capable of shielding the crew against small-arms fire and include an infrared
nighttime target- acquisition system. The gun is easily dismounted from the turret for specialized missions.
The ASV will replace the MI026 High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled Vehicle. The MI026 lacks ballistic protec-.
tion and night capabilities for target identification with its main
weapon.
"The MPs have accounted for many of the Army's casualties
in recent years. This is because their vehicles are not adequately equipped to withstand the low-intensity conflicts that are
associated with the MPs defensive 'and protective roles," said
Vaught.
The Military Police School, headquarrered at Fort McClellan, Al, developed the operational and organizational plan for
the ASV. TARDEC assisted by formulating a vehicle concept using the plan as a guideline. The ASV's Operational Requirements
Documents (ORD) were approved in March 1992. The require.ments outline that the ASV be a wheeled vehicle with a f1atrun tire capability possessing 7.62m.m armor piercing ammunition protection for crew, weapon station and ammunition
storage; it must have overhead protection (60m.m mortar burst
within 10m); and provide protection from anti-personnel
mines.
The ORD also states that the ASV be survivable from
nuclearlbiological/chernical contamination and operable in
Mission-Oriented Protective Posture level 4. In addition, it must
be roll-on/roll-offtransportable by a C-130 aircraft, and accomodate a payload of 4,360 Ibs.
The Army is slated to purchase 95 ASVs. The U.S. Air Force
may order up to 300 vehicles for use by their airfield construction and explosive ordnance disposal personnel.
The preceding article was written by Rae Higgins, a publicist with the U.S. Army Tank-Automotive Research, Development and Engineering Center Marketing Office.
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ARMY RDA BULLETIN
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1993 Index of Artie es

(

This index is a headline listing of major articles published
in Anny RD&A Bulletin during 1993.

JANUARY-FEBRUARY
•
•
•
•
•
•
~.

'Thctical Quiet Generators ... The Power of the Future
Army arne R&D Achievement Award Winners
Applying Earned Value to Government In-House Activities
YPG Preserves atural Re ources
Army Executives Revisit Buying Commands
Topographic Engineering Center Supports Simulation and
Training
Acquisition Management Milestone System
Civilian AAC Members Attend Career Management Workshop
Can Computers "Learn" To Work With Users?
PEO Feature-Global Protection Against Limited Strikes, Army
The Army Acquisition Corps: A Career Decision For Captains
Developing the Future Soldier System
The Army Materiel Command's R&D Ini tiatives in Central and
Eastern Europe
Is There a Role for the Reserve Components in the Army Acquisition Corps?
New WRAIR Facility Planned
TARDEC Enters the Composite Age

~

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

j...

•

I'-

•

I

MARCH-APRIL

i'-

•

~.

•.

...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Defense Acquisition University
The U.S. Army Logistics Management College
The Army Management Engineering College
Army Plays Major Role in Supporting Black College and Minority Institutions
Welding of Composite Materials
The Army Materiel Command's New Approach To Planning
Tti-Service Reliance in Aviation Test and Evaluation
Protecting the U.S. Technology Lead
U.S. Army Te t and Evaluation Command: Supporting International Cooperative Efforts
Power Technology Demonstrators for the Future Land Warrior
Combat ~hicle Test Bed To Play Key R&D Role
Teaming Produces Results
Distributed Interactive Simulation-A Preview
Battelle Foreca tS 162 Billion for U.S. R&D in 1993
Army Data Dictionary Technology

MAY-JUNE
~

• Vision for the Next Decade ... Distributed Interactive Simulation
• DiStributed Interactive Simulation
I- • Industry Applications of Distributed Interactive Simulation
• The Commander-In-Chief's First Virtual Battle 2001
'"' • The enior service College Fellowship Program at The University of Texas at Austin
• Modernizing the Army ... Challenges and Opportunities
I- • The Soldier Integrated Protective Ensemble
• Structural Hardening Research
• Engineers and Scientists Get 'Green' at Fort Knox
~, • Fluidized Bed Improves Rubber Removal Operations
• ETC Power Development Effon at ARDEC

January-February 1994
I

• TACOM Creates the ational Automotive Center
• The Battle for Mons Olympus, Ma.rs
• You Think You Have Problems With Your R&D Project?

JULY-AUGUST
• A Team Concept for Developing the Battlefield Combat Identification System
• Army University Centers
• A Parametric Model for Soldier Individual Power
• Continuous Improvement: The End of the Rainbow
• Re in 'fransfer Molding: Thilorable Composites Manufacturing
• Training With Industry
• Self-Heating Individual Rations
• Veteran Visits World W'ar II Training Site
• Three Case Studies on Technology Partnerships
• Total System Acquisition Management Methodology

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER
• Interview with LTG William H. Forster, Director, Army Acquisition Corps and Military Deputy to the Assistant Secretary of the Atmy (RDA)
• Why Do We Need an Army Acquisition Corps?
• Professionalization of the Acquisition Workforce
• Conferees Discuss Key Acquisition Issues
• An Advanced Civil Schooling Alternative for Acquisition Corps
Members
• Army Acquisition Corps Officers in TRADOC
• Focusing on Soldier SurVivability
• The ational Automotive Center: A Year in Review
• Smart Focal Plane Arrays
• ARL Studies Ceramics
• Cooperative Approaches Lead to Successful Development of
XM295
• Teamwork, Streamlining Speed Fielding of Mine Detector
• Diagnostic Analysis and Repair Tool Set
• TARDEC's Liaison's/TRADOC Bartle Labs Team Up
• Flexible Computer Integrated Manufacturing
• CRREL Engineers Design and Test Antarctic Snow Thnneler
• Red River Army Depot Develops Vehicles for Combat Thtining

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER
• ArmylNASAJoint Agreement
Three Decades of Dual-Use Aviation Technology Developmem
Part I: History and Mechanics
Part 11: The Successes and the Future
• National Automotive Cenrer Emphasizes Dual-Use 1Cchnology
• The Technology Reinvestment Project
• Dual Use Environmental Technologies
• Dual-Use Technologies and University Research Initiatives
• MANPRINT and Dual Use
• The Army Space and Strategic Defense Command
• Medical Dual-Use Technologies
• Dual-Use Food Technologies
• Dual-Use 'R:chnology-The Precision Lightweight GPS Receiver
• The Army Acquisition Certification Program
• Force Provider
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